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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backcround -

At the request of the Nuclear Regulatory Connission, Philadelphia Electric
Company, its contractor, the General Electric Company, and prime subcontractor,
Science Applications, Inc., have performed a probabilistic risk assessment !

I(PRA) of the Limerick Ge'nerating Station. The purpose of the analysis was'

to assess the risk of Limerick, specifically with regard to its location near
P a high population density area. These risks were evaluated to determine ifd they represent a disproportionately high segment of the total societal risk

from postulated nuclear reactor accidents. The NRC requested that the Limerick
analysis employ the mthodology of the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400), with
modifications to account for both the design differences and the site-specific
differences between Limerick and the WASH-1400 reference plant.and site. In
addition, the NRC requested that recognition of the various criticisms of the
WASH-1400 analysis approach and conduct (including those of the Lewis Committee)
be considered in the Limerick Study.

The Limerick 'PR_A

The Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) published in 1975 was the first thorough

O application of probabilistic methods to analyzing nuclear power plant risk.
The Limerick analysis. employs the basic apprcach and techniques utilized in
the Reactor Safety Study, i.a., the use of fault trees and event tree logi.c
models to quantify the probability of accident sequences. However, in response
to NRC direction, the Limerick analysis accounted for a revised list of
accident initiators based on the Limerick plant design and a more detailed
analytical modeling of evat sequences following each accident initiator.
Plant-specific and site-specific data were also included in the analysis of
the Limerick Mark II containment and in the meteorology and demography iaputs
to the evaluation of accident consequences. Criticisms of the WASH-1400 me- ,

thodology (specifically those in the Risk Assessment Review Group Report to
the NRC (NUREG/CR-0400)) were addressed in the Limerick PRA through a more de-
tailed evaluation of accident sequences and sequence probabilities. Further- ,,

more, there has been an attempt to apply the learning and experience gained .

over the six years since WASH-1400 to update and improve the risk assessment .

] methodology. The most recent available data from operating experience was
employed. Additionally, updated consequence evaluation analytical techniques
were utilized. The Limerick analysis includes consideration and characteriza-
tion of uncertainties in the roults.

Results

The figure of merit employed in the Reactor Safety Stuoy to quantify nuclear
reactor risk is a graphical representation of the complementary cumulative

O distribution function (CCDF). The CCDF relates the expected frequency (number
of accident events per year) to the consequence (e.g. number of urly or latentV

fatalities).
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Figure 1 presents the (.alculated CCDF for the Limerick site-specific analy-
sis for early fatalities. Also shown in Figure 1 is the calculated CCDF
for the composite site for the WASH-1400 BWR. For comparison, the CCDF curves
estimated for total man-caused risk (excluding automobile crashes) and total
natural risk tc the population around the Limerick site are also plotted in
Figure 1. In addition, the CCDF curve for airplane c. rashes causing early fata-

i lities to humans on the ground is separated out from the total man-caused
risk and presented. This component has been specifically included
as an example of the risk to which the population is subjected without a con- .
scious decision.

: O Figure 2 presents the calculated CCDF for both the Limerick site-specific case J

! and the WASH-1400 BWR composite site case for latent fatalities due te radio-
! nuclide releases following low probability accident sequences.
!

Conclusions

A comparison of the CCDF curves generated in this study for the Limerick site
i with thosa presented in the reactor safety study leads to the following conclu-
| sions:

The Limerick site-specific best estimate CCDF curves are
slightly below the WASH-1400 curves for both early fata-O litics and latent fatalities for all calculated consequences.

The Limerick CCDF for early fatalities is several orders
of magnitude below the CCDF due to all natural and man-
made risks as evaluated in WASH-1400. .

Based upon this analysis, the Limerick Generating Station is not expected to
represent a disproportionately high segment of the total societal risk from !
reactor accidents. :

; O
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

Tne Limerick Generating Station (LGS) is a dual unit nuclear

|
power plant with a General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR/4) and a

| Mark II containment. The plant is being constructed and will be operated

f by Philadelphia Electric Company. To confirm that the Limerick Generating
Station does not represent a disproportionately high segment of societal

|
risk from reactor accidents, a Probabilistic Risk Assessment .(PRA) has been
perfomed. Methods similar to those used in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-
1400) are used in the Limerick study. The following evaluations are per-
formed as part of the Limerick PRA:

Quantitative evaluation of accident initiators and thee
possible course of accidents following the initiators

e In-containment analysis of radioactive source termsO possible following the accident sequences

e Containment analysis to assess mechanisms and po-
te-tial locations for containment failure

s Offsite consequence analysis to determine the
risk of plant operation to the general public.

1.1 BACKGROUND

A risk assessment of the Limerick Generating Station was re-<

quested by the Nuclear Regulatcry Commission (NRC), in May, 1980 (1-1).'

In response to this request, tne Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo)
~

engaged the services of the General Electric Company (GE), the manu-
facturer of the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). GE .and prime.sub-
contractor Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) performed the analysis. PECo
also retained the services of NUS Corporation as a consultant, and re-

,

'

O
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O quested that the Bechtel Power Corporation assist by performing an
independent analysis of'the containment and providing information on
the balance of plant.

This report contains an updated Reactor Safety Study (WASH-

1400) type of analysis, and also responds to the major criticisms of
the methods used in that analysis; incorporates new information and

v' modeling techniques; and makes Ose of experimental data wherever appli-'

cable.

In a manner similar to WASH-1400, the Limerick PRA is performed

on a realistic basis, rather than a licensing or design basis. Equipment
capability, success criteria, and event sequences are mcdeled realistically
to determine, as accurately as possible, the expected course of events and
conditions. Conservatisms are included only where deemed necessary due to

|
| uncertainties in input data, or the knowledge of physical effects or pheno-

mena, and simplifications to bound the length of the study.
O

1.2 METHODOLOGY AND REPORT STRUCTURE

.

1.2.1 General Outline of Risk Analysis

In analyzing nuclear reactor risk, both the probability (like-
lihood) of an accident occurring, and the effects (consequences) of this ,

occurrence to a population group must be assessed. The Reactor Safety
Study (WASH-1400) presented their results as the probability (or fre-
quency)* of exceeding a given level of consequences. Figure 1.1 out-
lines in simplified form, the tasks necessary for a probabilistic risk
analysis.

* Probability and frequency are related as follows: Frequency is related
to a sample of a population; whereas probability is the theoretical
equivalent extended to the entire population.

O.

1-2
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O
''' The three major tasks are:

Determination of the probability of radioactive releaseTask I --

Determination of the magnitude of the radioactive re-Task II --

leases for each unique accident sequence including the
radioactive species and release time

Task III -- Determination of the' consequences of a radioactive
() release to the erivironment or the public.

.

PROSMIL!rf 0F
RAD 10ACTIVC

RELEASES

._.. _

TASK I

CONSEQUENCES OF

RADICACTIVE

REllASES----

*
|,

TASK III
~ ~ ~

NAGNITUDE OF
RADICA;TIVE

RELIASES

y _ _ _ ..

TASK II

Figure 1.1 Major Tasks of a Prob 4bilistic Risk Analysis of a Nuclear Reactor

() After the probability and consequences of each accident sequence are
determined for each accident or initiating event, the individual results
are summed to obtain the overall probability versus consequences.

1.2.2 Methodology Outline and Report Structure

The application of probabilistic safety analysis to the evalua-

({]) tion of reactor systems provides a method of estimating the likelihood ofi

1-3
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all failures which can interfere with the ability of the safety systems;

to maintain a desired function such as providing adequate core cooling.
The methodology used in the Limerick study is a fault tree analysis,

~

similar to the approach used in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400).
Fault trees are a set of logic diagrams describing the potential equip-
ment failure modes which could disable a system or group of systems.
These logic diagrams are evaluated numerically by available computer,

programs.

L Figure 1.1, is a general outline of PRA and is broken down
into more detailed tasks in Figure 1.2. The analysis begins with the
selection of initiators (a). Because of the " defense-in-depth", con-
cept utilized in nuclear plant design, it is highly probable that a
given accident sequence will be terminated before it can affect the
public. Because of the complex multiple barriers to radioactive release
that . exist in nuclear units, diagrams are needed to show each accident
sequence and the impact of the sequence. These diagrams are calledO event trees (b). The course of each sequence depends on the probabili-

eN"
t .

In-Plant Radiol
erosol Trans-

Acc. 0

[ .-

' OSelection of Accident Se- Probattlity and 8
C mm k hverall Risk t0I RiskinPerspel.

Nr 'YtEv."t s"d1o1n N Releese "4pendia E
~ ^*1''8'8''''8'i

" ~
- *d'' '-' "''' "ith **"''ee
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ties at each decision point in the event tree. To determine the pro-
babilities at the decision points (nodes) of the event trees, fault
trees (c) are prepared to model the system reliabilities. Component
failure rates are obtained from the data base (d), and are inputs to
the fault tree evaluations.

Accident consequences are evaluated by calculating the mass of

O redioect4ve meteriei that can be reieased throu9h eech of the confinin9
barriers (e, f) for specified accident sequences. Finally, the risk of
a particular accident sequence is calculated for the plant site. This
is done utilizing the consequence model (g) which is composed of a dis-
persion model (h) that calculates the radioactivity incident on the pop-
ulation distribution (1) modified for the mitigating effects of evacua-
tion (j), and then calculating the health effects (k). These results are

i combined to produce an overall risk calculation by suming the risks of
the individual accident sequences (1). The numerical results are tiien
compared with other and more familiar risks (m).

Event Tree / Fault Tree Analysis (ET/FTA--boxes a, b, c, and d
of Figure 1.2) is a formalized deductive analysis technique that provides

,

a systematic approach to investigating the possible modes of occurrence
of a defined system state, or undesired event. The fault tree model of-

a plant or system has been used as a logical method of displaying and
quantifying component and system interrelationships. One of the princi-
pal benefits of ET/FTA is its ability to assess the reliability of re-
dundant systems with multiple failures or system unavailabilities.

ET/FTA consists of two major steps: (1) the construction of
the event trees and fault trees, and (2) their evaluation. The reliabi-
lity of a combination of systems used to meet a desired goal is deter-
mined through the followir.g steps:

i

| e Understanding of the system interactions which will
prevent the occurrence of an undesired consequence

1-5
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o Defining the system functions and success criteria,

e Reducing the system description (. including controls
and interfaces) to fault tree format

e Incorporating operating procedures into a fault tree
model

<

e Ccobining test and maintenance procedures and technical
specifications (limitin

Os veillance requirements)g conditions for operation, sur-into the analysis

e Quantification of the fault tree events

e Incorporating the probabilities into the event trees.

The event trees used in this study provide the basic tool for
displaying the various accident sequences considered, and for relating
the probabilities of radioactive release on a consistent basis. Proba-
bilities for the events shown on the event tree are estimated by a sys-
tem fault tree analysis to identify components or human interactions

Q that may contribute to failures of systems and functions, and to quantify
the probability of these system failures under accident conditions.

The event trees provide a framework for linking together the ~

,

l results of the fault tree analyses. Functional failure probabilities for

a system are derived from evaluation of the applicable failure modes cf
the system, given the initiator and accident sequence. The same functional
failure may have different probabilities for each type of initiating event
er accident sequence. Determination of a failure probability to a system
requires precise success criteria, and consideration of the conditions

Q under which the system is called upon to perform.

After the probability of a radioactive release has been estimated,
the next step (Task II from Figure 1.1) is to determine the magnitude of
radioactive releases from the various sequences obtained in Task I. WASH-

1400 succeeded in decoupling, to some degree, the release category calcu-

0
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O
1ations from the accident sequence quantification; thus allowing both
tasks to procaed nearly in parallel (with some minimal exchange of in-
formation). A series of physical models represented in computer codes,
as shown in Figure 1.3, were used for the evaluation of radioactive re-
lease categories. Basically, estimating the magnitude of a radioactive
release is deterministic, in the sense that models are used to follow

various accident sequences. Initial inputc required include the radio-
active source term; core, reactor plant, and containment design; opera- .

tional data; and information from the defined sequences cf Task I, with
regard to the characteristics of the off-normal condition which may lead
to core damage. The Task II analysis proceeds by modeling those pheno-
mena which lead to radioactive releases from fuel. The magritude of the
gaseous, vapor, and aerosol releases are calculated as they escape from
the reactor system, and then from the containment. The result of Task
II is a histogram of release frequency versus release magnitude, as
shown in Figure 1.4, for each accident sequence. |

O
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O Figure 1.3 Code Networks for the Analysis of Release Categories and
Their Magnitudes (Task II from Figure 1.1 or Boxes e and
f from Figure 1.2).
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QUANTITY OF RADI0 ACTIVITY RELEASED

THE HISTOGRAM MUST CONSIDER AND COMSINE:

1. ALL ACCIDENT TYPES;

2. ALL $1GNIFICANT RADI0 ACTIVE
ISOTOPES RELEASED

Figure 1.4 Histogram of Release Frequency Versus Release Magnitude

Radioactive releases are calculated for each of the unique
,

O accident sequences. The accident sequences define accident time histories,
system involveme.;t in accident sequences, ar:d magnitude of radioactive
releases.

.

The key parameters necessary to identify the accident sequence
types to be used in the consequence evaluation are the following:

e Time of radioactive release

o Duration of the release

e Elevation of the release

o Energy release from containment

e Fraction of core inventory in release

e Time available for protection or evacuation of the public.

1-8
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O
The calculation of the radioactivity released from the con-

tainment barrier for any key accident sequence requires input data ob-
tained from various sources. These input data consist of the physical
description of the containment and the building surrounding it, the
physical phenomena occurring. and the amounts of radioactive materials
released from the containment.

O In order to determine a Limerick-unique set of release fractions,
the following factors were evaluated as they apply to the Limerick BWR/4

'

Mark II system:

o Scrubbing by the pressure suppression pool

e Removal by filters

e plateout on structural surfaces

e Resuspension

O e other depositioa processes.

e Radioactive decay.

The release fractions are influenced by the plant physical arrange-
ment, containment type and size, primary system characteristics, and miti-
gating safety systems. These plant design characteristics are then coupled
with actual reactor power, history, and the factors listed previously (time
of release, duration of release, etc.) to perform the consequence calcula-

Ition (i.e., the effects of the radioactive release on the environment).
Figure 1.5 shows a schematic of the factors that are included in the conse-

O quence analysis of Task III. Key factors ir Task III include the populationi

exposed to the radionuclides, the shielding which they experience, and the
meteorological conditions following the release.

Two categories of health effects are evaluated as a measure of
consequence to the public, they are:

l

i
.
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O
1. Early fatalities

2. Latent cancer fatalities.

Radiation transport and health effects from a containment
failure and a given radioactive release category were calculated with
the aid of the Calculation of Reactor Accidents Code (CRAC) (see Appen-

O dix e)- The ca'cu'atioas were 9erro""ed usias ea i=9 roved versioa or
CRAC for site-specific risk calculations. These improvements include an
improved chronic-health effects model which conserves radioactive in-
ventory (feature not in the original CRAC or in most subsequent CRAC
versions), and improved output routines providing for better analysis
of results, including sensitivity studies where applicole.

_
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Figure 1.5 Schematic Diagram of Consequence Model
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O
A site review was a major part of the analysis. This con-

sisted of a review of important weather conditicas to determine im-
portant correlations between wind direction throughout a weather se-
quence. The population, either sheltered or evacuated, along specific
evacuation routes was ider!tified. A review of topological features was
also made in conjunction with this review.

O Finally, information from all three tasks shown in Figure 1.1
was assembled to present an evaluated risk of the Limerick plant in com-
parison with the original WASH-1400 BWR results. These comparisons are
presented in Section'4.

1.3 RELATIONSHIP 0F THIS STUDY TO THE REACTOR SAFETY STUDY

1.3.1 Adaptation of Reactor Safety Study Methodology

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) (1-2) was a thorough application
,

of probabilistic methods to analysis of nuclear power plant risk. The
study that is presented here is a risk assessment of Limerick 1, a BWR/4,
having essentially the same thermal power rating as the WASH-1400 BWR, -

but utilizing a later containment design, the Mark II. '(Design charac-
teristics of Limerick are given in Section 2.3.)

The RSS methodology has been adopted for the Limerick risk assess-
ment. However, there are a number of changes required to implement the
methodology for Limerick. These changes include:

O
e A revised list of accident initiators

e A new more detailed set of event trees to model the sequence
of events following each initiator

o A new plant-sp.cific set of fault tree logic models for
Limerick

e A containment analysis specific to the Mark II containment

O
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O
e An improved version of CRAC

e Site-specific meteorology and demography

e Changes in the RSS methodology to account for criticisms
(primarily in the Lewis Committee report).

'

.

l.3.2 Overview of the Coments on the Reactor Safety Study

O
The RSS was issued in draft form and was widely reviewed and

issued in final form as reference 1-2. Appendix XI of the RSS presents
comments on the draft report, some of which were addressed in the final
report, and some of which are applicable to the final report. Only a
few critiques have been published of the final report (1-3,1-4), and
of these, the Lewis Committee's comments (1-4) are the more recent. Some
of the major WASH-1400 comments by the Lewis Connittee that are significant
to the Limerick analysis are paraphrased below:c

O i. Despite its shortcomim9s. wash-1400 provides et this time
+he most complete single picture of accident probabilities
ossociated with nuclear reactors. The fault tree / event
tree approach coupled with an adequate data base is the
best available with which to quantify these probabilities. .

2. We are unable to determine whether the absolute probabilities
of accident sequences in WASH-1400 are high or low, but we
believe that the error bounds on those estimates are, in

general, greatly understated. This is true in part because
of an inability to quantify common cause failures, and in -

part because of some questionable methodological and statis-
tical procedures.

; 3. It should be noted that the dispersion model for radioactive
material developed in WASH-1400 for reactor sites as a class
cannot be applied to individual sites without significant
refinement and sensitivity tests.

4. The biological effects models should be updated and improved
in the light of new information.

5. After having studied the peer comments about some important
classes of initiating events, we are unconvinced of the
correctness of the WASH-1400 conclusion that they contribute
negligibly to the overall risk. Examples include fires,

O earthquakes, and human accident initiation.

1-12
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O
6. It is conceptually impossible to be comptate in a mathe-

mctical sense in the construction of event trees and fault
trees; what matters is the. approach to completeness and
the ability to demonstrate with reasonable assurance that
only small contributions are omitted. This inherent limi-
tation means that any calculation using this methodology
is always Jubject to revision and to doubt as to its com-
pleteness.

7. The statistical analysis in WASH-1400 leaves much to be
desired. It suffers from a spectrum of problems, ranging
from lack of data on which to base input distributions to
the invention and use of wrong st.1stical methods. Even
when the analysis is done correctly, it is often presented
in so murky a way as to be very hard to decipher.

8. For a report of this magnitude, confidence in the correctness
of the results can only come from a systematic and deep peer
review process. The peer review process of WASH-1400 was
defective in many ways and the review was inadequate.

9. Lack of scrutability is a major failing of the report, im-
pairing both its usefulness and the quality of possible
peer review.

A *

V
This report responds to finding (1) by adopting the same fault

tree / event tree structure as that used in RSS. It does use a different
organization structure, however, in response to item (9), by using '

Section 3.0 as a point of coalescence for the results of the separate
analyses. In analogy to e ..nputer programming, it is a " calling" routine
that calls in results from the detailed analyses that are contained in the
appendices. The event trees contained in Section 3.0 provide the organi-
zing skeleton on which to bring results from the appendices together.
This allows the Limerick PRA to be read at several different levels: as

O e su-ery ecceptin9 aii the results without dete41s; es e discussion of
methodology, accepting results from appendices; and in entirety, in which
results in the sumary are developed in Section 3.0 to one level of detail
which, in turn, are fully developed in the appendices. This is meant to
facilitate the review process and the traceability of results through the
report.

O
.
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The Limerick PRA addresses item (2) of the Lewis Committee
criticisms cited above by a reevaluation of the component failure pro-
babilities, using the most applicable data or reasonable extrapolations

'

to the accident environment, with individual error factor estimates on

the quantities. Error bands are also estimated for human error rates,
for release fractions, and for parameters in the consequence calcula-
tions. The characterization of uncertainties in the final risk curve
qualitatively assesses the error bounds attributable to component failure
rate uncertainties, core melt phenomenology uncertainty, and ex-plant
dose uncertainties.

Item (3) is addressed through the use of site-specific data
and sensitivity analyses appropriate to the Limerick site. The Lewis
Committee's items (4) and (5) may warrant consideration which is out-
side of the scope of this project. The analysis presented here for
these items is consistent with the Reactor Safety Study. Specifically,
fire, flood, sabotage, and earthquake are excluded from this study as
initiating events.

It is recognized that completeness cannot be assured in a
mathematically rigorous sense (item 6); however, in Section 3.2, this
study does address the problem in a systematic manner.

|

The Lewis Committee's criticisms of the statistical analysis
(item 7), while technically correct, do not reflect the problems asso-.

ciated with working with data derived from small sample sets. This

] report avoids subjective estimates of common-mode coupling factors.
Appendices F and G provide further discussion of the statistical methods
used in this report.

While it is not possible to have a complete peer review during
the report preparation (item 8), the present work was prepared under con-
tinuous internal review by GE, SAI, PECo, and NUS (under separate con-

tract with PECo).
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O
1.4 UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ANALYSIS

The Limerick risk assessment provides a realistic estimate
of the risk associated with the operation of Limerick, and characterizes
the potential uncertainties in the evaluation. The principal contri-
butors to the uncertainty in this risk assessment are generally in areas
where experimental or operating experience data is lacking. These areas'

are then subject to modeling uncertainties and quantification uncertainties.

Characterization of the uncertainties is presented in Section
3.8. The principal areas of uncertainty are:

e The health effects models

e Release fractions and dispersion calculation

e Events possibly requiring further investigation

e Completeness

e Common-mode failure treatment

e Data base

e Core melt phenomenology

e Steam explosions and their effects.

1.5 GROUNDRULES AND ANALYTICAL BASES

This section sumarizes the groundrules and analytical bases for

O probebiiistic risk asses == eat of the '4 erick ceaerat4a9 statioa:

e Accident initiators

e End point of the analysis

e Methodology

e Plant configuration
'

O
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O
e Systems included

e Operator action

e Nomenclature

o Source analyses

e Systematic failure causes

O e Centeinment integrity

e Core melt phenomenology

e Meteorological data

e Ex-plant consequence model
'

e Population data

e Health effects model

e Evacuation model

e Radioactive decontamination factors

e Component failure rate data

e Maintenance and test data

e Success criteria

e Uncertainties

e Fault tree modeling.

Accident Initiators: The initiating events considered in this evalua-
tion are discussed in Appendix A.l. They include LOCAs, anticipated
transients, and transients which are unlikely but postulated to occur
with a low probability. Initiating events which have been excluded from
this risk assessment' include seismic events; fires; other external
events such as tornadoes, hurricanes, floods; and sabotage. The initial
condition of the reactor at the time of accident initiation is taken to
be State F, shown in Table 1.1

0
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Table 1.1

DEFINITION OF BWR OPERATING STATES

!

STATES
CONDITIONS

. A B C D E ' F'
___

O : :
''Reactor vessel head off X X
,

Reactor vessel head on X X X ' X'
,

''Shutdown * X X X
e i

Not shutdown X X ' X'
e .

Pressure < 850 psig X** X** X X '.
'

-
. .

Pressure > 850 psig X ' X'
''
___

O *K,7f sufficiently less than 1.0 so that the full withdrawal of
any one control rod could not produce criticality under the most
restrictive potential conditions of temperature, pressure, core
age, and fission product concentrations.

**Because the reactor vessel head.is off in states A and B,
pressure is atmospheric pressure.

End-Point of the Analysis: Each accident sequence identified in the
analysis is terminated in either of two ways:

1. Acceptable: When the reactor reaches the condition of hot *,
stable shutdown. The reactor is in hot shutdown when theO mode switch is in shutdown, the reactor is subcritical, pre-
sure in the reactor is stabilized, temperatures in the fuel
and reactor are within all limits, containment and suppression
pool cooling are being maintained, and vessel level is con-
trolled. (This is generally about 20 hours after the occur-
rence of the initiating event for most accident sequences
evaluated.)

*The analysis was not carried to cold shutdown due to the potentially

O long time period needed to reach cold shutdown, and because of the
routine nature of the transition from hot to cold shutdown.
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2. Unacceptable: When above conditions are not met and some

radicactive release may occur. For these cases the off-
site consequences are calculated.

Methodology: The methodology used in the risk assessment of Limerick
is an updated set of techniques originally used in the WASH-1400 Reactor
Safety Study. Specifically, event tree and fault tree methods are used

C to logically display the plant system interactions for the identified,

accident sequences. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations are carried
out using the WAM series of computer codes which were developed for EPRI
(see Appendix K). Radioactive release fractions for the accident sequences
are developed using the INCOR code series, also developed for EPRI, and
include updated versions of the physical models and codes used in WASH-
1400. Calculation of consequences to the public is carried out using
the updated version of CRAC.

,

Plant Configuration: Limerick was considered a completed design. The

O system eveiuatioa has beea Performea usia9 des 49n are ia9s from se eaa
! Bechtel for Limerick Unit 1 only, and considers no cross ties, benefits,

or other effects between the two units.

;

Systems Included: All important systems ara included regardless of
safety classification (e.g., condensate and feedwater).

l

Operator Action: Those planned or unplanned manipulations which are
required by procedure, or which are possible remedies to a failed system,
are depicted and evaluated. Operaton actions which defeat system per- ,

O formance or which aggravate the achievement or maintenance of stable hot
shutdown are generally not evaluated.

Nomenclature: All system and component references are consistent with
the Limerick terminology.

|
Source Analyses: Source data for this analysis include those thermal /
nuclear transient analyses which have been performed in support of system

1-18
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I

O design and safety analysis for the events and conditions depicted on
Ithe reliability fault trees.

Systematic Failure Causes: In a manner similar to WASH-1400, sabotage,
seismic event, or fire have not been postulated in coincidence with other
initiators. The results of this analysis are valid to the extent that

the systems have been successfully designed as independent and redundant.
Current NRC requirements on seismic design, equipment separation, environ-
mental qualification, and security are assumed adequate to limit the pro-
bability of core melt scenarios due to common-mode cause to below that
of other sequences identified in this analysis.

Containment Integrity: The BWR analysis carried out in WASH-1400 assumed
that for conditions leading to core melt, the containment would eventually
fail. The mechanisms of failure, however, differed greatly, and this

; affected the radioactive release fractions and ex-plant consequences. The

| containment characteristics used in the Limerick risk assessment are that:

1. Containment has an ultimate capability of 140 psig (more than
two and one-half times design pressure) similar to the WASH-
1400 assumption for concrete structures. Appendix J contains
a structural analysis of the Limerick containment capability
under extreme plant conditions.

2. Containment pressure relief is used to prevent containment
overpressure failure, in accordance with emergency p*ocedure
guidelines developed as a result of post-TMI analyses. Possi-
ble failure of overpressure relief is included in the analysis.

3. Containment sprays would effectively reduce containment pressure
in certain accident sequences; however, their effect was not

O evaluated in this analysis, and their use is not required for
successful termination.

4. Significant containment overpressure failures near the top
of the containment (designated y) result in a direct re-
lease to the atmosphere, since calculations show the se-
condary containment (Reactor Enclosure) is not capable of
withstanding the surge.

O
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O
5. Significant containment overpressure failures near the

base of containment (designated y') will travel directly
out through ground level blowout panels in the Reactor Enclosure.

6. The Limerick containment is to be inerted, and therefore
hydrogen burning and/or explosion probability is considered
possible only during periods when the containment is deinerted.

7. Containment isolation or leakage at high internal pressures
is evaluated and included as a potential containment failure

O mode.

8. The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) is given credit for
reducing radioactivity releases for cases of small contain-
ment leakage. For .ases of gross containment failure no
credit is given for SGTS operation.

9. Liquid pathways are not considered. Calculations with the
INTER code (Reference 1-5) preclude more than a four-foot
penetration of concrete. The Mark II containment has a
concrete diaphragm and water source directly below the
reactor.

j Core Melt Phenomenology: The modeling of the in-containment radioactive
'

source term for input into CRAC for postulated core melt sequences is
based on the following:

|

1. Zirconium water reaction is calculated during core uncovering
and melting, however, it is not included during the interaction

'

of the molten core with the bottom head.
|

2. Control rod drive penetrations in the bottom head RPV are
not explicitly modeled, but are incorporated by qualitative
analysis (see Appendix C and J).

3. The molten ccre is assumed to be distributed over a large
segment of the diaphragm floor for corium/ concrete inter-O action calculations.

4. Molten core is treated as a stratified layer of metallic
and oxide components during its interaction with concrete.

5. Concrete interaction modeling is based on small scale
laboratory tests.

O
'
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6. At the time of calculated 80% core melt, the core grid
is assumed to fail, as in WASH-1400.

7. Aerosol agglomeration and settling processes are treated
conservatively.

8. Water pool scrubbing factors are used to quantify the
suppression pool retention of radionuclides.

O seteoroloaicei oete: The foiiewine items form the 8esis for the meteoro-
logical data used for the Limerick site-specific analysis:

o Data taken from one (1) meteorological tower; data from
other towers used to confirm on fill in missing data,

e The evaluated risk is based upon five years of meteorolo-
gical data.

Ex-Plant Consequence Model: Bases for the consequence modeling include:

O 1. CRAC is updated hourly for wind speed, stability class,
and precipitation.

2. A " puff" release is used for the CRAC analysis. (Puff release
is a tenn used in describing the assumption that the radio-
nuclide release from containment is assumed to all occur
over a very short time following containment failure. A

. 30 minute puff release is felt to be more realistic than
! the 3 minute release used in WASH-1400 which was selected

due to modeling limitations.)

3. Gross topological features are accounted for.

4. The treatment of evacuation includes the use of an average
effective rate of travel for the duration of the accident

O evacuation period. The treatment and effective speed
utilized were consistent with WASH-1400.

| S. Cloud deposition due to terrain roughness is calculated
using a terrain characteristic of the Limerick site.

6. Shielding factors for the population are calculated in
the following manner:

|
|

! O
1
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O e Ground dose and cloudshine are calculated for
buildings characteristic of Pennsylvania per
'5e WASH-1400 survey.

e The inhalation dose is calculated so as to provide
a more realistic estimate of the inhalation dose
than the "no shielding" case assumed in WASH-1400,

7. Site-specific meteorology and population are used in the
LGS evaluation.

Population Data: The population data for the Limerick site-specific
analysis is based upon the following:

o Data compiled by PECo out to a 50-mile radius for 1970

o Additional data compiled by the' Center for Planning
and Research for 1970 out to a 500-mile radius.

Health Effects Model: The Limerick PRA employed the same health effects

models as used in WASH-1400.

Evacuation Model: The LGS PRA is carried out using a model similar to
that used in WASH-1400 for evacuation of the population from the vicinity
of the plant. The principal features of the model include:

e Rate of departure of the population

e Radius of evacuation

e Shielding factors of the population during evacuation

e Fraction remaining within the vicinity.
O

Radioactive Decontamination Factors (DF): The OFs used in the Limerick
PRA are the result of an updated evaluation of the physical processes in-
volved in deposition of radioactive isotopes inside containment. This
evaluation is based upon data and analysis from GE, EPRI, SAI, and other
industry sources.

O
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The decontamination factors are determined as follows:

e Saturated suppression pool DF from current
literature sources not available to WASH-1400

e Reactor system DFs estimated from standard
sources and from consultation with experts
in the field (ultimately resulted in using
values similar to WASH-1400).

'

O - eieteout aad sett14as ors for the primary coa-
tainment are modeled for each accident sequence
using CONTEMPT and CORRAL phenomenology.,

e Reactor enclosure plateout and settling DFs
treated similarly to primary containment

e Filters on standby gas treatment system are
treated using technical specification values.

Component Failure Rate Data: The quantification of event tree / fault
tree models is based upon the best available data base applicable to each

specific component or system. However, the availability of data appro-
\ priate for such quantification is limited 'on both a generic basis * and

a plant-specific b' asis. The sources of data chosen for the Limerick
'

risk assessment, in order of priority, are the following:

o Plant- or component-specific (e.g., loss of offsite
power and Target Rock safety / relief valves)

e NRC (pumps, valves, diesels, and human errors)

e General Electric

e WASH-1400.

O
In some instances it was useful to combine several data sources, plant
data, or plant-specific data. The use of Bayesian statistics provides
one of several methods of combining existing generic data with new data.

*Even NRC's latest data reports make only a small contribution to the
data base needed to characterize specific pump application, from specific

] manufacturers, and of specific models.

1-23
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O However, this technique does not improve the data; it only provides a
formal method for arriving at a mean value for quantification. Coa-
bining of various data sources is discussed in greater depth in Appen-
dix A.2.

.

Variebilities which are not generally incorporated into the
component level failure probability quantification are the following:.

e Variability among components, e.g., motor operated
valves (size, application, qualification require-
ments, environment)

e Variability among manufacturers (considered in some.

cases)

e Variability among component models (considered in
some cases)

e Variability in method of installation
;

e Variability in component age.
; O
,

Maintenance and Test Data: Maintenance outages of safety systems may con-
tribute a large portion of the unavailability of a system. These outages4

can be either forced or scheduled outages. There are technical specifica-
tion requirements (Limiting Conditions of Operation-LCO) which limit the.

number of safety systems which can be concurrently unavailable. Two
sources of data were used in the Limerick assessment:

1

e A recent GE survey of BWRs and Peagh Bottom plant-
specific data (see Appendix A)

e WASH-1400. -

Generally, Peach Bottom LCOs were used, since Limerick technical specifi-
cations do not exist at this tine. Safety system test frequencies are
important in detennining the failure probability of a component given a
demand. Since no test frequencies exist for Limerick at this time, the

|

O
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O test frequencies used for 'the Limerick risk assessment are those given
in the proposed Susquehanna Technical Specifications. The technical
specification values from Peach Bottom and the test frequencies from
Susquehcnna are used as reasonable expectations of future Limerick
specifications.

Success Criteria: The systems, as discussed in this report, have three

O pr4mery functioas* reieted to eccident mit4 etion:9,

e Short-term coolant injection, or reflood, which is
required following a LOCA or transient

e Coolant recirculation which is required for long-
term core cooling following a LOCA

e Containment cooling which is assumed to be required
for both transients and LOCA conditions.

The success criteria are defined here for the e. vent initiators considered

O in the LGS PRA.

Table 1.2 summarizes the success criteria for the systems avail-
able to provide mitigation following LOCA and transient event initiators.

'

For LOCA and transient events, the success criteria are defined in terms

of the minimum number of systems required to prevent excessive fuel clad
temperature, and to remove the decay heat. The bases for establishing the
success criteria for the Limerick PRA are the best estimate predictions
of Emergency Core Cooling System performance. The success criteria given
in Table 1.2 were generated from analyses which incorporated best estimate -

O decer heet. modeied with the meaa veiue of the 1978 ^=ericea nucieer society
(ANS) decay heat standard, but with modeling of core heatup to account for
steam cooling effects following postulated core uncovering.

l

*The additional required function of primary system pressure relief
was not modelled, since it is a passive function (spring-loaded safety
valves) with very low probability of failure.

1-25-
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Table 1.2
SUMMARY OF SUCCESS CRITERIA FOR THE MITIGATING

n SYSTEMS TABULATED AS A FUNCTION OF ACCIDENT INITIATORS
U

*
SUCCESS CRITERIA "

ACCIDENT INITIA!')R
Coolant Injection Containment Heat Removal

Large LOCA: 1 of 4 LPCI Pumps 1 RHR
2Steam Break > 0.08ft OR
2'

V) Liquid Break > 0.lft 1 of 2 Core Spray
-

I Subsystems (2 pumps)

Medium LOCA: HPCI 1 RHR

Steam Break OR OR
20.016 to 0.08ft 1 of 4 LPCI Pumps i C0R

OR (and
ADS1 of 2 CS Subsystems ,

(~') Small LOCA: HPCI Normal Heat Removal
''~ Steam Break < 0.016ft OR OR

2Liquid Break < .004ft RCIC 1 RHR

OR OR

1 Feedwater Pump COR

OR

1 of 2 CS Subsystems 3
1

OR

1 of 4 LPCI Pumps >and
*

OR I ADS

'1 Condensate Pump
j

Transient Same as Small LOCA Same as Small LOCA

IORV Same as Small LOCA Same as Small LOCA

Transient + SORV Same as Small LOCA Same as Small LOCA

! nv ,

ADS requires operation of only two safety / relief valves for adequate
depressurization.
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(n*) The success criteria for LOCA events are dependent upon both
the size and location of the break. To account for these effects, two
break types (liquid and steam) are distinguished, and the entire spec-
trum of break sizes is divided into three catego ies. The Large LOCA
covers the upper end of the spectrum, where the creak is sufficiently
large that rapid reactor vessel depressurization, due to loss of inven-
tory through the break, enables initiation of the low pressure systems

O,
-

without ADS actuation, and generally without manual depressurization.
At some locations, breaks toward the lower end of the size range may
require operation of one or two safety / relief valves.

The Medium LOCA is defined as the range of break sizes where
the break flow is greater than the capacity of the RCIC system, but is
not great enough to cause timely initiation of the low pressure systems
without the help of ADS or manual depressurization. HPCI will maintan
adequate core cooling automatically for 1-1/2 to 2 hours before low

,o. steam pressure trip after which time operator action may be required.
O If low pressure systems are unavailable, feedwater may also be used,

if available, but is not shown since the MSIVs may close' due to possible
loss of instrument air. Use of C0R for decay heat removal would be

| accomplished with the reactor in the alternate shutdown cooling mode, as
defined in the Emergency Procedure Guidelines to minimize suppression

pool loading.

The Small LOCA covers the lower portion of the break-size spec-
trum, where the break flow would be equal to or less than the capacity of

the RCIC. Operator action might be required if RCIC trips on high reactorq
L' water level or low reactor pressure. One feedwater pump ** would also be ade-

quate for core cooling if MSIVs were open or bypassed. For Small LOCAs, the

MSIVs may remain open and the main condenser could be used for normal heat

|
removal. When using COR, the reactor should be in the alternate shutdown

l cooling mode.

nly two safety / relief valves are required for adequate depressurization.i

A condensate pump is also adequate for cases where electric power and suctiont

; water are available.
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For transient events, including IORV and SORV, ECCS system

response is very similar to the response to a small LOCA, except that
manual depressurization, by opening two safety / relief valves, would
be required to initiate low pressure ECCS systems.

Table 1.3 sumarizes system capability for a transient event
with failure to scram (ATWS). For these events *; as in the LOCA and

O transient events, the criteria are defined in terms of the minimum

number of systems required to prevent excessive fuel clad temperature
and remove decay heat. (The table shows failed systems or functions.)

In Table 1.3, for all conditions shown as " acceptable" (A),
0suppression pool bulk temperature is maintained below 220 F. For those

cases requiring the use of containment overpressure relief (COR), sup-
'

pression pool temperature may rise above 220 F. The unlikely case of
one standby liquid control pump and both RHRs failed may result in
suppression pool condensation conditions that have not been proven to
be acceptable. The effect of this uncertainty on risk is discussed

in Section 3.8.fTable 3.8.2).
.

The success criteria, as shown in Table 1.3 are based on the
following:

e An automatic standby liquid control (SLC) system

o Failure of alternate rod insertion (ARI)

e Turbine trip ATWS initiator event has 25% steam flow

O 8vPass availabie

e No inadvertent ADS initiation.

For the degraded condition of feedwater and HPCI failed, the operator may
be required to inhibit ADS. For the condition where HPCI continues to
run, operator action within 10 minutes to prevent overfilling the vessel
would provide successful shutdown.

O
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Table 1.3

SutMARY OF LGS CAPABILITY FOR ATWS MITIGATION
(Alternate 3A Modifications)

Transient Failed Systems or Functions
Initiator

1 SLC 1 SLC + 1 SLC + 1 SLC + FW + FW + HPCI FW MSIV RPT
PUMP FW + 1 RHR 2 RHR RCIC HPCI LEVEL 8 RUNBACK LEVEL 1 TRIP-

4 RCIC TRIP TRIP
e

TURBINE TRIP A A A A A A N A A N

MSIV CLOSURE A A A COR A A N A A N

LOSS OF 0FFSITE A A A COR A A N A A A
POWER

INADVERTENT OPEN A A A C0R A N N A A A
RELIEF VALVE

A: acceptable
N:not acceptable
COR: Containment Overpressure Relief

!

!
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O Uncertainties: The major objective of this risk assessment is to develop
a best estimate complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for
early and latent fatalities for the Limerick plant. In addition, the

following characterization of uncertainties is performed:

1. Uncertainties for selected dominant sequence proba-
bilities are generated, using a Monte Carlo simula-

O tion of the system models, and the individual com-
\ ponent uncertainty distribution.

2. Subjective characterization of CCDF uncertainty,
including the uncertainties in:

o Sequence evaluations

e In-core radicactive release processes

e Ex-plant consequence calculations.

Guidelines Used in Evaluating System Reliability with a Fault Tree Model:

The Limerick risk assessment uses the following guidelines in modeling the
d BWR systems:

1. The scope of the fault tree model extends down to the
component level (e.g., pumps, valves, sensors). Generic
component fault trees are used to identify component
failure modes; however, subcomponent parts are not
treated separately.

2. The fault tree model logic has been developed allowing
each component to operate as designed, or to be in a

! failed state. Partial component operation is considered
a failure. This is also the basis for the failure rate'

data used in this analysis.

3. Systematic failure mechanisms are characterized as follows:'

e Seismic loadings are not coincident with any
accident initiators

e Transient initiators and subsequent system
i failures do not cause fires

O
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O
e Component design meets the requirements needed

for proper operation

e Sabotage is not considered

e Operator training, supervision, and plant
maintenance are adequate for proper operation
of a nuclear power plant.

4. The maintenance contributions in the fault tree model -

O ere mutueiiy exciusive emono certein svstems, es pro-
vided by the Limiting Conditions of Operation. An
example of this would be that HPCI is not allowed in
maintenance if RCIC is unavailable. For these cases,
a "NOT" gate is used to represent this mutual exclu-
sivity when two or more such systems are combined
together for redundant operation. The derivation of
each of the maintenance contributions to each system
fault tree is included in Appendix A.4.

5. Disablement of individual systems due to pipe rupture
coincident with other accident initiators is included
for completeness. It is viewed as a much less likely
failure event than other possible active failures, and
therefore, its quantification does not affect the cal-

0:_ . culated reliabi.11ty. Pipe ruptures are included as
possible at the inlet, pump connection, and discharge
for each applicable system or subsystem. In each case,

the pipe is treated as a "section", where the probabi-
'lity of failure is ascertained from sources which esti-

mate probabilities of failure per section (e.g.,1000
ft. sections).

6. Valve and pump ruptures are not explicitly included in
the fault tree model, because of their low failure rate
relative to other valve and pump failure modes.

{
7. In modeling the instrumentation and control systems, the

following considerations were taken into account:

O e sost systems depend on instrumentet4en to
monitor parameters and control system /

,
component operation. :

e Instrumentation for a system is not localized,
but begins in one compartment, takes power ,

from another, is routed through a number of
others, and is displayed in still another.

e Location-dependent comon-mode failures are
not considered.O
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8. Common-mode miscalibraticn of similar sensors is

incorporated into the model (see Appendix A).

9. Manual Operation -- Several guidelines are used
to define the operator action assumptions used
in the model:

Detailed analysis of the adequacy of core cooling
under extreme conditions indicates that positive
manual operations can be delayed for more than

O- 30 minutes (in most cases, 2 to 4 hours). This is.

based upon the adequacy of core cooling even if
the effective reactor water level is below the
top of the active fuel. In the analysis involving
evaluation of adequate core cooling and core un-
covering, human intervention to establish core
coolant injection is not considered to be necessary
for at least 30 minutes.

The event tree / fault tree analysis has been performed
using the human-error rates documented in Appendix A.
These error rates have been applied to obvious actions
which the operator can perform during an accident se-
quence. In addition, those maintenance recovery actions

p which may be in error and which would adversely affect
- the system operator have been included in the component

failure rates (see the generic component fault trees).
Operator action to restore failed or tripped systems
has been included in the case of the power conversion

-

system (PCS) and the diesels.

10. The bases for fault tree quantification are:

e The best estimate for a given probability is
associated with the mean value of the data.
The failure rates used in the study are repre-
sentative of the equilibrium portion of the
plant life.

e The entire analysis is based on the use ofO realistic assumptions, data, and success '

criteria, and is intended to model, insofar
as possible, actual events and actions as
they would be expected to occur.

11. The failure of display of information to the operator is
treated as a random independent failure or set of failures
and is not dependent on the accident sequence.

O
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1.6 LIST OF ACRONYMS

O Table 1.4 lists the acronyms and abbreviations used in

the Limerick Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

TABLE 1.4

ACRONYMS

AC Alternating Current
O ADS Automatic Depressurization System

AEC Atomic Energy Commission (predecessor of the NRC)

ANSI American National Standards Institute
APED Atomic Power Equipment Department (GE)

APRM Average Power Range Monitor

ATWS Anticipated Transient (s) Without Scram

BWR Boiling Water Reactor

CCDF Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
i CHF Critical Heat Flux

COR Containment Overpressure Relief

CORRAL Containment of Radionuclides Released after LOCA
'

CRAC Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences

CRD Control Rod Drive
,

CS Core Spray

CST Condensate Storage Tank

CT Cooling Tower

D Demand

DBA Design Basis Accident

DC Direct Current
DF Decontamination Factor

DG Diesel Generator
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling Systems

j

j EHC Electro Hydraulic Control

EPS Electric Power Safeguard!

ESF Engineered Safety Feature

ESW Emergency Service Water

ETA Event Tree Analysis

O FC rasis closea
F0 Fails Open .

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
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TABLE 1.4(continued)

FTA Fault Tree Analysis

FT/ ETA FTA and ETA

FW Feedwater

GE General Electric Company

HCU Hydraulic Control Unit

O HEPA High Efficiency Particulate Air / Absolute - referring to Filters
HP High Pressure

HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
H&V Heating and Ventilating
HVAC Heating Venti': sting and Air Conditioning --

HX Heat Exchanger

IAC Interim Acceptance Criteria (AEC)
IBV Inboard Isolation Valve
I&C Instrumentation and Control
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

O INCOR Inputs to CORRAL

IORY Inadvertent Open Relief Valve
IRM Intermediate Range Monitor

,

LC Locks Closed
t LCO Limiting Condition for Operation

LCS Leakage Control System

LDS Leak Detection System

LGS Limerick Generating Station
L0 Locks Open

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LOSP Loss of Offsite Power
LP Low Pressure

LPCI Low Pressure Core Injection (a mode of RHR)

LPCS Low Pressure Core Spray (or Core Spray)

LPRM Local Power Range Monitor

MCC Motor Control Center

O
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TABLE 1.4.(continued)

fMH Monorail Mounted Hoist
MOV Motor Operated Valve

MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valves
NC Normally Closed

NED Nuclear Energy Division (GE),

NLC Normally Locked Closed

NLO Normally Locked Open

N0 Normally Open

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System

NUS NUS Corporation

OBV Outboard Isolation Valve
PCS Power Conversion System

PECo Philadelphia Electric Company
P&ID Process and Instrumentation Drawing
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment
PRM Power Range Monitor

i PSAR Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
'

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RCPB Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

RHR Residual Heat Removal

RHRSW Residual Heat Removal-Service Water ,

RPS Reactor Protection System
.

RPT Reactor Pump Trip

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel

RWCU Reactor Water Clean-Up

SAI Science Applications, Inc.
SAR Safety Analysis Report
SDV Scram Discharge Volume

SF Shielding Factor

| 1-35
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O TABLE 1.4 (continued)

SFSP Spent Fuel Storage Pool

SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System

SJAE Steam Jet Air Injector
SLC Standby Liquid Control
SP Suppression Pool

O SeASs System erobebiiistic Aneiysis by SemPiino setbods
SRM Source Range Monitor

S/RV Safety / Relief Valve

SSE Safe Shutdown Earthquake

SW Service Water

TCV Turbine Control Valve
TG Turbine Generator

TIP Traversing In-Core Probe

UHS Ultimate Heat Sink

O

|
.

l O

' O
.
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O SECTION 2

LIMERICK GENERATING STATION

This section provides a general description of the Limerick
site and generating units. An overview is presented in Section 2.1.
Section 2.2 emphasizes the engineered safety features of the plant and

Section 2.3 provides some of the pertinent Limerick design charac-
teristics.

.

2.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2.1.1 Background

The Limerick Generating Station (LGS), owned and operated by the
Philadelphia Electric Company, is located on the east bank of the Schuylkill
River: 4 miles downriver from Pottstown, 35 miles upriver from Philadelphia,
and 49 miles above the confluence of the Schuylkill with the Delaware River.

O The site contaias s87 ecres -- 4is acres in Meatoomerr Ceunty end 172 4a
Chester County (see Figure 2.1.1).

The rural site consists of open field with considerable wood
growth which enhances the atmospheric dispersion of effluent. The country-
side is traversed by numerous valleys containing small streams that empty
into the Schuylkill River. Two parallel streams, Possom Hollow Run and
Brooke Evans Creek, traverse the site running southwest.

The site is in the Triassic. Lowland section of the Piedmont Physio-
O graphic Province with tha underlying rocks including Precambrian and Lower,

Paleozoic crystalline types. The remote possibility that seismic activity
could occur in the site area was considered, and, therefore, a design
basis earthquake has been hypothesized equivalent to the 1871 Wilming-
ton, Delaware earthquake (intensity VII) near the site, Such.an event

O
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O is highly improbable and this hypothesis is very conservative. However,
the plant does have the capability for safe shutdown if subjected to a
peak horizontal ground acceleration of 0.15g. Seismic Category I
structures are founded on the competent siltstone and sandstone bedrock
of the Brunswick Lithofacies. Design spectra consistent with the safe
shutdown earthquake are also used for the dynamic analysis of the Seismic
Category I structures and equipment.

In the site area, Triassic-age siltstone, sandstone, and shale
occur at shallow depths beneath a thin, relatively impenneable cover of
residual soils. Most groundwater in the area is found in joints, fractures,
and other secondary openings in the rock at relatively shallow capths,
except in the vicinity of pumping wells. Because of the limited. quantities
of available groundwater which accounts for about 3% of the total industrial
and commercial use in the region, surface water is the primary source of

~

supply in the region. Although several water wells are located in th'e
general site area, the geologic. hydrologic, and topographic conditions are

O such that the operation of a nuclear power plant at the proposed site has
an extremely remote chance of adversely affecting the wells.

The flows of the Schuylkill differ considerably at different

points along the river. This is mainly due to the varying topographic,
' climatclogic, and geohydrologic conditions along the river. The extreme

and average daily flows as recorded at Pottstown gauging station, (located
about 5.5 miles upstream from the Limerick Generating Station site) are:

: ,

i Flow (cfs) Date
! O '

[ Minimum 87 August 13, 1980 (instantaneous)

Average 1,793 October 1926 - September 1969
'

Maximum 95,900 June 1972 (instantaneous)

|
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Ov Probable maximum flood (PMF) flow peak and height at the plant
site have been estimated to be 500,000 cfs and 174 feet elevation, re--
spectively (ground elevation of the plant is 217 feet). The effects of
this maximum flood have been adequately handled in the plant design to
provide safe shutdown of the reactor.

The river is primarily used to supply municipal and industrial

O water, although it is also used for recreational fishing and boating.

The Limerick site generally has'a hemid-continental climate. The
region hosts continental air masses in winter, and alternating conti ental
and maritime tropical air masses in summer. The site is near the trLck of
most eastwardly-moving low pressure systems which are brought from the
interior of the U. S. by the prevailing westerlies. Annual average wind
speeds in the region are between 9 and 10 mph, and temperatures rarely

U 0exceed 100 F or drop below 0 F. The region receives a moderate amount

of precipitation, which is well distributed over the year.

The Limerick Generating Station site has a number of advantages
associated with it which reduce the risk to the public relative to some

,

other nue. lear power plants. The location advantages of Limerick arise from
its inland and relatively remote, rural setting, that is, r area which
does not present unusual, external hazards to safe plant operation.

The site location can significantly affect the risk incurred by
the public if adverse effects from outside the site cause a deterioration

of safe plant conditions, which could in turn lead to the release of radio-

O nuclides to the environment. The proper choice of a site minimizes the
potential for adverse effects on the plant either by improving plant relia-
bility or minimizing man-made hazards, by providing:

- 1. A location central to sufficient power sources to provide a
I high level of assurance that off-site power sources will be

available for safe shutdown. Limerick has at least five
offsite power sources available.

| O
-

,
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b 2. A location remote from take-off and landing path-routes ofv

aircraft to make airplane crashes affecting the plant a.

low probability. The Limerick site meets this criteria.

3. A location on a sparsely travelled inland waterway which,
coupled with the Limerick ultimate heat sink (VHS) design *,
minimizes the possibility of fouling the ultimate heat
sink with oil or chemical spills.

In addition, natural disaster ** demand frequencies for the LGSQ are at least as low as for northeast utility sites for:

e Seismic activity

e Hurricanes

e Tsunamis ,

e Flooding.

Meteorological data, collected for five years on the Li.merick. site,

Q were used in the analysis.

The LGS consists of two boiling water reactor (BWR) generating
units. Each is designed to operate at a rated core thermal power of 3293
MWt (100% steam flow) with a corresponding gross electrical outpct of 1092
MWe. Since approximately 37 MWe are used for auxiliary power, the net elec-
trical output is about 1055 MWe. The multi-stage steam-driven turbine, which
exhausts to the main. condenser, provides the motive force for the electrical
generator.

]/ Condenser cooling is provided by water circulated through natural
draft cooling towers.'

*The Limerick ultimate heat sink (VHS) is a spray pond. River water intake
| can be shut off if required to maintain VHS integrity and cleanliness.

**Not evaluated in the LGS risk assessment.

O
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The Containment System limits the release of radioactive materials
to the environs in the unlikely event that there would be a breach of the
reactor system with radioactivity released inside containment. The design
consists of a dual barrier: the primary containment and the secondary con-
tainment. The primary containment, which is a steel-lined reinforced con-
crete structure of the over-and-under configuration, employs the pressure
suppression features of the BWR/ Mark II containment concept. The secondary

Q containment is the concrete reactor enclosure, which encloses the reactor,
the primary containment, and fuel storage areas.

The LGS Preliminary Safety Analysis Report was submitted on
February 26, 1970 (AEC Dockets 50-352 and 50-353). The Construction Per-
mits, CPPR-106 and CPPR-107, were issued on June 19, 1974. Environmental

impact is discussed in the Applicant's Environmental Report -- Construction
Permit Stage (revised), dated May 1972. The Atomic Energy Commission (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) issued the LGS Draft Environmental Statement

in December 1972. A revised draft was issued in August 1973, and the LGS
Final Environmental Statement was issued in November 1973.

2.1.2 Overview of the Nuclear Electric Power Plant

The nuclear system includes a single-cycle, forced circulation,
General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR) producing steam for direct
use in the steam turbine. Figure 2.1.2 is a simplified schematic of the
BWR reactor system.

2.1.2.1 Reactor Vessel and Internals

O
The reactor vessel (see Figure 2.1.3) contains the core and

supporting structure; the steam separators and dryers; the jet pumps;
the control rod guide tubes; distribution lines for the feedwater, core

O

2
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spray, and standby liquid control; the incore instrumentation; and other
components. The main connections to the vessel include the steam lines,
the coolant recirculation lines, the feedwater lines, the control rod
drive (CRD) and nuclear instrumentation housings, and the ECCS lines.

The reactor vessel is designed and fabricated in accordance with
'

applicable codes for a pressure of 1250 psig. The nominal operating pres-

O sure is 1020 psia in the steam space above the separators. The vessel is
fabricated of carbon steel and is clad internally with stainless steel
(except for the top head which is not clad).

The reactor core is cooled by demineralized feedwater that enters
the lower portion of the core and is heated as it flows upward around the
fuel rods. The steam leaving the core is dried by steam separators and
dryers located in the upper portion of the reactor vessel. The steam is

''then directed to the turbine through four main steam lines. Each steam
line is provided with two isolation valves in series, one on each side of

O the pri eri coateia eat berrier.
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p
v 2.1.2.2 Reactor Recirculation System

The reactor recirculation system consists of two recirculation
pump loops external to the reactor vessel. These loops provide the piping
path for the driving flow of water to the reactor vessel jet pumps, which
provide a continuous internal circulation path for the major portion of
the core coolant flow. Each loop has one motor-driven recirculation pump.

O aecircuietion numn speed cea 8e varied to eiiew some controi of reactor
power level through the effects of coolant flow rate on moderator void
content.

2.1.2.3 Residual Heat Removal System

The residual heat removal (RHR) system consists of pumps, heat
exchangers, and piping that fulfill the following functions:

1. Removal of decay and sensible heat during and after

f] plant shutdown

2. Injection of water into the reactor vessel following a
LOCA, to reflood the core independent of other core
cooling systems'

3. Removal of heat from the primary containment following
a LOCA to limit the increase in primary containment
pressure. This is accomplished by cooling and recircu-
lating the suppression pool water (containment cooling),

' and by spraying the drywell and suppression pool air
spaces (containment spray) with suppression pcol water.

2.1.2.4 Reactor Water Cleanup System

A reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system is provided to clean up
the reactor cooling water, to reduce the amounts of activated corrosion
products in the water, and to remove excess reactor coolant from the

| nuclear system under controlled conditions.

t

'

O
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O
V 2.1.2.5 Nuclear Leak Detection System

The nuclear leak detection and monitoring system consists of
temperature, pressure, flow, and fission-product sensors with associated
instrumentation and alarms. This system detects and annunciates leakage
in the following systems:

Q e Main steam lines

e RWCU system

o RHR system

o RCIC system

o Feedwater system

o ECCS systems

e Miscellaneous systems.

~

O Small leaks generally are detected by monitoring the temperature;
radiation levels, and drain sump fill-up and pump-out rates. Large leaks
are also detected by changes in reactor water level and changes in flow
rates in process lines.

2.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

The Limerick station is designed, fabricated, erected, and operated
in such a manner as to confine any release of radioactivity to the limits
and guidelines prescribed in applicable government regulations. Safety

O reieted suste s are des 4 aea to permit sere pieat shutdo a eaa acco modate9.

postulated accidents without endangering the public health and safety.

The previous section briefly described the barriers to the release
of radioactivity. This section discusses the engineered safety features of

Limerick which are available to prevent or mitigate accidents. The order of
these topics is: reactor, containment, shutdown system, emergency cooling,
ultimate heat sink, and electrical power.

2-10
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2.2.1 Reactor

The BWR possesses the inherent safety feature that a power increase
,

without corresponding cooling increase or, conversely, a cooling decrease
at constant power is imediately accompanied by an increase in void forma-
tion with concomitant loss of moderation and power decrease. This is demon-
strated by the ability of a BWR to control reactivity by coolant flow while

O the control rods remain fixed.

BWRs also exhibit the following desirable features:

1. Low Core Power Density - The power density in Limerick is
relatively low (48.7 kW/1tr).

2. Jet Pump Recirculation - The use of jet pumps increases
; the in-vessel water flow rate, thereby reducing the size
j of the recirculation lines and recirculation pump power.
J

3. Fuel Coolability - Each fuel bundle is enclosed by a fuel
channel. This channel would tend to confine damaged fuelO from a reactor accident and prevent it from blocking the
passage of the control rods. Should the water flowing-

through a fuel assembly become blocked, the fuel element
can be cooled by heat conduction through the fuel channel.

4. Core Shread - The core shroud enhances natural circulation
by channeling cooling water down around the sides of the
core for bottom entry. Thus, steam blockage of cooling
water channels cannot occur.

5. Energy Absorber - While an in-vessel steam explosion is
! not considered possible, should such an explosion occur,

the steam dryers above the core and the control mechanisms -

'

[ below the core will have the effect of dissipating the
; explosive energy. Thus, reactor vessel rupture (as postu-

lated in the Reactor Safety Study) is very unlikely.
..

I

I 2.2.2 Primary Containment

|

| 2.2.2.1 Vapor Suppression

-

| The BWR Mark II is a vapor-suppression containment (see Figure

O 2.2.i> which causes e reector fiuid reieese -- such es from reisef veives

i

-
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_ . .

O or a feiiure of the reector cooient boundary -- to bu8bie through the

pressure suppression pool (about 20 feet deep). The use of a vapor-
suppression containment provides a double benefit:

j e It reduces the size requirements for the containment.

e It acts as a filter or scrubber in the unlikely event
of a release of radioactivity (iodine or particulates)
from the core.

It was shown as a result of the TMI accident that the iodine release
(which tends to cause the major accident consequences) was greatly
reduced over what was previously anticipated due to scrubbing..

2.2.2.2 Con:ainment Capability and Response
,

The primary containment has been designed to withstand the in-
ternal pressures resulting from the design basis accidents. The design

{ pressure of the Mark II LGS containment is 55 psig.'

The Mark II containment design incorporates reinforced concrete

exterior walls (6 feet thick) with a stell liner. The reactor vessel is
.

supported by a concrete pedestal which rises from the concrete basemat.
The containment drywel? is separated from the wetwell by a 3-1/2-foot
thick ccncrete diaphragm floor.

!

There are some postulated low probability accidents, beyond
the design basis, which may lead to pressures above the design pressure. -

Q These accident sequences are discus:;ed in Section 3. An analysis of the
ultimate capability of the LGS Mark II containment concluded that pres-
sures up to 140 psig can be withstood (see Appendix J).

I

O
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O 2.2.2.3 Inerted Containment

During most of the time that the unit is in operation ~ the~,

primary containment is maintained inerted with nitrogen such that the
oxygen concentration is less than four percent. Thus, should an accident

,

occur that results in the formation of hydrogen from zirconium-water
reactions, thc :::"1 ting mixture would not be explosive or even com-

Q bustible (oxygen is not released in this reaction or in core-concrete
reactions, both of which tend to be oxygen absorbing not producing).

2.2.3 Shutdown System

Each Limerick unit uses 185 control rods, each with independent
control rod drives and hydraulic control units. Each rod may be rapidly
inserted by accumulator pressure or by the reactor pressure with a force
many times that of gravity.

O A separate and diverse shutdown mechanism is provided by the
Standby Liquid Control system -- a redundant system for injecting sodium
pentaborate into the reactor coolant for neutron absorption and reactor
shutdown.

2.2.4 Emergency Core Cooling Systems (See Figure 2.2.2)

The emergency cooling systems are discussed in Appendix B Their
principal features, as used in the Limerick PRA, include:

i O - cooie#t iaveatory exeuP weter
i

e Heat removal capability

The High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system, the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system *, the Low Pressure Coolant Injection

*This system is not an Engineered Safety Feature, but is important
in regards to coolant inventory makeup during an accident condition.

|
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) (LPCI) system (part of the Residual Heat Removal system), and the Core
Spray (CS) system all provide inventory makeup for a variety of accident
conditions. Decay heat removal is provided by the Residual Heat Removal
system (RHR).

The systems can be divided into high and low pressure systems.
The HPCI and RCIC maintain RPV water inventory following small breaks or

O transients which do not depressurize the reactor vessel (i.e., RPV at
high pressure). The remaining systems can only operate as coolant in-
jection systems at lower RPV pressure. If the HPCI and RCIC are inade-

| quate for coolant inventory makeup, and if feedwater is unavailable, then ~

the RPV must be depressurized in order to allow the low pressure systems to
supply makeup to the reactor. The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
reduces reactor pressure so that the LPCI or CS systems can actuate.

Containment heat removal is provided by the RHR system (RHR pumps

and the RHR service water pumps) which removes heat from the suppression

O Pooi ead reaects it to the sPrey Poad.

2.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink

The ultimate heat sink for the Limerick Station is a
spray pond. Pumped makeup water is provided from the Schuylkill River,
but is not required for at least 30 days following an accident.

2.2.6 Electrical Power

O 2.2.6.1 General System Description

The electrical power systems of the Limerick Generating Station
(LGS) are designed to generate and transmit electric power into the
Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) power network. *

O
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The two independent offsite electric power source connections
to LGS are designed to provide reliable power sources for plant auxiliary
loads and the engineered safeguard loads such that any single failure can
affect only one power supply and cannot propagate to the alternate source.
A third independent offsite source, available as a potential source for
emergency use, can be connected to supply the engineered safeguard loads
in the event of the loss of one of the connected offsite power sources.,

O'

The onsite ac electric power system consists of Class 1E and
non-Class lE power systems. The two offsite power systems provide the
preferred ac electric power to all Class lE loads. One source is the
220-13 kV startup transfomer in the 220 kV substation. The second
source is from a 13kV tertiary winding of the 220-500 kV bus-tie auto-
transfomer in the 500 kV substation. In the event of total loss of
offsite power sources, eight onsite independent diesel-generators
(four diesel-generators per unit) provide the standby power for all
engineered safeguard loads.

The non-Class lE ac loads are normally supplied through the
unit auxiliary transformer from the main generator. However, during
plant startup, shutdown, and post-shutdown, power is supplied from the
offsite power sources through the 220-13 kV startup transformer an.1
the 220-500 kV bus-tie auto-transfomer.

Onsite Class lE and non-Class lE de systems supply all de
power requirements of the plant.

O 2.2.s.2 utiiity eower Grid end Offsite eower Svstems

The LGS generator is connected by a separate isophase bus to its
main step-up transformer bank. The LGS main step-up transformer bank, with
three single-phase power transformers, steps up the 22 kV generator voltage
to 220 kV. The 220 kV and 500 kV substations each utilize a breaker and
one-half scheme arranged in an interior main bus hopover design. Each sub-

0
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station has three elements initially and is arranged for future expansions.

to four or more elements. The substations are approximately 2150 feet a-
part and are interconnected by a 500-200 kV bus tie transfonner and trans--

mission line. The 500 kV substation feeds two substations on the Phila-
delphia Electric Company system, Whitpain and Peach Bottom, which are

,

part of the Keystone 500 kV grid. Both 500 kV substations and the 220 kV
Plymouth Meeting and North Wales substations are tied into the PJM Inter-

O connection.

The 33 kV third offsite source to LGS is made available from the
Cromby-Moser 33 kV tie line. The Moser substation receives bulk power
from the Cromby Generating Station and is tied to a 33 kV distribution,

system.

Plant startup power which is the preferred power for the engi-
neered safeguard systems is provided from two independent offsite power
sources. The power for the engineered safeguard systems can also be pro-

O vided from the third independent offsite source. The three sources are
as follows:

e 220-13 kV transformer connected to the 220 kV substation

e A 13 kV tertiary winding on the 500-220 kV bus tie auto-
transformer

| e 33/13.2-4.16 kV transformer for connections to the 33 kV
Cromby-Moser tieline.

'The Perkiomen Pumping Station, receives power from two 33 kV

O treasmissio, circuits to supply power to the makeup water nu 9s eaa
their auxiliaries.

,

'

The transmission system, including the 220 kV line to LGS main
transformer and the two offsite power lines to the startup sources, is to be
operational before LGS fuel k,ad.

O
.
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2.2.6.3 Onsite Power Systems

The onsite power system for each unit is divided into two
major categories:

1. Class lE Power System: The Class lE power system supplies
all Class lE loads and other loads that are needed for safe
and orderly shutdown and maintaining the plant in a safe

Q shutdown condition.

The Class lE power system for each unit co'isists of four
independent channels, A, B, C, and D, whic1 provide power
to four divisions of Class lE loads.

_

2. Non-Class lE Power System: The non-Class lE onsite power
system supplies electric power to nonsafety-related plant
auxiliary loads. The non-Class lE auxiliary system dis-
tributes power at 13.2 kV, 2.3 kV, 440V, and 208/120V
voltage levels. These distribution levels are grouped
into two symetrical bus systems emanating from the 13.2
kV level.

I

2.3 LIMERICK PLANT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Tables 2.3.1 through 2.3.7 list the major design characteristics
of the Limerick Generating Station. Table 2.3.8 sumarizes the more
significant safety related features of the LGS.

O

O'

.
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Table 2.3.1
LIMERICK NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

DE31f.N CHAAACTEAISTIC ^ | VALUE |

A. TWRMAL AND MY0eAULIC DES!31
15ee F5AA Section 4.4)

1. Rated power. MWt 3293

2. Design power. Mdt (ECC5 design basis) 3458
63. Steam flow rate. Ib/hr 14.156:10

6(/ 4. Core coolant flow rate. Ib/hr 100a10
65. Feehter flow rate. Ib/hr 14.117 10

6. Feeeseter temperature. *F 420

7. System pressure, naufnal in steam done psia 1020

8. Average power density, kW/11ter 44.7
9. Mastmun linear heat generation rate. kW/ft 13.4

10. Average Itnear heat generation rate kW/f t 5.34
211. Manteue heat fluz. 8tu/hr-ft 361.600
212. Average heat flua. 8tu/hr.f t 143.700

13. Masteue 1D temperature. 'F 34352
14. Average volumetric fuel temperature. 'F 2130

15. Average fuel rod surface temperature. 'F $66

16. Mintmum critical power retto (MCPR) 1.29
17. Coolant enthalpy at core intet. Stu/lb $26.1

18. Core maatsum entt voids within assemblies. I 77.2

,0 19. Core average east quality. 5 steam 14.1
- 20. Design power peaking factor

a. Maatsua relative assembly power 1.4
6. Local peaking factor 1.15
c. Aatal peaking factor 1.4
d. Total peaking factor 2.25

8. MutttAR Ots!GN (FIRST CORE)
i T5eeFSARSection4.3)

1. kater/UO2 volune ratto (Cold. 80C) 2.74
1 2. Reactivity with strongest control rod out. <0.99'

k
cfr

3. Dynamic void coefficient (10C)
4. At core average volds, s 39.7
b. At rated output, k/s 7.48

4. Fuel temperature droppler coefficient (80C) 1.35a10 5O at rated output (1/k) (ak/dt) (1/*C)
5. Initial average U-235 enrichment ut.1 1.88
6. Initial cycle disch rge exposure. mwd /short ton 9600

C. CORE MECMAN! CAL CES!Qt

(See F5AA Secttons 4.2 and 4.6)

1. Fuel as.eenly,
a. humoer of fuel assemelles 764

b. Fuel rod array -

8m3

c. Overall length. in. 176
d. Weight of 1A2 per assembly. ID 456' (pellet type;
e. Weight of fuel s.aenely. Ib 679

,
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- Table 2.3.1
(Continued)

DESIGN CHAAACTEA!$ TIC VALUE I

2. f i rods

a. Nweer per fuel assembly 62

b. Outside diameter, in. 0.483
c. Cladding thickness. in. 0.100
d. Otametral gap, pellet to cladding, in. 0.00g

e. Length of gas plenus. in. g.48

f. Cladding material Zircaloy-2
V *

g. Cladding process Free standing
loaded tubes

3. Fuel pellets
a. Material LO *

2
b. Denstty. 1 of theoretical g4

c. Otaaeter in. 0.410
d. Length, in. 0.410

4. Fuel channel
a. Overall lengtn. in. 166.9
b. Thickness. ,in. O.100
c. Cross sect 1on dimenstons.*In. 5.48m5.48
d. Material Zircaloy.4

f 5. Core assembly

a. Fuel weight as UO ' ID 348'8382
b. Core diameter (equivalent), in. 187.1
c. Core height (active fuel), in. 150

6. Reactor control system
a. Method of wartation of reactor power Movable con.

trol ods and
variable
forced coolant
flow

b. Nweer of movable control rods 185

c. Shape of movable control rods Cruciform
d. Pitch of sovable control rods. in. 12.0
e. Control matertal in movable rods 8 C granules4

'

compacted in*

SS tubes
.

g f. Type of control rod drives Bottom entry
locking
piston

g. Type of temporary reactivity control for Burnable
inttfal core poison; gad.

olintauranta
fuel rods

F. Incore neutron instrumentation
a. Total aweer of LPRM detectors 172

b. Nweer of incere LFRM penetrations 43
c. Nweer of LPRM detectors per penetration 4

d. Nweer of 3RM penetrations 4

e. Nweer of IRM penetrattens 8
f. Total nuclear instrument penetrations 55

,
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Table 2.3.1
(Continued)

DESIGil CHARACTERISTIC | VALUE

g. Range (and number) of detectors:
e Source range monitor Shutdown

through
criticality

(4)
e Intermediate raege monitor Prior to cri.

ttcality to

O lou power (8)
e Power range munitors 15 to 125

* power

Local power range monitor 172.

. Average power range monitor 6

h. Number and type of incore neutron sources 7s Sb-le

.

D. REACTOR VE5SEL DESIGN
(5ee f5AA 5ection 5.J)
1. Material Low alley steel /

stainless clad
2. Design pressure, psia 1250

3. Design temperature. *F $75

4. Inside diameter, f t.in. 20 11

5. Inside hetght. ft-le. 72-11

6. Minimum base metal thickness (cylindrical 6.187
section). In.

7. Mintaus cladding thickness, in. 1/8

E. RCACTOR COOLANT RECIRCULATION CESIGN
(See F5AA Section 5.4)
1. Number of rectrculation loops 2

2. Design pressure
4. Inlet leg. psig 1250

b. Outlet leg. pstg 1500

3. Design tasperature. *F $75

4. Pipe diameter in. 28

5. Pipe seterial. MtSI 316
'6. Rectrculation puso flow rate, gpa 45.200

7. Ruseer of jet pwes in reacter 20

F. MAIN STEAM t!hE5
(See F5AA 5ection 5.4)' ,

1. Ihmeer of steam Itnes 4O 2. Design pressure, pstg 1250

3. Design temperature. *F 575

4. Pipe dienster, in. 26

5. Pipe material Carbon steel

O
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Table 2.3.2

LGS ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS |

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

DE5!GM OUWLACTERISTIC ( VALUE

A. EMrRENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

O (Systems stzee on oesign poner)
(See FSAR Section 6.3)
1. Core spray system

Nuuter of loops 2
Flow rate, gym. per loop 6350 at
(two pumps per loop) 105 psid

2. High pressure coolant injection system
,

Museer of loops 1

Flow rate,gpm $600

3. Automatte depressurtzetton system
Museer of relief valves 5

4. Low pressure coolant injection
Nweer of loops 4
Nweer of pimps 4
Flow rate, gps / pump 10.000 at

20 psid
*

.

O 8. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
(5ee FSAR 5ections 5.4 and 9.2)
1. Restdual heat removal system

a. Reactor shutdoma cooling mode:
Museer of puses 2
Flow' rate gpm/ pump 10.000 6Outy. Stu/hr/ heat eschanger 41.6s10
Nw eer of heat exchangers 2

t. Primary containment cooling mode:
Flow rate, gpe/ heat enchanger 10.000

2. Service water systens
Flow rate. gpa/ heat exchanger 12.000
Ruseer of pumps 3

3. Reactor core isolation cooling system
Flos rate, gpm 625 at

1120 pstd

4. Fuel pool cooling and cleanup system 6Capacity. Stu/hr 11.25s10

|

O|
,

|
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Table 2.3.3

f.GS POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

-

DESIGN CHARACTERISTIC VALUE
.

A. 7 tat!NE-GENERATOR
(5ee FSAR 5ection 10.2)

O Design pomer, m e (gross) 1128
Generator speed, rpm 1800

6Desion steam flow. Ib/hr 14.85s10
Inlet pressure, psig 950

8. STEAM SYpA55 $YSTEM

(See F5AR 5ection 10.4.4)
Capacity. 1 design ste+e flow 25

C. MAIN CONDEN5tR
(5ee F5AR 5ection 10.4.1)

6Meat removal capacity. Stu/hr 7000x10

0. CIRCULATING WATER $YSTEM
(5ee F5AR 5ection 10.4.5)
Number of puses 4 .
Flos rate. sps/puse 113.000

E. CONDENSATE AND TEE 0 WATER SYSTEMS.

(See F5AR 5ection 10.4.7)
0Desten flow rate. Ib/hr 14.885s10

Neeer of condensate pwgt 3O Nweer of contsensate bocster pungs -

Number of feed ater puses 3
Condensate puro drive AC power
looster puso arive -

Feeemater pump drive Turbine
.-.

.

O

O

.
.
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O Table 2.3.4
LGS CONTAINMENT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

DESIGk OIAAACTEA!$ TICS p LIMERICK

A. PA!MAAY CONTAttw(NT
(See f5AA Section 3.8)
Type Pressure

Suppression

Construction Concrete with
steel liner

O* Orywell Trustue of
cone upper
portion

Pressure-sepression chaseer Cylindrical
lower portion

Pressure-suppression chamber internal design $$
pressure psig

Pressure suppression chamber enternal design 5
pressure, pst
Drywell internal design pressure. pstg 55

Orywell enternal design pressure pst 5
3Drywell free volume, ft 243.700

3Pressure-sepression chaseer free air volume, f t 149.425
(highwater)
161.35G
(lowwater)

3Pressure-suppression pool water volume, ft 130.825(man)
118.655 (min)

O Submergence of vedt pipe below pressure pool 12' 3*
surface,ft. (Highwater)

10
(Lowwater)

Design temperature of drywell. 'F 340

Desten tencerature of pressure-suppression 220
chancer. *F
Desncomer vent pressure loss factor 2.5
Sreak ares / total vent area 0.0194
Calculated maatmus pressure after blowdown to 47.6
drywell,psig

Pressure-suppression chascer, psig 28.2
Initial pressure-suppression pool temperature 43
rise. 'F
Leakage rate.1 free volune/ day 0.5

8. SECONOARY CONTAthwtNT

O (5ee f5AA Section J.8)
Type Controlled

leakage, roof
level release

C4mstruction

Leser levels peinforced

concrete
upper levels Reinforced con.

concrete super.

structure and
stdtng

goof Reinforced
ioncrete

Internal design pressure, pstg below atmospMric 0.25

O Design in leakage rate.1 free solume/ day at 100
0.25 in. M 0

2

.
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Table 2.3.5
LGS STRUCTURAL DESIGN CHARACTER!STICS

DE5!GN CHAAACTEA!$ TICS | LIMEA!CK
_

A. SEtsMIC DE5!m
(See f5AA 5ection 3.7)

Operating basis earthquake

herIaontal 3 0.075=

vertical 9 0.05!
-

Safe shutdese earthquake

hortaontal g 0.15-

vertical g 0.10.

8. Wth0 DEstGN
(5ee f5AR 5ection 3.3)

Maalmia sustained - eph 80

C. TORMA00 DESIGN
(5ee f5AR 5ection 3.3)

Translational seh 60

Tangential sph 300

j Table 2.3.6
.

O 'as a^oto^ctive waste a^a^otasar svsteas oesto" ca^a^cTeatsTtcs

BEStat CHARACTEAf5 TICS LIMr.4CK

A. GASEOUS RADWASTE
'

(See f5AR 5ection 11.3)
Design bases, noble gases, pc/sec 100.000 at

30 min.

Process treatment Recombiner
Charcoal
Delay s

Design condenser in leakage, cfn 75

Release point height above ground, f t. 137

i S. LIQUID RADWASTE
'

(5ee f5AR bection 11.2)
Treatment of

1. Floor drains F. D. AO 2. Equipment drains F. O. R
3. Chemical drains E. O concentra-

tes to solid
reesaste, dis.

tilate R
4. Laundry drains F. C,

Legend

0 * domineraltred
F = filtered .

E * evaporator / concentrator 6

R * recyc1;d 1.e., returned to concentrate stcrage
'

0 a dischargedi

i ,

I
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Table 2.3.7

LGS ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

DESIGN CNARACTERISTICS LgMg8gcx'

A. TRANSMt1510N SYSTEM

(5ee F5AR 5estion I.2) .

Cutgoing lines. nweer . rating 3 500 kV
' ~ ' " "

O
3. 3FMAL AustLIARY AC P0hte

(5ee f >AA 5ections 8.2 and 8.3)
Incoming lines, nwnber - rating 3 500 W

2 230 W

Aust11ery transformers (No.) 2

Startup transforvers (No.) 2

Safeguard transformers (No.) 2

C. STAND 8Y AC PohER SUPPt?
(5ee F5AA Section 8.3)
Nweer of diesel. generators 4/ unit

4/unftNeuber of 4160V shutdoen buses

Nummer of 480V shutdoun buses 4 (E5f)

O -

|

i
.

9. DC POWER SUPPtv

(See FSAA 5ection 8.3)
Numer of 125V or 250V batteries 4 125V

4 125V/250V
2 250V

1 Numeer of 125V buses 24
|

Numeer of 250V buses 12

_ _

l

i

O
|

,

!

|

O
|

*

l
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Table 2.3.8

LIMERICK SAFETY RELATED DESIGN FEATURES

O

MK II Reinforced Concrete Steel-lined Containment

Large Standby Gas Treatment System

Containment Overpressure Relief

High Quality and Large Number of Safety / Relief Valves

AISI 316 Reactor Piping3

Highly Reliable Shutdown System (ATWS Alternate 3A)

Spray Pond for Emergency Cooling Water

No NPSH Requirement for Emergency Pumps
. .-

Four Dedicated Emergency Diesel Generttors

Highly Reliable Offsite Power (Five Sources)

O

O
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Q Section 3

ACCIDENT ANALYSES: STATE OF THE ART LIMERICK CALCULATION
.

:

In this section, each of the principal aspects of the analysis
are summarized together with the results. These include the following:

4 1. Probabilistic Analysis

Q e Sources and Mobility of Radioactive Material
,

(Section3.1)i

e Accident Initiators (Section 3.2)

e Radioactive Release Sequence Classes (Section 3.3)

e Accident Sequence. Event Trees (Section 3.4)

e Quantification of Event Tree Sequences (Section 3.5)

2. In-plaat Radioactive Release Fractions (Section 3.6)

3. Offsite Consequence (Section 3.7)

Q 4. Uncertainties (Section 3.8).

Additional details can be found in the appendices.
.

The analyses presented in this section are based upon the event
tree / fault tree methodology used in WASH-1400. However, some details of
the methodology implementation are different. The differences are dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4, they are generally due to the use of: )

l

e A plant-specific model for the LGS plant and site

O . updated methodology, data, and core melt phenomen-
ology.

3.1 SOURCES AND MOBILITY OF RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIAL

The PRA methodology applied to the analysis of LGS treats all
aspects of those accident scenarios associated with the postulated release

O
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of radioactivity into the environment. The scenarios are developed first
by identifying the sources and mobility of radioactivity inside the plant, N

,

then identifying the processes by which significant amounts of this radio-
p p

o

activity can be released to the environment outside the containment build- '' s t

ing.

i
i

The sources of radioactivity at the Limerick Generating Station '

O- include the following:
'

sr

e Reactor core /
' '

e Spent fuel storage pool

e Liquid radwaste storage tanks _ - ,
,

e Off gas treatment system '-

, ,

o Spent fuel shipping casks

e Miscellaneous contaminated equipment and radiography sources.

O s.--

Table 3.1, which is taken from WASH-1400, gives an approximate
measure of the potential radioactive sources associated with a typical
1000 MWe LWR. e

The fresh uranium dioxide pellets that serve as the fuel are |
'only slightly radioactive, but the fission process occurring during , ,'

' !
reactor operation produces large amounts of radioactive nuclides (fission '

.

products) in the fuel. Also, the structural materials and coolant become i.
,

irradiated during power operation and therefore have some induced radio- 3[ '

O. >ectivity. This induced radioectivity is immobiie end represents e,i, e s,

'

minute fraction of the total radioactivity. Therefore, it is not impor- 4

tant in assessing the overall risk to the public. '
,r r ,

>

b

O -

.

c

s,
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U Table 3.1
TYPICAL RADI0 ACTIVITY INVENTORY FOR A

1000 MWe NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR

1

'*,g
' ' ? Total Inventory (Curies) Fraction of Core inventory'

Location Isel Gap Total Fuel Gap Total
* \' i

_ - -

Coreh# k '.0 x 10' 1.4 x 10 8.1 x 10 9.8 x 10'I 1.8 x 10'3 1
8 8

,

\
Spent Tuel i

O stora Pool -

(Mex. (b) 1.3 x 10' 1.3 x 10 1.3 x 10 1.6 x 10'I 1.6 x 10'3 1.6 x 10'I7 8

spent Fuei .

Storaf(Pool 8 6 8(Avg. c) 3.6 x 10 3.8 x 10 3.6 x 10 4.5 x 10-2 4.8 x 10'4 4.5 x 10 2
7 5 Ishipping Cask (d) 2.2 x 10 3.1 x 10 2.2 x 10 2.7 x 10'3 3.8 x 10-5 2.7 x 10'3s

I 5 IRefueling (e) 2.2 x 10 2 x 10 2.2 x 10 2.7 a 10*3 2.5 x 10-5 2.7 x 10'3

s4 Liquid Wute
1a 5torage Tant g.5 x 10 1.2 x 10'8- - - -

'
1

(a) Core inventory based on activity 1/2 hour after shutdown.s

(b) Inventory of 2/3 core loading; 1/3 core with three day decay and 1/3 core
z, with 150 day decay,

' te) 1 Inventory of 1/2 core loading; l/6 core with 150 day decay and 1/3 core
i .with 60 ter decay.

(di InventYry for one fuel asssely with three day decay,

fel Inventory for one fuel assemely with three day decay,
s

_

. .s
s

i

The transfer of spent fuel assemblies from the reactor core,
where essentially all the radioactivity in LGS is initially created, re-

suits in radioactive fission products being located in other parts of
the plant,s such as the spent fttel storage pool (SFSP). Taking into

h
I

~

censideration the length of pow f; operation and radioactive decay, the
raactor core contains by far the largest inventory of radioactive material

~

a
' ites.g all the .;ources in LGS.

Accidents which involve release of radioactivity from the re-,

fueling process, shipping casks, or the liquid radwaste would
not result in public consequences nearly as serious as accidents in-

O
-

I
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volving melting of the fuel in the reactor core or in the SFSP. The
melting of the fuel in the SFSP is assumed (as in WASH-1400) to be
of sufficiently low probability as to not require. detailed examina-
tion in the study.

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has determined, in a
study for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), that the highest
risk to the public from operation of a nuclear power plant is pre-
sented by postulated accidents involving the reactor core (3-11. The other
smaller sources of radioactivity at a nuclear power plant are found
on a generic basis by BNL to make a negligible contribution to the
public risk.

The Limerick Probabilistic Risk Assessment has 'ocused on
the potential for the release of radioactivity to the public by acci-
dents involving the reactor core, and taking place during power opera-

p tion.
U

3.2 ACCIDENT INITIATORS

Event trees provide a logical method for developing and display-
,

ing the sequences which may occur during postulated accidents. One of
the most important aspects of this technique is that it ensures that all
of the key accident initiators are identified. Items considered when
identifying accident initiators include the following:

n e Previous risk analyses (e.g., WASH-1400, CRBRP, IREP)
V

e Plant unique features leading to specific initiators

a' Operating experience

e Licensing basis accidents.

See Appendix A for further discussion of accident initiators. The
initiating events, can be separated into three general groups:

3-4
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O
1. Transients and manual shutdowns

2. Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)

3. Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS).

Table 3.2.1 summarizes the transient frequencies used in the
Limerick analysis. Evaluation of BWR operating experience data indicates

O that there are approximately 6.2 transients per year which result in a
scram shutdown. As shown in the table, different transients are discrimi-

nated by type into five distinct groups:

1. Isolation events (MSIV Closure)

2. Turbine trips

3. Loss of offsite power

4. Inadvertent open relief valves (IORV)

5. Loss of feedwater.

Table 3.2.2 summarizes the frequency of pipe failures used in the
Limerick analysis to characterize the LOCA accident initiators as a function

' of pipe size. The details of the development of these values are given in
Appendix A. The pipe failures are not to be construed as relating to the
licensing basis LOCA sizes, but rather are classified according to the volume
rate of water makeup which would be required to successfully mitigate the
accidents; that is, the numerical value of the pipe failure frequencies are
derived to represent any pipe failure which demands various levels of ECCS
equipment to operate (divided among small, medium, and large LOCAs). The

O' available data by pipe size are representative of, and were used for the
three LOCA categories analyzed in the LGS PRA (see Table 1.2).

The frequency of ATWS initiation was taken from NUREG-0460 to
-5be 3x10 per demand. It is felt that this value is conservative since a

recent GE cnalysis indicates a substantially smaller number may be appro-
priate.

O
.
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Table 3.2.1

O SU N RY OF THE FREQUENCY OF TRANSIENT INITIATORS AND
THE CATEGORIES INTO WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN CONSOLIDATED

..

TRAN51ENT FREQUENCY (Per

Reactor Year)
~

|

% IV Closure M
Closure of all MSIVs 1.00

Turbine Trip Without Bypass 0.01
Loss of Condenser 0.067

Yurbine Trip M
Partial Closure of MSIVs 0.20
Turbine Trip with Bypass 1.33

Startup of idle Recirculation 0.25
Loop

Pressure Regulator Failure 0.67
Inadvertent Opening of Bypass 0.00
Rod Withdrawal 0.10
Disturbance of Feedwater 0.68

Electric Load pejection 0.75

Loss of Offsite Power &
rnadvertent open Reiser valve ao tos, o, ,_.,er ,.

TOTAL 6.2

MANUAL SHUT 00WNS 3.2

1

Table 3.2.2
EVALUATED FREQUENCY OF PIPE FAILURE IN A BWR

BASED UPON OPERATING EXPERIENCE DATA

FREQUENCY
PIPE SIZE (Per Reactor Year)

O
,

.

'

Large Pipe 4.0 x 10
t > 4* Di am.
!

Medium Pipe 2.0 s 10'3
< 4* * Diam.
>1* Diam.

Small Pipe 1.0 x 10-2-
<l''Dian.

!

: O
|

|
|

!
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3.3 RADI0 ACTIVE RELEASE SEQUENCE CLASSES

This section and subsequent sections (3.4 and 3.5) emphasize
one of the principal differences between the WASH-1400 and Limerick

analyses. This differer.ce lies in the method of calculating the conse-
quences associated with a given accident sequence. There are two driving
forces in determining this treatment:

1. The time, manpower, and cost of the consequence evaluation
for each accident sequence

2. The necessity of determining the dominant sequences first
and then calculating the consequences of those sequences.
This makes the entire process a set of serial procedures
and extends the time before an answer can be produced.
Decoupling of the dominant sequence determination from
the consequence calculation is therefore desirable.

For WASH-1400 the method chosen to deal with the above two items

O for 8was wes to divide the coase9ueaces of ei, accideat se9ueaces iato cate- '

gories determined almost solely by iirtue of the containment failure mode.
Therefore there were five radioactive release categories which required
characterization by radionuclide release fractions, time of release, and
energy of release. Nearly all accident sequences which are postulated'to
lead to core melt were treated equivalently in terms of consequences. Speci-
fically, this means that ATWS sequences, LOCAs, and transients with loss of
decay heat removal were all treated similarly in terms of their effect on
the containment and the associated radionuclide release to the environment.
In order to ensure that the effects of lumping all sequences together did not

O underest4 ete the risk, the ertif4ce referred to es smoothing wes used in
.
'

WASH-1400 to place a certain fraction of the probability associated with
each category in adjacent categories.

The Limerick analysis has taken advantage of the rany efforts
over the past five years in accident sequence evaluation and consequence
calculation to more precisely associate accident sequence type with the
potential consequence it yields.

3-7
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O Beceuse e au=6er or accideat sequeaces are si iier ta 60th
their impact on containment and their potential for release of radio-
active material, these similar accident sequences have been combined
into classes representative of the types of accident sequences leading
to core melt.

Table 3.3.1 describes the type of event sequences which are
described by the four generic accident classes used in the Limerick
analysis.
.

Table 3.3.1

GENERIC ACCIDENT SEQUENCE CLASSES

'

Generic Accident Physical Sasts System Level Contributing
5equence Designator for Classification Event 5eguence

_

*

Class I (C1) nelatively fast core melt Transients involving loss of inventory makeup.
containment intact at core small LOCA events involving loss of inventory
melt and at low pressure makeup

Class !! (C2) nelatively slow core melt Transients or LOCAs involving loss of

$1 denpower to I ed h na to at r iprior to core melt capability

Class!!!(C3) Relatively fast core melt; Transients involving loss of scram function
containment intact at and inability to provide coolant makeup,
core melt,but at high large LOCAs with insufficient coolant makeup
internal pressure transient with loss of heat removal and long

,

tern loss of inventory makeup

Class 17 (C4) Relatively fast core melt Transients involving loss of scram function
containment falls prior to and loss of containment heat removal or all
core melt due to over- reactivity control, but which have coolant
pressure ~ makeup capattitty

O
The containment effects associated with one particular accident

sequence for each class are calculated and used to characterize the response

for that class. Eventsequencesarethengroupedbysimilarityandare
treated as having the same impact on containment, and the same radioactive

release terms.

O
I
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O Since the Limerick analysis is performed with much greater defi-
nition in accident sequence consequence evaluation there is little or no
justification for " smoothing" in the Limerick analysis. Instead, each
coupled set of accident class and containment failure mode is calculated
explicitly with CRAC (see Section 3.7) rather than by force fitting acci-
dent sequences with different times to core melt, different release frac-
tions, and different containment failure times into the same category.

O Section 3.s.s summerizes the prehehi,4 ties essocieted with eech ciess for
each containment failure mode.

I

3.4 EVENT TREES USED IN THE PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

Event trees are used to present those accident sequences which
may result from a specific initiating event. The philosophy used in the
LGS analysis is to develop and quantify separate event trees for those
initiating events which would have a strong effect on the systems avail-
able for accident mitigation. Using this guideline, event trees are devel-
oped for the accident initiators discussed in Section 3.2 and Appendix A.
The event trees include:

1. Transient Event Trees (Section 3.4.1)

e Turbine Trip

e Manual Shutdowns

e MSIV Closure / Loss of Feedwater

e Loss of Offsite Power

O e taeaverteat onea ne,ief veive

2. Loss of Coolant Event Trees (Section 3.4.2)

e Large LOCA

e Medium LOCA

e Small LOCA

O
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O 3. Event Trees for Low Probability Events (Section 3.4.3)

e ATWS Event Trees

e Interfacing LOCA

4. A " bridge" event tree which displays the key scenarios
for sequences where containment overpressure may occur
prior to any core damage (Section 3.4.4).

O 5. The containment event tree applicable in the unlikely
event that a severe disruption of the core occurs
(Section 3.4.5).

,

Differences in potential consequences to the public are differ-
'

entiated by the success or failure of the functions identified in the event

trees. Items which affect the functions but do not change the level of
consequences are addressed in the fault tree models. In other words, the

fault tree models of each system contain all the identified modes of system
unavailability due to hardware failure, human interactior.s, and test and
maintenance. These are discussed more completely in Appendix A. System

'

interdependencies are treated through the Boolean combination of the fault
tree models using the WAM* series of computer codes (this represents an
improvement over WASH-1400 where these dependencies were calculated by

hand using reduced fault trees).

The event trees are used to trace the sequence paths which may be

i encountered following a specific accident initiator and leading to the
following conditions:

e The most likely case of a stable, hot shutdown condition, or

a The unlikely case of a postulated degraded core condition,
disruption, or melt.

*WAM code series developed for, and available from, EPRI
(see Appendix K).

O
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The event trees constructed for the Limerick Generating Station
(LGS) risk assessment lead to several hur. dred accident sequences to be
analyzed. It would be very time-consuming and expensive to perfonn an
in-containment phenomenological analysis and an ex-plant consequence analysis
for each of the accident ' sequences. However, because a number of the

accident sequences which may lead to degraded core conditions are simi-
lar in their impact on containment and their potential for release of
radioactive material, these similar accident sequences are grouped into
classes.

The consequences of each class are then treated separately by

containment failure mode and release fraction. This method leads to a
much larger number of consequence groups to analyze than the five used
in the WASH-1400 BWR analysis; yet, it maintains the number of calcula-
tions which need to be performed at a manageable level. This technique

provides a greater specificity in accident sequence definition than used

Q in WASH-1400.

Table 3.3.1 (see preceeding section) gives a description of
each of the accident sequence classes as well as their physical contain-
ment phenomenology. For each of the event sequence classes, a detailed

in-plant consequence evaluation has been perfonned.

! 3.4.1 Event Tree Analysis of Transient Events and Manual Shutdowns

The following two types of initiators are discussed in this

Q subsection:

e Anticipated Transients
'

e Manual Shutdowns.
|

|
|

: O
:
,
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O The WASH-1400 analysis has treated all transients as producing
similar plant effects. The WASH-1400 assessed value of the anticipated
transier.t initiator was ten per reactor year, which included seven scrams
and three manual shutdowns per reactor year. Each of these was treated
as an equivalent demand on the plant systems required to respond.

WASH-1400 has previously identified a major fraction of the

O risk essoc4eted with BWa operatioa to 8e essocieted with demeads on

safety systems following a transient initiator. The fact that groups
of tre.nsients interact differently with the nitigating systems caused
the Limerick analysis to be based on several classes of anticipated
transients. These classes can be quantified using the available opera-
ting experience data (3-1, 3-3, 3-4).

'

The Limerick analysis considers separately those seneences
initiated by a manual shutdown of the reactor. This approact is more
realistic than the WASH-1400 approach which incorporated manual shut-

O downs into the single anticipated transient category. Because manual
shutdowns are slow, controlled reductions in power, the demands on heat
removal systems are generally anticipated, and adequate preparations
can be made to have both the normal heat removal system and the safety-
related systems available. Therefore, the Limerick analysis makes a
more realistic assessment of plant reliability under this special class
of initiators.

The techniques used in the event tree analysis are to define
the possible paths of an accident through the success and failure states

O of principai piant functions. The functions in turn are defined in terms
of systems and the systems in terms of components (see Appendix B). Each
accident sequence event tree associated with a given initiator produces
a set of sequences which are quantified. These quantified sequences are
then placed into one of the following groups:

O
.
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O
'

'
1. The core is determined to be safely shutdown, there is

no release of radioactivity to the environment, and stable*

heat remcval has been established. This is the highest4

probability path in all of the accident sequence event trees.

2. A sequence is determined to be of a given class (I through IV)
which may lead to the release of radioactivity.

,

3. A sequence does not produce a release of radioactive material
but does have an impact on containment. The sequence is.

Q transferred to the bridge tree for processing.
'

4. A sequence resulting from one accident initiator strongly
; resembles the initiator of another event.
i

The class of accident initiators, known as anticipated transients,
demand control rod insertion and prcper operation of the plant heat removal

,

systems to ensure a safe shutdown and cooling of the reactor core. These
transients include those listed in Appendix A.1 and have been grouped to-'

gether into initiators which have similar characteristics with respect to:;

i

: O - srste== v 41>bie for accideat<>it49etioa

e Initial conditions

! e Pressure, temperature, and power effects.
i

Figures 3.4.1 through 3.4.5 are the event trees describing the

| sequence of events or functions which affect the course of the following

| anticipated transient and manual shutdown accident initiators:

|
l e TurbineTrip(T)

O e se#uai shutdowas (n)

e MSIV Closure / Loss of Feedwater (F)

!, e Loss of Offsite Power (E)

e Inadvertent Open Relief Valve (I).

iO
|

| 3-13
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A
3.4.1.1 T -- Turbine Trip Transient

T

The turbine trip transient involves the least challenge to
reactor shutdown systems. T does not, of itself, prevent the safe shut-

T
down of the plant using either the normal heat removal systems (i.e., con-
denser) or the safety related systems. In the development of this se-
quence, those turbine trip events for which there is a failure of the,

O turbine bypess veives to open ere trensferred directiy to the xSiv cio-
sure event tree. Figure 3.4.1 is the turbine-trip-initiated event tree.
Each of the functional events listed across the top of the event tree are
discussed below.

C -- Reactor Subcritical . Failure to bring the reactor subcritical
is an accident sequence leading to a transfer to the ATWS event trees
(Figure 3.4.7, for turbine trip). The sequences assessed in Figure
3.4.1 are those in which control rods are successfully inserted.

O a -- Sefetviaelief vaives 0,en. This coiumn represents the opening
of the safety relief valves to limit reactor coolant pressure to 110
percent of the reactor-coolant pressure-boundary design pressure. |

Failure of a sufficient number of valves to open may lead to excessive
pressure and a potential LOCA condition. For the most severe transient,
i.e., turbine trip from high power without turbine bypass, eight of
the fourteen valves are required to open to be successful.

P -- Safety / Relief Valves Reclose. The safety / relief valves that open
as a result of a transient must reclose to prevent discharge of an ex-

'

cessive quantity of reactor coolant and heat to the suppression pool.
The impact on plant safety arises from the additional heat load on the
RHR system due to the stuck open relief valve (s). The additional heat
load creates a demand for additional heat removal from the suppression

'pool via the RHR system.
,

O
,
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bv Q -- Feedwater System. The feedwater system is used to maintain an
adeqeate coolant inventory in the reactor vessel. Replenishment of
the reactor inventory must be initiated within 30 minutes after the

initiation of the reactor trip signal. The feedwater system is the

normal method of maintaining reactor coolant inventory and therefore
is expected to be available following a turbine trip. Since the
feedwater pumps are turbine driven they will be available as long as

O there is steam available to their turbines. They can be regulated
for reduced flow. Failure of this nonnal plant system to provide
sufficient coolant makeup to the reactor would require that either
the other high pressure injection systems provide makeup or that the
reactor be depressurized and the low pressure systems provide the
required makeup inventory.

U $igh Pressure Injection System. In addition to feedwater there
are other sources of high pressure injection water to maintain reactor
coolant inventory; these include:

e High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)

e Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (.RCIC)

e Control Rod Drive Injection (CRDIl

The CRDI is a relatively low capacity system which was not given credit
j in the LGS analysis, however, it does provide an additional source of

injection capability which can be utilized under certain conditions,

! The HPCI and RCIC pumps provide the principal sources of water for

|O =atataiata9 core cooiaat 4aveatory ir reeawater is aot eva$'abie- success-

| ful operation of either of these high pressure systems is considered ade-
quate to maintain water level in the reactor following a turbine trip if
initiation occurs within 30 minutes.

1

i
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O
Lack of success of the high pressure systems may result from either:

A failure of both high pressure systems, or_e

e A perceived failure of the systems by the operator
who then initiates ADS and depressurizes the plant.

Both of these cases are considered in the fault tree development
O of the hig8 pressure system eveiiebiiity.

X -- Timely ADS Actuation. In the unlikely event that there is an
insufficient supply of coolant from high pressure sources, it would
then be necessary for automatic or manual initiation of ADS to reduce
reactor pressure below 289 psia to allow the low pressure injection
systems to maintain reactor inventory. The event tree function, X,
is used to illustrate that the operator must manually initiate ADS
in a timely fashion. Failure to actuate ADS can be due to operator
error, failure of the low pressure pumps * to start, or hardware fail-

O ures within the ADS itself. The potential scenarios which could
occur and lead to unacceptable core conditions include:

'

l. Timely ADS initiation does not occur, the core water
inventory is depleted, and core melting is 50 to 90
percent complete before ADS is initiated. A cold slug
of low pressure water is then injected into the vessel
increasing the probability of a reactor vessel steam
explosion.

2. Alternatively, the manual blowdown which is performed
by opening individual valves may result in lowering the
reactor pressure, causing increased voids and lower

O power within the core, white et the same time not reach-
ing the setpoint to allow the low pressure injection
system valves to open. Eventually the water inventory
will be depleted and core melting may begin if complete
depressurization does not occur.

3. The operator violates the emergency procedure guidelines
and waits too long to initiate depressurization. The
suppression pool temperature rises above acceptable limits
due to loss of RHR, and then, per the emergency procedure
guidelines, ADS is not permitted.

* ADS logic requires that one LPCI and one CS pump from the same division
be operating otherwise ADS is inhibited.

3-17
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O
The probability that the operator will correctly act to depressurize
the reactor when required within thirty minutes is assigned a high
probability of success based on the following:

1. Operator training emphasizes that the low pressure systems
are the final source of water to maintain adequate core
cooling, and that they are only useable when the reactor
can be brought to low pressure.

O s

2. The operator has abundant indication of the potential
problems which may exis t in the core:

e No HPCI/RCIC/FW flow to the reactor

e Water level in the reactor dropping on
several indicators

3. Minimal other distractions which may divert his attention.

Alternate methods of depressurization are available if required:

O 1. Depressurize through the safety relief valves. The SRVs ~
require an air supply from outside containment which is
isolated on low reactor level, this path may require
breaking isolation to provide successful depressurization.
A keylocked bypass switch is provided.

2. Depressurize through the main condenser. This requires
that the MSIVs be opened (a violation of containment inte-
grity if a reactor low level signal is present). It also
requires that offsite power and the condenser be available
to provide a viable path.

3. Depressurize through the HPCI and/or RCIC turbines. This
implies that while these units may not be able to pump to
the reactor vessel, they are not isolated from the steam

O supply.

While these alternate features are known to be viable methods of de-
4

pressurization, they involve creative operator actions under potenti-
,

ally stressful conditions. Such actions are difficult to quantify.
These methods of depressurization are given low probability for pro-
viding successful depressurization.

3-18
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O
Operation of three'out of five AOS valves is used* to depressurize
the vessel so that the low pressure systems can be used. The calcu-

; lated random independent mechanical failure of three of five ADS
valves is assessed to be low; however, common-mode failures which

could disable three ADS valves dominate the probability of ADS fail-
ure as determined from the minimum cutsets of the ADS fault tree.'
The mechanical failure of ADS appears in the event tree under the
event "V". There is an approximately equal contribution to the
"V" event from the ADS and low pressure system unavailabilities.

;

V -- Low Pressur? ECCS. This event represents failure of low pressurei

injection pumps to operate. The low-pressure pumps included in this
I evaluation are:

e RHR/LPCI (4 pumps)

e Core Spray (4 pumps)

O e coaaeasete (4 pumns) (aot ea eccs srstem).
'!

| W -- Residual Heat Removal (RHR), RCIC Steam Condensing, Power
i Conversion System (PCS). For success:

,

1. The RHR system must provide a complete flow path*

from and to the reactor coolant system through at
lease one RHR heat exchanger. In addition, the
RHRSW system must provide cooling water to the cor-
responding RHR heat exchanger from the spray pond
or the cooling tower basin. '

:

2. For the PCS to successfully transfer fission product
O decay heat to the eaviroament requires eil of the

.

'

following:
i

e 0'ie complete condensate-feedwater piping
; system is operable and able te deliver

water from the condenser hotwell to the
reactor vessel. This requires that the con-;

: densate and feedwater pumps in the piping
system be operable, or that the condensatea

! pump be operable and that the operator re-
duces reactor pressure to below 540 psia

O hr usi=9 the reiief veives.

*0nly 2 valves are really needed as shown on Table 1.2.

} 3-19
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O
e he main s eam line isolation gives

n one of he four main steam ines
must remain open (or be reopened if they
closed as a result of the initiating
transient). Further, the turbine bypass
valve must open. If condenser vacuum
falls below seven inches of Hg, the low
vacuum interlocks on the bypass valves
must be overridden.

e At least one of the main condenser circu-
Os lating water pumps must be operable and

delivering cooling water to the main con-
denser.

,

| 3. Heat removal via the RCIC steam condensing mode is viewed
as an additional design feature which allows the operator
flexibility in maintaining a safe reactor condition in
the face of unusual plant occurrences. The RCIC steam
condensing mode utilizes the HPCI steam lines, the RCIC
turbine and pump, the RHR heat exchangers, and the RHR
service water to transfer reactor decay heat to the ul-
timate heat sink. Because of the large number of systems
required, and the dependence of this alternative on RHR
systems, the RCIC steam condensing mode provides only a

O small improvement in the overall calculated probability
of successful containment heat removal.

Heat rejection to the environment must be initiated using method (1),
(2), or (3) within about 20-30 hours * after the initiating transient
in order to be successful. As in WASH-1400, the Limerick analysis
has treated failures of all types which disable portions of the system
to be non-recoverable.

The failure of the containment heat removal (W) function following
a transient initiator (T) in WASH-1400 was assumed to eventually lead to coreO melt. Similar logic is used in the Limerick analysis to define conditions
under which an acceptable core condition cannot be assured. This assumption
of loss of decay heat removal leading to a degraded core condition results
from the following assumptions:

*More time available with containment overpressure relief.

3-20
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1. With heat being produced, and no PCS, the reactor will
continue to blowdown to the suppression pool through
the safety / relief valves.

2. Without decay heat removal from containment, the suppression
pool will eventually heat up, and steam will be generated in
the wetwell. Pressure in containment will continue to in-
crease.

3. Once above the containment design pressure, the containmentp) may leak sufficiently to stabilize the pressure rise. However,(
there are cases evaluated probabilistically for which insuffi-
cient leakage occurs and the pressure rises toward the failure
pressure.

4. The failure of the containment would lead to two potential
phenomena which would compromise the ability to maintain the
core covered:

e The suppression pool may have a substantial pertion
of the inventory flash to steam leading to:

- possible cavitation causing damage to the
pump during the postulated containment

p blowdown phase
O

potential piping or valve damage due to-

the large steam generation rate during
blowdown of containment

venting of steam into the reactor building,-

adversely affecting the switch gear, motor
control centers, or instrumentation of the
high pressure injection systems

a The failure of the containment may also lead to failure
of the coolant injection piping supplying water to the
vessel from the hotwell, the condensate storage tank,
and the suppression pool due to deflections of the
reactor enclosure.

Controlled Containment Overpressure Relief (COR) to avoid con-
tainment failure significantly reduces the probability of TW leading directly
to a degraded core condition. The reduction in probability of core degrada-
tion is on the order of a factor of 100 and is included in the bridge tree
(Figure 3.4.13).

/~'s
V
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The detailed method of assessing containment heat removal success

probabilities is through a comprehensive event tree structure reflecting the
phased mission aspects of the containment heat removal function. This
method provides a more formalized treatment of qualitatively and quantita-
tively assessing the success probability of the containment heat removal -

function (see Section 3.4.1.4).

W(P) -- W Given Event P Fails. This function is similar to W except
there is a greater demand (less time available) for decay heat removal
operation. Since a stuck open relief valve (s) (P) dumps heat directly
to the suppression pool, the RHR system may be required for this event.
The LGS analysis assumes that for one SORV the operator is capable of
successfully removing sufficient heat via the PCS (if available) so
that the RHR is not required. For multiple SORVs the RHR is assumed
to be required. Also for other transient initiators, the single stuck

open relief valve is treated in the LGS analysis as aggravating an acci-
dent sequence,which may exist, but does not affect the success criteria

O' for any of the identified plant functions. The failure of multiple
'

relief valves to reclose is viewed as a slightly different problem
since it leads to a demand on the RHR system to prevent containment

overpressure from occurring. Therefore, when "P" fails (i.e., multiple

SORVs) in the event tree, one RHR is required to operate.

W(0) -- W Given Event 0 Fails. Similar to W except that the PCS is not
available for decay heat removal since the condensed steam cannot be

removed from the condenser hotwell.

O.

W(PO) -- W Given Both Events P and 0 have Failed. Similar to W(P) in
' that RHR system operability is required.

T: Qualitative ResultsT

For turbine trip initiators with scram (ATWS events treated separ-
ately), the sequences which are identified to present the highest frequency of
postulated degraded core conditions are those sequences involving:

3-22
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O
e Failure to supply coolant inventory makeup to the

reactor due to loss of feedwater, high pressure
systems, and low pressure systems (T QUV and T QUX).

T T

e Failure to adequately remove decay heat from the
containment (T W Mode 1*).T

3.4.1.2 Tg -- Manual Shutdown

O'

One type of challenge to the reactor systems which is included
as a special category is the case of a demand associated with a controlled
manual shutdown of the reactor plant. Figura 3.4.2 is the event tree used
to characterize this situation. Since manual shutoowns occur with a rela-
tively high frequency (see Appendix A.1), it is important to adequately
characterize the system response required during these challenges.

T -- Functions in Event Treeg

O The discussioa ia sectioa 3.4.1 1 oa turbiae tria eve #ts e9914es
to the manual shutdown case, with the following exceptions:

1. ATWS is not a problem for manual shutdowns due to the
longer time available to react. Those small fraction of
events which are of a nature requiring immediate shutdown
are represented by turbine trip events.

2. The frequency of loss of feedwater from high power during
a manual shutdown is lower than for the turbine trip tran-
sient. Therefore, the probability of TQUV sequences (loss
of core coolant injection) is lower in the manual shutdown
case than in the turbine trip transient case. Even if

(] feedwater is tripped during the power rundown, it is possi-
% ble to restore the feedwater capability with a high probability.

3. The options available to remove decay heat from the reactor
are more reliable during a slow, controlled shutdown than
during a transient demand. Specifically, the PCS is avail-
able during the shutdown, therefore the probability of success-
ful heat removal through the PCS is high. There is some possi-

'

* Mode 1 is the highest probability sequence for TW sequences
and is discussed in Section 3.4.~

.

> mea n
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O bility of a commonality between the requirements for shutdown
and the unavailability of RHR, that is, the plant technical
specifications require plant shutdown if one RHR loop is
unavailable for more than seven days. In such cases, the
reason for the plant shutdown also eliminates one of the me-
thods of containment heat removal. This situation can be
expected to occur (based upon historical operating experience)
with a frequency of 8.7x10-3/ reactor year.* Using this initi-
ator frequency and the availability of the remaining single loop

of the RHR, the estimated frequen/ reactor year.
cy of reactor shutdown with-

O- out RHR is approximately 1.5x10-* This compares
with the frequency for other accident initiators of ~6x10-4/ -

reactor year. The numerical contribution of this type of se-
quence is small, but this is a situation which requires speci-
fic operating procedures and careful operator action in using
the PCS during the controlled shutdown.

3.4.1.3 Te -- MSIV Closure / Loss of Feedwater/ Loss of Condenser Transient
(kee Figure 3.4.3)

MSIV closure, loss of feedwater, and loss of condenser are similar
transients, which may occur together, and are treated together in this

O eaeissis. These treasieats** Preseat ore s49a4f4ceat cheiiease to the
reactor coolant makeup system than the turbine trip transient. This initia-
ting event is defined such that feedwater may not be available for at
least 30 minutes. The MSIVs are assumed to close, thereby requiring suc-

,

cessful operation of the other coolant makeup systems if feedwater cannot
be restored.

C -- Reactor Subcritical . Failure to bring the reactor subcritical
is treated in the ATWS event trees to follow (see Section 3.4.3).

M -- Safety / Relief Valves Open. See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition

Q of event M.

P -- Safety / Relief Valves Reclose. See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition

of event P.

*That is, the probability of a single RHR loop being out of gervice
and leading to a reactor shutdown during one year is 8.7x10-3
**These transients are treated together because of their assessed comon

- effect of eventually leading to at least a temporary loss of feedwater
injection and power conversion heat sink. In some cases, feedwater can be
restored by either reopening or bypassing the MSIVs.
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MSIV REACTOR 5/R VALVES 5/R VALVE 5 FEE 0HATNt HPCI OR TIMELY LP RHR * RHR5W
CLOSURE SUBCRITICAL OPEN RECLOSE RECOVERED RCIC A05 ACT. ECCS + PCS

ANC L055 0F AVAILABLE AVAILA8LE GENERALIIE0 i
FEE 0 WATER CLASS OF

ESTIMATED POSTULATED

I
T C M P Q U I V W SEQUENCE SEQUE.eCE DEGRADED COREy
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*
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7,QW l.1 a 10-6 Class I

Y T,qux 4.4 x 10-6
,

to
m

1.1 m 10'4
~~

f

T PW(P)" Transfer rgg, 3,4 gg

10-2 m 104)
T Pq* g --
f

(8tJLTIPLEVALVE5 1,1 x 30-4
T,PgW(pg)"Fall TO RECLOSE | "* I Fi8' 3'4*13(4,3"', 'g'0*I)| .22
T Pgu, g "g

~
1.3 m 10'4

-4 Transfer Fig. 3.4,33
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'
,
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' , r

I j s

#
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*Not core melt sequence ***Feedwater is found to be recoverable in 90% of
**ATW5 initiators are treated in a separate event tree the loss of feedwater accidents and 705 of the
+ Transfer to large LOCA event tree MSIV closure incidents

. M iransfer to bridge tree

! l |
F,igu re 3.4.3 MSIV Clostire/ Loss of Feedwater/ Loss of Main Condenser

. Transient Event Tree
'

!
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O Q -- Feedwater Available. See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition
of event Q.

U -- High Pressure Injection Systems. See Section 3.4.1.1 for

definition of event U.

X -- Timely ADS Actuation. This event is similar to the events

defined in Section 3.4.1.1.

V -- LPECCS Available. See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition of
O eveat v.

W -- RHR and RHRSW or PCS. This event is similar to the event
defined in Section 3.4.1.1 with the additional requirement that
if the PCS is to be used to remove heat, it must be restored
to operation.

In the calculation of long term containment heat removal for
this transient, there is a long time available to restore the PCS. It

is important to account for the ability to restore the PCS within the
20 to 30 hours available prior to exceeding containment design pressure.
Based upon operating experience data for recovery of the PCS, at least

'

50% of the initiator events which cannot be recovered within 30 minutes
can be recovered in 5 hours. Based upon the mean repair times from
WASH-1400 of approximately 20 hours, there is sufficient time available
to the operator to repair approximately another 50% of the remaining
incidents. Therefore, a conditional failure probability of 0.25 is used

to quantify the failure probability of PCS for 30 hours, given that it has
become unavailable at the transient initiation.

For those cases where feedwater can be recovered within 30 minutes,

it is assumed that the long term reliability of the PCS may still be degradedO from that anticipated during a turbine trip. The PCS reliability is assigned
0.98 for such cases.

W(P) -- W Given that Event P Fails. This event is similar to W with
the exception that the time available for residual heat removal using
the RHR is decreased due to heat load from an open S/R valve. Multiple
SORVs are assumed to lead to a demand that RHR operate successfully.
This is the same as tho turbine trip evaluation procedure.

O
.
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There is one additional method of heat removal - the steam con-
densing mode of the RCIC. This feature was not evaluated in the
analysis, since the specific operating procedures have not yet-
been written.

3.4.1.4 TE -- Loss of Offsite Power Transient (See Figure 3.4.4)

Because of the pervasive nature of loss of offsite power, WASH-
1400 treated this transient initiator separately from other transients,
which were treated as a group. Electric power is required for long-term
operation of most systems. If offsite power is unavailable, these systems
require power from one of the emergency diesels for successful system
operation. The systems whose reliability is adversely affected by the
loss of offsite power include:

1. High Pressure Injection Systems

e Feedwater is unavailable since the condensate pumps
and feedwater controller are electric, and are nor-

O maily Powered from the aormei ac Power bus.

e HPCI and RCIC although steam-turbine-driven, must
rely on station batteries for starting and control.
Battery life is 4 hours, without offsite power.

2. Low Pressure Coolant Systems

e All low pressure pumps require 4160 v AC power which
is available from the emergency buses supplie'd by
the diesel generators.

e Portions of the RHR and CS systems draw power from
the same electrical bus.

O 3. Conteinment Heat aemovei

e The Power Conversion System is unavailable in the
absence of offsite power due to the loss of electric-
driven pumps.

e The RHR pumps and valves depend upon the emergency
AC power sources.

O
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LOP REACTOR 5/R VALVES 5/R VALVES HPCI OR TIMElv G5 LP
TRANSIENT SUBCRiflCAL OPEN RE-CLOSE RCIC ACT. ECCS RHR & RHR5W W RR ITEDAVAlWLE AVAILA8tE OR PCS

CLASS OF
ESTIMATE 0 POSTULATED

SE0utNCE SEQUENCET C M P U X V W DE5fGNATOR PR08A81tlTV DEG8ADED, COREg rnunt ou

*

dT* OK --g

4 x 10'0 ,,
TW Transfer Fig. 3.4.11. g

( 2.1 x 100)
T D* OK --

g

T W ** Trans fer Fig. 3.4.13g
g (Negligble.).

M**** TW 4.0 x 10-6 Class 1g
NA

T uX 8.4 x 10'I Clast Ig

Y T P* OK --g
1.1 x 10'4N

*
T PW(P),, Tran.fer Fig. 3.4.13g

(5.8 a 10'8)
10-2

7(pg* OK --

T PW(P)** Transfer Fig. 3.4.13g
NA"4*

T PW 1.2 x 10-8 gg,3, ggg
5.3 a 10-2

g

T PUX 2.4 x 10'g Class !!!
E

10'0
T M* Transfer Fig. 3.4.64-

g
3 x 10-5 (5.3x10'0)

'

T C** Transfer Fig. 3.4.10eg
(1.6 a 10'6) -

, , ,

*Not Core melt sequence'
. , "Que to Coaren-mode failure of all electric power for

**ATW5 in6tlators are treated in a separate event tree two hours (loss'of diesels = 1.8 x 10-s) plus a 51
;+ Transfer to large LOCA tree ! Chance that both RCIC and HPCI will not-work due to
++ Transfer to bridge tree high room temperatures ,

* m see Table 3.4.1
,

Figure 3.4.4a Loss of Offsite Power Transient Event Tree #
;
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e In this analysis Limerick is treated as a one-unit

plant, with two RHR service water pumps, each supplied
by one of the four Limerick 1 diesels. When Unit 2
enters service, RHR service water for both units will

'be powered from the same bus.

Some functions are not affected by the loss of offsite power,
these include:

O
e X -- ADS

1
e M -- Safety Valves Open

= P -- Safety Valves Reclose.

The transient event tree for loss of offsite power describes the
interaction of systems and their response for various time periods ranging
from 2 to 6 hours following a loss of offsite power. System AC power re-
quirements are time dependent, so failure rates vary with time.

O The following is a suninary of the events in the loss of offsite
power Event Tree, Figure 3.4.4. In addition, two of the functions 'are dis-

cussed in more detail to indicate the nature of the time vasiance of fail- '

'

ure probabilities. The two functions assessed using the time phased event-
trees are: ,

.

i

4

e Coolant Injection, Figure 3.4.4

o Containment Heat Removal, Figure 3.4.4.

O the princinei events for the ioss of offsite power sequence
are the following:

C -- Reactor Subcritical . Failure to bring the reactor subcritical
is treated in ATWS event trees to follow (see Section 3.4.3.1).
Subcriticality is assumed to be successful in this event tree.

O
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M -- Safety / Relief Valves Open. 'See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition>

of event M. ~

,

5 ;

P -- Safety / Relief Valves Reclose. See Section 3.4.1.1 for definition

of event P.

U - . High Pressure Coolant Injection Systems Available. This event is

similanf to the event appearing in Section 3.4.1.1, in that HPCI and
RCIC'can supply inventory makeup to the reactor. Since offsite AC

4

power 1s not available, feedwater will not be available. HPCI and

.
RCIC are designed to be able to start and run initially without any
AC dependence. Therefore, the ercergency 4160V AC power bus is not

' required during the initial stages of a loss of offsite power transient.

i

However, room cooling is necessary for the RCIC and HPCI rooms. This

requirement can be satisfied by either use of the ESW system or through

| a natural circuladon ventilation path. The former requires AC power;
'

therefore the emergency power buses supplying the RCIC or HPCI ESW

pumps need to be restorad using either offsite power or the emergency
diesels. The latter option, natural circulation ventilation, requires

action by the operator to recognize the problems and to bypass several
normal plant features. The operator has two hours to perform the
following in order to initiate natural circulation ventilation in the

HPCI and RCIC' rooms:

e Identify that a security problem or fire is
not in progress.

O
.

o Open the security / fire doors between the HPCI
'

room and/or RCIC room and the staimell.

e Open the door from the staimell to the re-
fueling floor.

These actions will establish sufficient ventilation to ensure continued
HPCI/RCIC operation for the LGS configuration.' ,.

O
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O
In addition to the need for adequate room cooling, another need
arises after four hours without AC power. The station batteries
will be expended after four hours without recharging. Therefore,
after four hours, HPCI and RCIC are no longer reliable sources of4

coolant injection, due to the loss of all automatic control and

operator indicaHon. Despite this loss of all power, there is
a possible mode of local, manual RCIC operation which could be
used in this case. .However, because of the adverse environment,

a very low probability of success is given to this path.

I In order to bet'ter define the contributors to potential degraded
core conditions resulting from a loss of offsite power initiator,
a time-phased event tree is presented in Figure 3.4.4b. The

' terminology used in the time phased event tree is slightly different
than used in other event trees in order to emphasize the dependency
of the coolant injection function on AC power. The time periods
of most interest for the loss of offsite power initiator are:

O
..

.

TIME QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION

i 0 - 2 hours The high pressure injection systems, HPCI and
RCIC, can be operated using the on-site
DC power sources. No offsite or emergency ACi

power sources are required during this time.

2 - 4 hours An AC power dependence may arise if the HPCI
or RCIC rooms cannot be adequately cooled.

O >4 hours DC battery sources are anticipated to last
for 4 hours. Past this time offsite power
or emergency power must be restored to assure
coolant injection.

O-
;
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LOSS OF RECOVERY 0F REC 0VERY OF RECOVERY OF RECOVERY OF HIGH ''O
0FFSITE OFFSITE OFFSITE OFF5ITE OFrs!TE PRESSURE O!ESEL DEPENCENCY ESTIMATED

POWER POWER POWER POWER POWER SYSTEMS DIE 5EL SE0utNCE SE0uENCE
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E p
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T (4) OK
E
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'
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O w, -
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g

T(4)u OK
E

4T(4)Uv 2 x10
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T (10) OK -g
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E
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E

T IIDIW **I"IO' ~~ ~

E 12

T (24) OK
E

T (24)u OKg
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T (24)uv I I"10'
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__ . .

(D inis or.ncn transfers to n5tv ciosur initiators sine. it errectiv.iy -

is .n 85tv Ciosur. .n.n eersit. AC po e is restor.o.
- - -

,

-
.-

Figure 3.4.4b Loss of Offsite Power Transient Event Tree
(Time-Phased Coolant Injection)

O As seen in the time-phased event tree and Table 3.4.1, the timer
periods of. highest probability of inadequate coolant injection are
the periods 2 - 4 hours and 4 - 10 hours.

O
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Table 3.4.1

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE TIME PHASES OF THE
LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER ACCIDENT SEQUENCE

C0 pet 04-M00E FAILURE OF
TIME PHASE ACCIDENT FAILURE TO HIGH PRES $URE LOW PRE 55URE O!ESEL O!ESEL TOTAL

OF ACCIDENT INIT!ATOR RECOVER SYSTEMS *SYSTp ENERATOR FAILURE GENERATOR FREQUENCY
PHASE SEQUENCE T 0FF5ITE POWER ** U V PR08A8!LITY REPAIR [per reactoryear)g

1 0- 2 hours 5.3 x 10-2 .66 8 a 10'3 t 1.08 x 10~3 1.0 3 x 10*IO
!! 2- 4 hours 5.3 x 10*I .35 .15* t 1.08 x 10*3 .66 2.0 x 10''

111 4 - 10 hours 5.3 x 10'3 .158 1.0" t 1.08 x 10'3 .47 4.2 x 10-6

IV 10 - 72 hours 5.3 x 10-2 .01 1.0" t 1.08 x 10'3 .2 . 1.1 x 10*I ,

I !

* Probability of requiring ventilation of HPCI and RCIC rooms couoled with the probability of the
operators estabitshing a natural circulation ventilation path for tnese rooms.

" Conditional probability of successful operation of RCIC using manual control with no power
(DC or AC) for times greater than 4 hours.

+8ecause of the redurdancy of the available low pressure pumps the dominsat contributor to the loss of the
low pressure systems during a loss of offsite power is the Comunon-mode fatture of all the emergency diesels.

t+No AC power required for HPC!/RCIC operation during the initial 2 hours following the loss of offsite power.

" Probability of recovery of offsite power is derived from the data analysis performed in Appendix A.

X -- Timely ADS Actuation. This is similar to the . event appearing in
Section 3.4.1.1, with an increase in failure probability due to
potential reluctance of operators to depend on the diesel-powered
low-pressure system pumps, or the inability of some portion of
the diesels to start and run on full load and therefore prevent
some low pressure pumps from starting, thus inhibiting A95.

O V -- LPECCS. Similar to the event appearing in Section 3.4.1.1
with AC power dependency.

W -- RHR and RHRSW or PCS or RCIC Steam Condensing Mode. The RHR
_

ana RHRSW systems have a dependency on the diesel generators when

offsite power is unavailable. The PCS is unavailable when offsite
power is lost. The risasons for dividing the sequences in a time

O Phesed dia9eam for iess of offsite Power are the foiiowin91
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O
1. Short term loss of offsite power (<4 hours) is not

a rare event; however, loss of containment heat re-
moval has the potential to become a serious problem
only after about 20 hours. Loss of offsite power for
less than 4 hours coupled with complete loss of con-
tainment heat removal for more than 20 hours is con-
sidered to be a low probability event for the LGS
configuration.

2. Loss of offsite power for periods in the range of
O 15 hours is of some concern, because the PCS may

not be recoverable in sufficient time to be of use
in containment heat removal. The PCS is given a
low probability of success for these cases.

3. Loss of offsite power for periods greater than 15
hours has the following effects:

e The PCS is treated as totally unavailable

e The RHR system is the only available system
to perform active containment heat removal.

The net result of this breakdown of postulated sequences is that
the dominant sequence leading to possible containment overpressure

as a result of the failure to remove heat from containment is loss
of offsite power for a period greater than 24 hours. The frequency
of loss of offsite power for greater than 24 hours is estimated to
be 1/500 years (see Appendix A).

W(P) -- W Given that Event P Occurs. This event is similar to W except
that the time available for RHR initiation is decreased due to increased
heat load from the open S/R valve.

There are a number of reasons why the calculated level of risk asso-
ciated with the loss of offsite power initiator is different for
Limerick than that evaluated in WASH-1400:'

1. The initiator frequency associated with the Pennsylvania-
New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection is lower than that
used in WASH-1400.

O
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I

O 2. The HPCI and RCIC systems require pump room cooling
,

if there is a loss of offsite power for greater than i

2 hours, or battery charging for long-term loss of
offsite power. (Neither of these appear to have been i

included in the WASH-1400 model.)

3. The anticipated maintenance unavailability on diesel
generators may be significantly different than that
assumed in WASH-1400.

O
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Figure 3.474c~ Time Phased Event Tree for Cal'culating Containment Heat Removal
Capability Following a Loss of Offsite Power

3.4.1.5 Inadvertent Open S/R Valve Transient (See Figure 3.4.5)

Examination of the WASH-1400 analysis, and a review of new

operating data, has revealed an accident initiator previously considered,

unimportant may result in a group of accident sequences which contribute
to calculated risk. This initiator is the Inadvertent Opening of Safety
Relief Valves (IORV) during full power operation.

O
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FW,

10RV TIMELT REACTOR HPCI OR TIMELY A05 LON PRES 5URE ItHR & Rim 5g GENERALIIED
TRAN5IENT SCRAM 508 CRITICAL RCIC ACTUATION ECC5 OR PCS 0.A55 0F

AVAILABLE AVAILABLg ESTIMATED PO5TULATED
SEQUENCE SEQUENEE DEGRADED C0eTE

MSIGNATOR PROSABILITY CONDITIONT C' C U I y Wy

T*
1.1 a 10-4

g m ..

T W, Transfer Fig. 3.4.'13g

(7.7 x 10-6)

1.1. n 10'4
T UW"3 g Transfe- Fig. 3.4.13

5.6 a 10 $ , 30-4 (4.3a30-83
I DV 2.0 m 10'I

~

g

2 x 10-3 CLAS5 I
T uX 7.8 a 10' Class Ig

3 a 10-5
Y T C+* Transfer flg. 3.4.11ag

$ 2.1 a 10-6
T C '* UKg --

1.3 m 10'4
T C'W(C')** Transfer Fig. 3.4.13y

.07 (I I * 10
TN M ..

4 g

T C'UW(C')** Transfer Fig. 3.4.13g

10'2 .1 5 a 10'4 (7.7 a 10'
T C'UV 3.5 m 10' Class Ig

-2 a 10-3 T C'UX 1.4 x 10'$ Class Ig

3 a 10-5
T C'C* Transfer flg. 3.4.11ag

(2.1 a 10-8)6 m 10-7
T C " *** Transfer Fig. 3.4.13g

( 4 2 x 10- 8)

*Not Core melt sequence ++ Transfer to bridge tree '

**ATW5 initiators are treated in a separate event tres

***Menual scram too late to prevent a challenge to the contalement
similar to a Class IV event. '

-

Figure 3.4.5 Inadvertent Open Safety Relief Valve Transient Event Tree

.
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O A Licensee Event Report (LER) data search has shown that the
'

frequency of occurrence for IORY events in BWRs is greater than the
i frequency for an SORV occurring during a transient. About half of the

BWR 10RV events occurred at greater than 80% power levels, and half of
those valves remained open until the reactor pressure was below 200 psi.

The IORV event tree includes aspects of both the small LOCA
event trees and transient trees. The IORY initially acts as a small
LOCA, with respect to the makeup systems, but the safeguards which

j react to high drywell pressure (as may occur during a small LOCA) are
not activated, so the operator must manually scram the reactor and start
the makeup systems. Once the reactor is shut down, the IORV event tree
is similar to the turbine trip transient event tree. However, since the

j reactor has been at full power, and has been releasing steam into the

I suppression pool for the time prior to scram, the suppression pool temp-
erature may have increased significantly. Operating experience data

O indicate that the MSIVs will close during this event, causing all decay

i heat to enter the suppression pool. This decreases the time allowed for

| initiation of RHR to preclude suppression pool failure, loss of makeup, and -

eventual fuel damage or core melt. The decrease in time available for RHR
,

initiation along with the manual scram requirements, are the factors which
' increase the probability that RHR will be unsuccessful.

The principal events for the 10RV sequences are:

T -- Initiator. This event consists of a safety / relief valve opening
7

inadvertently during >80% power operation. This event differs from
other transient events primarily due to the extra heat load placed on
the RHR system by the blowdown to the suppression pool. -

C' -- Timely Scram. There are no " trip" signals generated by the
reactor protection system during the IORV event sequence. The operator

O
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O will be alerted to an 10RV condition by observing the SRV position
indicators. Failure of C' implies failure of the operator to scram
the reactor prior to the suppression pool reaching a temperature re-
quiring both RHR heat exchangers to be operational.

C". Failure to manually scram before the suppression pool reaches
a temperature which will eventually raise containment pressure and
temperature beyond the capacity of the RHR.

C -- Reactor Subcritical. This event consists of a successful manual
scram and is analyzed by the ATWS event tree in Section 3.4.3.1.

U - HPCI or RCIC. This event is similar to the event appearing in
Section 3.4.1.1.

X. This event is similar to the event appearing in Section 3.4.1.1
with some additional considerations due to the high temperature in

O the suppression poei.

V -- LP ECCS Available. This event is the same as the event in
Section 3.4.1.1.

W. This event is similar to the event appearing in Section 3.4.1.1
_

with the exception that the heat removal requirements are somewhat
greater for the 10RV initiator, i.e., the suppression pool tempera-

0ture at scram is assumed to be 110 F. In addition, the MSIVs must
be reopened to activate the PCS.

W(C'). This event is similar to W except that both RHR loops must
be operative or the PCS must be recovered to prevent containment
failure.

O
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O
3.4.2 Event Tree Analysis-LOCA Event Trees

|

The LOCA event trees used for the Limerick analysis are only
slightly different than those used in WASH-1400. The Limerick event
trees more realistically model the actions of the coolant injection
systems than those used in WASH-1400. Three LOCA event trees are used

in the Limerick analysis: one depicting LOCAs which depressurize the
reactor (large LOCAs); and two which deal with medium and small LOCAs

which do not cause the reactor to depressurize (see Figure 3.4.6a, b,
and c, respectively).

The large LOCA tree is similar to the cne used in WASH-1400.
It contains the same systems and structure as the WASH-1400 event tree

with the exception of the electric power (B), vapor suppression (D),
containment leakage (G), and core cooling (F) functions. Electric power
was eliminated from the LGS LOCA event tree because a more proper treat-
ment of electric power and its interactions with systems was made by
entering electric power into the individual system fault trees at the
component level. In addition, containment leakage and vapor suppression
were also eliminated from the LGS LOCA event trees, since they did not
explicitly affect the LOCA sequence at Limerick. Instead, they are in-

cluded in the containment event tree (see Section 3.4.5). At Limerick,
the low pressure pumps are designed to be able to pump saturated water
from the suppression pool with no back pressur? requirement in the con-
tainment. The presence of containment leakage does not adversely affect
their performance. Emergency core cooling functionability*, has also
been removed from the event tree, since there was no idendified physical

O basis for this event.
|

The medium LOCA and small LOCA event trees (see Figures 3.4.6a

and c) for Limerick also differ from the WASH-1400 small LOCA event trees.
Electric power (B), leakage vapor suppression (D), and containment leak-

|

| O * WASH-1400 included a probability that the core would be disrupted at the time
V of emergency core cooling initiation and could not subsequently be properly cooled.
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age (G), were eliminated using the same reasoning given for the large
LOCA. Since the plants' reaction to a small LOCA is similar to a tran-
sient, the small LOCA event tree resembles a transient event tree.

3.4.2.1 * Definition of Events in the large LOCA Event Tree (See
Figure 3.4.6a)

O Event A - Large LOCA: Large LOCA in the context of the Limerick
Probabilistic Risk Assessment is any break in the reactor system
piping which could lead to the loss of sufficient coolant result-
ing in the following:

e Relatively rapid depressurization

e Demand for coolant injection by either LPCS or LPCI

e Demand for long term recirculation

e Demand for containment heat removal.

O
The probability of a large LOCA used in this analysis is much larger
than the probability of the design basis LOCA which is a " worst case"
double ended shear of the reactor coolant pipe (see Appendix A for
further discussion). For this analysis, the large LOCA is assumed
to occur in two possible ways: (1) a break of a recirculation line i

(water break); and (2) break in lines above' the top of the core
(steam break).

Event C - Reactor Scram: This event is defined as insertion of
O the controi rods.

Event E - Emergency Coolant Injection: Two systems provide the capa-
bility for emergency coolant injection, subsequent to a large LOCA.
Each system provides coolant to the reactor via separate processes.
The Core Spray system (CS) contains two loops, each with two pumps,
which deliver coolant to spray spargers directly above the core.

O
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O
The second system, the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system,
is an operating mode of the RHR system. This system consists of

'

four pumps which automatically inject directly into the reactor
vessel.

In order to simplify the LOCA event tree, all combinations of CS
and LPCI failures resulting in failure of E were combined in a
functional level fault tree. Appendix B summarizes the functional
level fault tree for coolant injection. This fault tree reflects
the success criteria established in Section 1.5.

Event I - Coolant Recirculation: This event involves the long term
recirculation of the water to the core from the suppression pool. This
function can be accomplished with either LPCI or LPCS. The success
criteria and calculated probability are similar to that for short-term
coolant injection.

O Event J - Containment Heat Removal: In order to preserve primary con-
tainment integrity following a LOCA, the RHR system must be initiated
within 25 hours as determined by INCOR calculations (see Appendix C). -

Residual heat removal has to be maintained for approximately six months.
Within the six month period, provisions can be made for transferring the

,

fuel to the spent fuel storage pool, or alternate methods of core cool-
ing can be provided if required.

Because of the potential for fission products inside the primary system
and containment following a large LOCA, neither the PCS nor the COR areO assumed available to perform the containment heat removal function.

Therefore, the redundant RHR system is required to remove decay heat

i from containment. The large LOCA event tree (Figure 3.4.Sa) displays
this sequence as AJ, where J is composed of only RHR.

|

O
,
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3.4.2.2 Definition of Events in the Medium LOCA Event Tree (see

Figure 3.4.6b)

The medium and small LOCA events differ only in the availability
of the High Pressure Injection Systems for succest'ul mitigation.

Event S . Medium _LOCA: This event is a LOCA which does not de-j
O Pressurize the reactor. The medium LOCA eveat is defined es a

2break of between .004 and .1 ft for a liquid line, and between
20.016 and 0.08 ft for a steam break. Larger breaks will de -

pressurize the reactor without HPCI or ADS assistance and are

classified as large LOCAs. Since the reactor may be isolated sub-
sequent to a medium LOCA, feedwater may be unavailable for coolant
injection.

Event C - Reactor Scram: This event is defined as insertion of
the control rods.

O
Event U - High Pressure Systems: A functional level fault tree

depicting the failure of U for a medium LOCA is simply a failure
of HPCI.

Event X - Depressurization: This event consists of either automatic

or manual depressurization of the reactor to allow low pressure systems
to operate. Failure of this system involves the ADS system failure to
manually or automatically actuate, or failure of the low pressure systems
to start, thus inhibiting ADS. -

,

Event V - Low Pressure System: This event is the same as Event V

appearing in the transient event trees (Section 3.4.1.1).

Event W: This event contains both coolant recirculation and heat re-
moval from the containment. Success requires either recovery of the
PCS or availability of the RHR service water system and 1 RHR heat

Q exchanger, combined with an injection path to the core.
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O
For medium LOCAs, if RHR is unavailable to remove containment

heat, COR can be used, as long as the core remains covered; how-
ever for cases where HPCI fails and ADS is required, COR is
assumed to not be useable. Since only HPCI is available as the
high pressure injection source, its failure coupled with the med-
ium LOCA initiator leads to a direct demand on the RHR system,
without the possibility of using the PCS or C0R. This sequence
is the highest Class II probability sequence from the medium LOCA
event tree. The next most likely sequences leading to containment
overpressure are those for which HPCI is available, but RHR and
C0R fails.

3.4.2.3 Definition of Events in Small LOCA Tree (See Figure 3.4.6c)

Pipe breaks of less than 0.004 ft2 (liquid) are included in
the small LOCA category. The small LOCA tree is exactly the same as

p the medium LOCA tree appearing in Figure 3.4.5b, with the exception of
V the requirements for the high pressure systems.

Event U - High Pressure Systems: A functional fault tree depicting
failure of the high pressure systems subsequent to a small LOCA is
given in Appendix B. It is the same as the high pressure system
requirements for an S LOCA given in WASH-1400 Appendix I.

2

3.4.3 Event Trees for ATWS and Other Low Probability Events

There a number of events which have been postulated as possible
at nuclear power plants that, because of their low probability, are re-

,

ferred to as unanticipated events. The Limerick Probabilistic Risk Assess-

ment has included consideration of three of these identified rare event
sequences because of potentially high consequences.

O
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O
1. Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) (Section 3.4.3.1)

2. Reactor pressure vessel failure (Section 3.4.3.2)

3. Interfacing LOCA (Section 3.4.3.3).

3.4.3.1 Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)

O The ATWS event can be divided into two distinct portions for
discussion and analysis. These are:

1. Prevention: This includes those system features designed
to assure that the control rods will be inserted when
required.

2. Mitigation: This includes the systems or features designed
to provide a diverse method of reactor shutdown if the con-
trol rods cannot be inserted.

Limerick will have an AWS prevention / mitigation system at least

O e' Sood e' the ^1 tera te 3^ odificatioa ideat<<<ed by the nac 'te<< ia
NUREG-0460. This system includes the following features:

e Additional safety grade level sensors in the scram
discharge volume *

e Alternate rod insertion (ARI) circuitry and solenoid valves
(discussed further in Appendix B)

e Recirculation pump trip (RPT)

e Automatic standby liquid control (SLC) system to inject
boron solution (discussed further in Appendix B)

e Feedwater runback.

These improvements are incorporated into the ATWS event trees and the systems

level fault trees which describe each function.

CD *'"*'' '*ar ve**a'' *r* t"* r**"'t ' t"* d**'Sa e '" ='"'t* t"* a 't"''ted
- single point mechanical failure of the control rod drive mechanisms identified

in WASH-1400, EPRI, and General Electric investigations.
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The event trees which have been developed to describe the postu-

lated ATWS sequences are given in Figures 3.4.7 through 3.4.11. As noted
in Section 3.4.1, each of the anticipated transients has an event tree
branch corresponding to the transient initiator and the failure of the
control rods to insert (i.e., an ATWS). Since each of the identified
transient initiators has a different interaction with the mitigating sys-
tems available, the ATWS event trees are constructed to parallel the event
trees developed in Section 3.4.1 for the anticipated transients. Tables
3.4.2a and 3.4.2b explain the ATWS event tree notes and define the appli-
cable event tree system functions.

3.4.3.1.1 Turbine Trip ATWS Initiator

The majority of transient initiators result from turbine trip
or lead to turbine trip. Figure 3.4.7 is the event tree used to identify
the potential outcomes of a turbine trip event. The two cases used in this
analysis are turbine trips which proceed as planned with the condenser

O -

availabie as a heat sink, and those turbine trips with the condenser un-
available due to the closure of the turbine bypass valve, loss of feedwater,
or loss of heat sink. In the first case, the following occurs: the turbine
trips, the bypass opens, the condenser remains available, and the feedwater
is properly controlled to maintain adequate flow from the condenser hotwell
to the reactor. The postulated effects of ATWS on the turbine trip are
summarized in Figure 3.4.8 for cases with the bypass available; Figure 3.4.8a
and 3.4.8b for ATWS prevention and mitigation, respectively. Implicit in the

construction of the event tree for turbine trip with bypass is the fact that
feedwater is available to supply coolant injection to the reactor, as shown

O' in Figure 3.4.7. Cases where feedwater is unavailable following a turbine '

trip are treated in the MSIV closure event tree (Figure 3.4.9).

In addition to the turbine trip with bypass available, there is a
second turbine trip case, for which the bypass fails. For those cases, the
feedwater system could still be available for coolant injection at reduced
flows if condensate makeup is transferred from the CST to the hotwell. In |

O ;
,

I

I
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O'

the analysis all failures of the bypass valves are assumed to lead to
loss of heat sinks, condenser, and feedwater. For the purposes of
this analysis such a situation resembles an MSIV closure event. There-
fore, turbine bypass failures and loss of feedwater cases are treated
as MSIV closures. These sequences are classified as MSIV closures, be-
cause they result in effectively eliminating both the coolant injection
function and decay heat removal function of the power conversion system,

'

are then incorporated into the initiator for the event tree developed
for MSIV closure (Figure 3.4.9).

.

The principal events for the ATWS turbine trip sequence are:
i

Cg -- The mechanical redundancy of the control rod drive
mechanisms makes the common-mode failure of multiple ad-
jacent control rods unlikely.

Cp -- The electrical diversity in sensors, logic, and scram
solenoids help to reduce the potential for common-mode fail- '

ures leading to failure of mul':1ple rods to insert.

R -- Recirculation pump trip (RPT) is implemented to reduce
the effective power level of the core from 100% to approxi-
mately 30% with the control rods out.

; K -- Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) incorporates a number of
#

changes includding additional sensors, additional logic,
i and additional solenoid valves on each mechanism to provide

added assurance that the postulated electrical failures will
not prevent control rod insertion.

Beyond the design capability to prevent ATWS (which is the
preferred method of treating any ATWS case), there is also a combi-

O nation of systems which can effectively mitigate the consequences of
a postulated ATWS. The functions required for ATWS mitigation during4

the turbine trip event are those identified in Figure 3.4.8 and dis-
cussed below:

!

O
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C2 -- Poison Injection: For Limerick, Philadelphia Electric has
consnitted to the installation of an automated boron injection system
corresponding to the NRC staff modification designated Altarnate 3A.
The system has been evaluated in a reliability model assuming that
its characteristics are the minimum required by the Alternate 3A
NRC guidelines. The initiation of the poison injection is diverse
from that for control rod insertion and similar to that for RPT

O. and ARI.

The loss of poison injection (C ) capability in addition to the
2

inability to insert control rods (C ) may not necessarily leadg
directly to a degraded core condition. However, for the purposes
of this analysis, this event sequence is treated as eventually lead-
ing to an MSIV closure (see below) and therefore having consequences
similar to the ATWS MSIV closure sequence discussed in the next sec-
tion. Note that the RHR system is not discussed in this sequence,

,

since scram failure and failure of poison injection lead to contain-
ment overpressure directly (COR*is not used in these cases). If the

overpressure failure occurs prior to initiation of a core melt, this

sequence is placed in Class IV. The Bridge Tree, Figure 3.4.10 pro-
vides the sequences considered.

M -- Adequate Pressure Controls: The large number of safety / relief
valves at Limerick provide a high level of confidence that there will
be a sufficient relief valve capacity to avoid excessive pressures
inside the reactor system following an ATWS. Given the ATWS initiator,
failure of M implies that a LOCA would probably result.

-

*COR (containment overpressure relief) is not used for sequences
where fuel damage or high radiation may exist inside the containment.
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The LOCA is assumed to result in replenishing the core with water,

! via the low pressure systems. This cold unborated water is assumed

to cause recriticality leading to containment failure. Following2

containment failure, it is assumed that the coolant injection fails>

.

; leading to eventual core melt.

P -- All Safety Valves Reclose: While the large number of relief
i valves provides high reliability of maintaining pressure within the
; reactor system capability, the probability of leakage, or stuck

open/ inadvertent open relief valves must be considered.

, U -- Coolant In.iection: Reactor coolant is assumed to be injected
'

via the feedwater system and therefore HPCI and RCIC are not, in
! general, required. There are cases where SORVs may result in forcing
! the closure of the MSIVs. In such cases, HPCI or RCIC may be required
I to maintain adequate coolant injection. As noted in the success cri- '

; teria (Section 1.5), RCIC is not considered adequate for those cases
where only one SLC pump is available. The event tree is constructed
to reflect this requirement. '

!

| D -- ADS Actuation (Inadvertent Operation): During the course of an
ATWS event, the drywell pressure may rise and the reactor water level'

may drop. Due to calibration errors or instrument drift, sufficient '
,

automatic signals may exist to initiate ADS. The operator is re-
quired to inhibit ADS until the automatic initiation signals clear.-
The consequences of such an incident are similar to those evaluated

Q for Class IV, since the containment loads associated with blowdown

at high suppretsion pool temperature may lead to containment failure.;

!

U -- FW or HPCI Continue to Run (Inadvertent Operation): Following !H

poison injection and reactor shutdown, it is required that feedwater
and HPCI be shut off to avoid poison removal / dilution from the reactor
vessel. The shutoff of the high pressure systems can be accomplished

i either by the automatic high level trips or manual action.

!

[
'
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j W -- Heat Removal: The ability to remove decay heat from containment

is a function * which helps to avoid the release of radioactive material
to the environment. The systems available to fulfill this function are:

,

o The normal heat removal path through the condenser

3 e The RHR heat exchangers, and

O e Containment Overpressure Reiief cCOR).
.

I

For the turbine trip with bypass transient sequences, the heat sink
,

used for nearly all cases is the main condenser. For those cases
where multiple relief valves fail open, the RHR is required to operate!

successfully. Other sequences which result in isolation of the reactor1

| from the main condenser are treated in the MSIV closure event tree.
|

i

| The ATWS sequences which are subject to the most uncertainty with
respect to the plant response are the turbine trip initiated sequences. In.

O ileu of detaiied anaiysis or extensive operating experience for these situa-
tions, several assumptions have been made to allow the estimation of acci-
dent sequence likelihood. The two turbine trip ATWS sequences with the

.

largest impact on calculated probability of risk to the public are the follow-
ing:

~

*NUREG-0460, Volume IV provides a discussion' which considers it acceptable to
,

have a failure of decay heat removal from containment. The NRC staff evaluation
of ATWS Alternates 3A and 4A in NUREG-0460 Volume IV, stated that a failure
mode from WASH-1400 which was taken to lead directly to core melt is not assumed
to' lead to core melt in the ATWS evaluation. This sequence is the TW sequence,

O that is, the ATWS or transient coupled with the failure to remove decay heat
using the main condenser or the RHR. WASH-1400 assessed this accident sequence
as one of the principal sources of risk associated with a BWR, however, the re-

i cent NRC evaluation in NUREG-0460 indicates a different approach is acceptable.
The new approach recognizes that containment failure will not necessarily com-

1 promise the ability to inject cool water to the reactor vessel or the ability
to maintain adequate liquid poison. Therefore, loss of containment by over-
pressure is not a direct core melt but requires other failures to occur to pre-1

clude adequate coolant inventory or liquid poison inventory in the core before
a core melt will occur. On the other hand, the NRC Probabilistic Analysis Staff
(PAS) in rebaselining BWRs has placed containment overpressure failures in a

,

i n much more prominent position as major risk contributors. The evaluation of
V Limerick capability given an ATWS event does consider the failure of heat re-,

moval capability from the containment to lead to unacceptable core conditions
(similar to the PAS rebaselined assumptions).,
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1. Sequence:

Turbine Trip, Failure of Control Rods to Insert,
Failure of SLC (T C C )Tg2

Anticipated Result:

Steam generated at 25 to 30% power is being dumped to the
condenser; feedwater is supplying makeup to the reactor;
it is assumed that probabilistically this condition cannoti

O Persist for ioas Period of time. Specific iiv. it is|

assumed that 90%* of the time the MSIVs will isolate due
to high radiation associated with incipient fuel failures.
The MSIV closure leads to the loss of the power conversion

'

system. COR is not used due to the potential for radiation,

in the containment with no SLC. Therefore, the transfer to
the bridge tree is made with these limitations. The result
is a sequence which may lead to containment failure prior to *'

I core melt initiation, a Class IV event.
t

: 2. Sequence:

Turbine Trip, Failure of Control Rods.to Insert,
j Failure of RPT (T'T g )CR

: O ^#ticio ted aesuit:

RPT and FW runback are assumed to be tripped from the same
set of logic and sensors. Therefore RPT failure is assumed

^

to also result in failure of FW runback. The failure of RPT-
following a turbine trip initiated ATWS may then result in
the production of a relatively high power and steam flow.
The turbine bypass system is sized for approximately 25%
power. The excess power generation will be dumped directly
to the suppression pool. The success criteria of Section

: 1.5 state this situation to be unacceptable. The COR may
not be adequate to handle the excess steam flow and contain-'

ment failure may occur prior to core melt.

O 3.4.3.i.2 MSIv Ciesure ATwS Initiator

The MSIV closure transient initiators, discussed further in

i Appendix A, include loss of condenser and loss of feedwater. Also in- '

|

!

*The remaining 10% of the time, sufficient time is available to manually,'

drive the control rods in, and there is no significant degradation of
core integrity.

!
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O
cluded are those turbine trip initiated. sequences (Figure 3.4.7) for
which turbine bypass or feedwater are not functional. At Limerick,
the closure of all main steam isolation valves leads to:

e The loss of main feedwater*

e The loss of normal heat removal via the main condenser.

O
Therefore, closure of MSIVs accompanied by an ATWS would leave HPCI

and, under some conditions, RCIC to maintain adequate core coolant in-
ventory, and the RHR to remove heat from containment. '

Figure 3.4.9 is the event tree for MSIV closure-initiated ATWS
accident sequences. The functions are nearly identical to the turbine trip
case (Section 3.4.3.1.1) with the exception that coolant injection and heat
removal are added explicitly. The event tree is again shown in two parts,
Figure 3.4.9a for evaluation of ATWS prevention functions, and Figure 3.4.9b

O ror evaiuatioa or ^Tws mitis tion ruactioas-

Discussion of MSIV Closure Event Tree Functions
.

U -- Coolant Injection: The success criteria for postulated MSIV [
closure ATWS events are given in Section 1.5. Those systems avail- ''

able to supply sufficient coolant injection to .the reactor following
an MSIV closure ATWS are:,

|

| 1. HPCI when at least one 43 gpm SLC pump is available
for boron injection. Shutdown is calculated to
occur within 16 minutes for two SLC pumps operational
and 30 minutes with one pump operational. For the

O oae SLC pump case. it may be aecessary to provide
containment overpressure relief (COR).

2. RCIC when both SLC pumps are available for boron
injection.

*Feedwater is supplied by turbine driven feedwater pumps. While there does
exist a bypass line around the MSIVs, this path may not be available, with
any high degree of assurance, following an ATWS, because of the short reaction|

O' time avaiiedie-
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Figure 3.4.9b Event tree Diagram of Postulated ATWS Accident Sequences Following An MSIV
Closure Initiator



The other sources of high pressure water have not been explicitly
used in the reliability evaluation of the coolant injection func-
tion since analysis does not predict that adequate coolant injec-
tion will occur from any combination of these sources.

W -- Heat Removal. The probability of having adequate heat removal
available is a function of the RHR reliability under the various
conditions set in the specific accident sequences. For example,
multiple stuck open relief valves (P) leads to a requirement for
both RHR subsystems to operate.

O
Because of the relatively short time available for the initiation
of RHR following a postulated ATWS, the calculated probability of
RHR failure is dominated by human error in failing to align and
initiate the RHR.

Discussion of ATWS MSIV Closure Sequences

The MSIV closure initiator, followed by a mechanical failure of
the control rods to insert, places a demand on three safety systems which
are provided to prevent degraded core conditions (see Section 1.5). The
accident sequences which would result from a failure of each of these ,

safety systems could be quite different in their impact on risk. The
following discussion outlines the course of each accident sequence as
developed in the Limerick analysis:

__

SEQU(NCE ANTICIPATED RESULT

T4C2 This accident sequence is similar to that discussed for the
turbine trip ATWS initiator followed by failure of liquid
poison injection. The physical processes which are included
in the modeling are:

e Recirculation pumps trip and power level drops to -
s\ 255.

The NPCI maintains adequate coolant inventory to thee
reactor,

e All heat is being deposited in the suppression pool.

* Both SLC pumps fail to inject poison.

e Containment pressure rises to containment design
pressure.

o At this point we transfer to the Bridge tree (Figure
3.4.13 ). where the following functions are shown;

a. CDR is not used to reif eve containment pressure
because of the potential for radiation in

Containment from fuel failures with no GLC.
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b. HPCI may shut cff due to high turbine cahavst
pressure,

e Based on the decisions made probabilistically in the
tridge tree. containment may fail:

a. prior to core melt initiation with no CDR and
g HPCI continuing to run. This sequence is referred

Mode 1. and is included in Class IV,to as TrC.C2since racToactive releases may be emitted directly
,to the atmosphere during the core vaoor12ation.

b. following core melt if HPCI terminates as it is
designed to. This sequence is referred to as

Mode 1/3. and is included in Class IIIT CyCF 2since the containment still serves the function of
retention and deposition of radioactive material

,
* during the core melt / vaporization process.

*
.

y' This sequence is the fallure to provide adequate coolant makeup
F R to the reactor. The physical processes involved in this

sequence are:

e Recirculation pump trips and power level drops to .
s 255

e With the MS!Vs closed,feedwater is unavaliable

* 8cth SLC oumps fail to inject poison

e NPCI and RCIC fait

e With no coolant injection, the core water level drops

e With the loss of coolant inventory, core melt is
initiated

e Containment pressure is relatively low

e Containment is calculated to fail in a manner similar
to Class 1.. af tec the core vaporization pnase.

The result of such a sequence is that initiation of degraded
core conditions and postulated core melt would occur with the
containment intact. This is typical of Class 111 accidentj
sequences.

.

TCC y This sequence is similar to that noted above for loss of
p g 12 coolant inventory. however, in this accident sequence one $LC

pump leg is available for injection. RCIC is insufficient
to maintain adequate coolant inventory (see the ATWS Success
Criteria in Section 1.5). Therefore, for sequences with one
SLC. where the HPCI system provides coolant injection. Its
failure leads to Class III events.

Iy This sequence involves the inabilfty to adequately removeg heat from containment using the PyR. The physical processes
involved are:

The recirculation pumps trip and power drops to .e

255.

Both HPCI and SLC start automatically to maintaine
.\ coolant inventory and provide negative reactivity

for core shutdown.

* However, since there is no heat removal from
containmen'. (MS!Vs are closed and RHR has not been
initiated) containment pressure continues to rise,.

e The bridge tree (Figure 3.4.1.3) displays the options
whten may occur following this accident scenario,
these include:

a. Use of COR to reliese containment pressure
and maintain its integrity by preventing
rupture.

b. Loss of HPCI di.e to high containment pressure *
leading to core melt initiation witn an
intact containment. This is a Class IIIO event.

c. If HPCI continues to run and COR fails. fatture
of containment may occur prior to initiation
of core melt. This sequence is a Class IV
event.

'
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* For the loss of offsite power initiator, electrical faults leading to a failure to scram may be
virtually zero for loss of offsite power incidents. However, since no detailed evaluation has
been performed to verify this assertion, electrical RPS failures are included here for
completeness. They are e smell contribution to the overall probability of degraded core conditions.

Figure 3.4.10a Event Tree Diagram of Accident Sequences Following
a Loss of Offsite Power Initiator

O
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Table 3.4.2a

NOTES FOR ATWS EVENT TREES

1 Estimated probability for these branches has been
considered in Figure 3.4.1.

2 Heat removal capability from the suppression pool may
be coupled to " safety valves fail to reclose."
Therefore, a different probability of failure is

O applicable depending upon which sequence occurs (i.e., -

PW) is treated as a distinct type of event.

3 For the inadvertently open relief valve transient, the
scram and ARI are initiated manually; therefore, the
probability of success must be modified to account for
this.

4 Adequate pressure control has three meanings in these
event trees. Each function must be fulfilled or un-
acceptable consequences result.

5 The scenario following control rod insertion is that
developed in WASH-1400, however since ARI was not con-
sidered in WASH-1400, a ' success of this point represents

O red #ctioa 4a the pro 8 biiity of uaeccente8ie co#-
sequences calculated in WASH-1400.

.

G

|

O
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Table 3.4.2b

DEFINITIONS OF FUNCTIONS OF EACH SYSTEM APPLIED
IN THE ATWS EVENT TREE DEVELOPMENT

DESIGNATION SYSTEM FUNCTION

C Reactor Protection The RPS has been divided into electrical andM System (Mechanical) mechanical functions for this study. TheV mechanical function includes the operation of
the CR0 hydraulic system,, the physical
insertion of a sufficient number of contol
rods to bring the reactor subcritical, and
other mechanical parts as required.

~

C Reactor Protection This portion of the RPS includes properE System (Electrical) generation of a scram signal from the sensors,
processing- the esignal through the logic,
and the De-energizing of the scram solenoids.

C Poison Injection Termination of nuclear fission is required to2
assure containment and core integrity. Note
that delayed control rod insertion has not
been assumed.

R Recirculation Pump This system is designed to be completely
Trip diverse from the RPS (both electrically and

mechanically) in order to guarantee that
either the RPS or RPT will function. The
RPT is intended to trip the recirculation

~

pumps which will reduce the flow through
the core and lead to reduced moderation in
the core and lower core power level.

I Containment Isolation In the event of an ATWS provision must be
made for preventing the release of radio-
active material to the environment. One
method is the isolation of containment which

Q includes 'the closure of the MSIVs (see also
secondary containment isolation).'

V Isolation of Balance One potential scenario which could occur
of Plant Systems following an ATWS is the removal of reactor

heat through the condenser via turbine bypass
valves. The secondary system will function
properly to remove heat from the reactor
as long as high radiation levels are not
sensed, low level (level 1) is not reached,
and low steam line pressure (e.g. LOCA) does

O aat occur- Therefore over tioa or the ecs,

to remove heat is dependent upon the severity e
of the ATWS event, namely, the fuel integrity
and water level following an ATWS.

3-68
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Table 3.4.2b (continu:d),

DESIGNATION SYSTEM FUNCTION

U Coolant Injection The coolant injection function is to put
O surricieat water ia the reector vessei to

maintain the core covered. The methods
available to perform this function vary with
the transient and the assumptions used. The
systems available for each case are delineated
in the functional level fault trees.

W Heat Renoval Heat is removed from the reactor by steam
blowdown through the safety relief valves to
the suppression pool. However, the heat
must also be removed from the suppression

O 90o1 or e reiiure or the suppressioa 9001
could result. The methods available to
remove heat from the suppression pool are
described in the function level fault trees
for each transient.

K Alternate Rod ARI has the following characteristics:
Insertion (ARI)

a) ARI is not: effective if there is a
mechanical failure of control rods to
insert.

b) ARI is effective if and only if RPT
is successful.

O a adequate eressure Thic cetesory considers the cases which
Control involve failure to adequately control

reactor pressure. The failure modes
considered are:

a) Overpressure protection fails

| b) ADS operates to depressurize the reactor
! when not required.

c) A sufficient number of safety valves
remain open (stuck or manually open) to
depressurize the reactor when undesirea.

Failure modes a,b, or c may lead to the
O- actuation of the low pressure injection

systems and the flushing of boron from
the reactor.

P Safety Valves Reclose Under this category, the effects of up to
2 relief valves remaining stuck open (SORV)
during the transient are included.

.

O
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3.4.3.1.3 Loss of Offsite Power ATWS Initiator

An accident initiator which directly affects the reliability
of the mitigating systems is the loss of offsite power. This initiator
leads to conditions similar to the MSIV closure, with the added require-
ment that some of the safety systems depend on a diesel generator for
the necessary power.

The event tree for this initiator is given in Figure 3.4.10 and
* is nearly identical to that for MSIV closure, except that the initiator

frequency * is lower than the MSIV closure frequency, but the probability
of failure of the mitigation systems is higher, due to the dependency of
the safety systems on the emergency diesels.

3.4.3.1.4 Inadvertent Open Relief Valve ATWS Initiator (See Figure 3.4.11)

The 10RV accident initiator is a relatively frequent event that

O aiso requires -nuai initietion of scr- and RsR. Therefore, the hu-n
error rate has a significant effect on the calculated probability of suc-
cessful accident mitigation. (See the discussion in Section 3.4.1.) .

3.4.3.2 Reactor Pressure Vessel Failure

Disruptive failure of the reactor pressure vessel is not incor-
j

| porated in the Limerick analysis because potential failures of the reactor
pressure vessel as an initiating event have a very low probability of ex-

i pected occurrence.

3.4.3.3 Interfacing LOCA

!
' The Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) identified the potential for

a combination of a LOCA and check valve failure, which could lead to a di-
|

|

('O
'

* Based upon operating experience data on the PJM grid

|
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rect release of radioactive material to the environment. The Limerick plant
has been evaluated to determine if a similar set of conditions could arise.
No case similar to the PWR interfacing LOCA conditions has been identified.

3.4.4 Bridge Event Tree

There are a number of postulated events which may lead to contain-

O ment overpressure conditioas due to the inabiiity to remove heat from con-
tainment via either:

e The power conversion system (PCS), or

e The RHR system.

It was assumed in WASH-1400 that loss of the above two containment
heat removal systems led directly to containment failure, and loss of all
coolant injection. The Limerick Generating Station has more capability to
withstand such challenges than assumed for the WASH-1400 BWR. The principal

improvements affecting containment heat removal are:

1. Incorporation of Containment Overpressure Relief (COR) capability
at LGS (see Appendix B). New emergency guidelines for BWRs pro-
vide criteria for containment overpressure relief when there is
no significant radiation inside containment.

~

2. Incorporation of pumps not requiring a positive back pressure
to pump at high suppression pool temperatures.

|

Maintaining containment integrity allows a great deal of flexibility
to the plant operator for maintaining adequate core cooling from a variety of
sources, despite the inability to remove heat from containment via the RHR or
PCS. Containment pressure relief is of importance for all TW sequences.

Those sequences which may be affected by the controlled pressure
relief of containment warrant additional analysis to demonstrate the circum-

|

O
|
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O
stances under which the reactor core can be maintained adequately cooled
despite the inability to maintain containment heat removal by either RHR
or the power conversion system. To analyze this effect, the plant systems
and containment interaction must be evaluated. There are cases where fail-
ure of suppression pool cooling may not lead to core melt. Such cases in-
clude:

O
e Containment pressure control by controlled pressure relief

e Containment leakage without containment failure

e Minor breaches of containment with subsequent reclosure
of the concrete fissures.

For the LGS analysis, disruptive containment failure is assumed
to lead to ultimate failure of the coolant makeup system to the reactor.

'

The estimates of containment ultimate failure capability for Limerick are
developed from the following:

O
e Analysis of the Mark II concrete s'tructure response

under high internal pressure loads (see Appendix J)

e Analysis of containment dome and hatch design
response (see Appendix J)

e WASH-1400 estimates of the PWR concrete containment
structure response

o Evaluations of pipe penetration integrity under high
internal containment pressure.

] The containment failure criterion used in the Limerick analysis is based
upon exceeding 140 psig (approximately 2.7 times design pressure), which
occurs at more than 30 hours after initiation of TW. However, the Limerick

emergency guidelines used in this analysis specify the implementation of,

containment overpressure relief (COR) at a point near the containment design
pressure, if there is no abnormal radiation level inside containment and

I the core is covered.

O

,
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O This section focuses on those sequences which can take edvantage
of C0R (containment overpressure relief). Specifically the following three
types of sequences are assessed:

1. Anticipated transients for which the RHR or PCS is
notavailable(TW)

2. ATWS events for which the SLC system and HPCI operate,
but the RHR and PCS are unavailable (ATWS-W). ThereO are two types of such events: those where one SLC
pump fails and those where both fail.

3. ATWS events for which the SLC system also fails (ATWS-C )*<

2

In Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, and 3.4.3 the dominant accident sequences
have been developed on a basis similar to that used in WASH-1400. However,
the sequences do not all lead to core melt as assumed in WASH-1400. For

those TW-type sequences where containment overpressure is the failure mode,'

core melt will not occur if coolant makeup can be maintained during the sub-
sequent long term overpressure relief of containment. Since the contain-
ment event trees developed in Section 3.4.5 use core melt as the initiating
event, a connection must be made between the sequences developed analogous

to WASH-1400 and those which lead to core melt (i.e., TW type). Figure
3.4.12 is a simplified flow chart showing the progression of accident sequences
from initiators through containment pressure relief and to potential contain-
ment release pathways. The purpose of the bridge event tree, Figure 3.4.13, is
to provide this connection between the containment overpressure sequences de-
veloped previously, and the containment event trees provided in Section 3.4.5.

: O
"

INITIATOR $ + + +
tytmi racts (Iraroulato) inct

F gu Figure 3.4.13 Figure 3.4.14.

Figure 3.4.12 Flow Chart of the Event Trees
Used to Define Accident Sequences

O
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The applicability of the use of C0R is assessed for each type
of accident sequence. The following sections discuss how the bridge tree
(Figure 3.4.13) is used to evaluate each of the different types of acci- )

'dent sequences:

1. Section 3.4.4.1: Loss of containment heat removal
following an anticipated transient (TW sequences)

O 2. Section 3.4.4.2: Loss of containment heat removal
(RHR) following an ATWS event (ATWS-W sequences)

3. Section 3.4.4.3: Mismatch between containment heat
removal and heat production following an ATWS with
loss of all SLC poison injection (ATWS-C sequences)

2

4. Section 3.4.4.4: Combination of items (2) and (3),

(ATWS-C sequences).l2

3.4.4.1 Bridge Tree Applied to Sequences Involving a Loss of Containment
Heat Removal Following an Anticipated Transient. (TW Type Sequences)

O Successfui terminet4en of a TW sequence without ebnormei radio-

active release to the environment will result if adequate reactor core cool- ,
ing can be maintained by water from one of four sources using the associated
motive forces shown in Table 3.4.2.

Table 3.4.2

SUMMARY OF SOURCES OF WATER AND PUMPS AVAILABLE
FOR COOLANT MAKEUP TO THE REACTOR WHEN THE

CONTAINMENT IS AT OR NEAR DESIGN PRESSURE

WATER SOURCE PUMPS

1. CST HPCI, CRD, LPCS

2. Suppression Pool LPCS, HPCI, LPCI

3. Hotwell Condensate

4. Spray Pond. RHRSW

O
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For the Limerick analysis, containment heat removal is successful with
RHR and PCS unavailable if COR successfully operates. The heat would

be removed from containment by steam passing from the reactor through
the safety relief valves, through the suppression pool, through the
drywell and directly out the Containment Overpressure Relief system
to the atmosphere. It is assumed that once initiated, pressure relief
from the reactor will continue to be successful during this processO with appropriate reliability. Figure 3.4.13 is the bridge tree for
the TW type sequences. The method of quantifying and evaluating is is
presented below.

The following discussion of the bridge tree as applied to TW
sequences is provided to clarify the event descriptions:

TW -- Initiating Event. For the TW event to occur, the RHR
system and the Power Conversion System must be unavailable.
For the RHR to be inoperable, either the RHRSW is not avail-
able to the RHR heat exchangers or the LPCI pumps are notO operable. These two events are evaluated as approximately
equally likely to occur. The availability of the LPCI pumps
will affect the success criteria used in both the TW event
trees from Section 3.4.1 and the bridge tree; therefore, in

; the TW-type events the coninon dependencies of "W" and Mode 3
' functions need to be accounted for. This is accomplished by

combining the entire sequence in a Boolean fashion (see
| Appendix B).

Event Mode 1 -- Failure of Containment Overpressure Relief. This
represents the process of opening the containment vent as described
in the emergency procedure guidelines. Failure of COR is assumed
to result in containment failure sequences similar to the TW
sequences described in WASH-1400. The overpressure relief procedure
is assumed to require:

e Indication of high containment pressure

e Indication of RPV water level

e Indication of low radiation in the containment

e Operator action (manual action from control room)

e Power to COR valves (emergency power bus).

O
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LONG T m W TAI E NTLOSS OF CONTAllMENT CONTAINMENT CONTAI M NT
|

AL EL EF p ShRE R 0
SbRE L 5 U0PREAC M ULTIMATE DESIGNATOR CLASS OFFROM INITIATED RELIEF RELIEF8'CONTAINMENT CONTROLLED CLOSED gfgy$,I

T Alt a
INITIATOR MODE I MODE 2* Mn0E 3 MODE 4 MODE 5

OK --

MODE 3 CLASS III

| *

MODE 3/5 CLASS IV

MODE 3/4 CLASS IV
,

MODE 2" CLASS IV

w
, MODE 2/3 CLASS III .

M
MODE 1/3/S CLASS IV

MODE 1** CLASS IV

MODE 1/3 CLASS Ill

MODE 1/3/S CLASS IV
.

* Mode 2 is equivalent to Mode I in its impact on the containment.
" The assumption used in the LGS Risk Analysis is that containment failure leads to loss of long

term coolant injection with a probability of one.
(

Figure 3.4.13 " Bridge" Even't Tree Providing the Link Between
Postulated Transient and LOCA Accident Sequences
Which May Result in Containment Overpressure (see
Figures 3.4.1 through 3.4.10) and the Containment
EventiSequences Following Core Melt (see Figure
3.4.14). 'i

I
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O Event Mode 2 -- Failure to Maintain Overpressure Relief Over the
Long Term. The failure of any of the requirements of Mode 1 may
result in closure of the COR valves. In addition, the COR valves
may be closed to prevent rapid blowdown, and then fail to reopen.

Event Mode 3 -- Failure of Coolant Makeup to the Reactor Vessel.
A functional fault tree in Appendix B describes the loss of reactor
coolant makeup failure modes. Four sources of makeup water are
available to the operator and all must be lost for an event Mode
3 to occur. The sources are: 1) the suppression pool via LPCS,

O. HPCI, or LPCI pumps; 2) the condensate storage tank via HPCI, LPCS,
RCIC*, or CRD: 3) the hotwell via the condensate pump; or 4) the
spray pond via the RHR service water system. Availability of these
systems varies according to the failure mode causing TW, the initia-
ting transient, as well as closure of the COR valve to fail to re-
lieve containment pressure.

Event Mode 4 -- Failure of COR Valves to Reclose. Once COR has been
initiated, there is a possibility that conditions in the core may
deteriorate (i.e., Mode 3) such that the COR valves should be re-
closed to provide an intact containment. The failure to reclose
the C0R valves due to mechanical problems or human error is assessed
in Mode 4.

Event Mode 5 -- Long-Term Makeup Fails and Containment Integrity Fails.

O Mode 5 is a decision point used to define the possibility that follow-
ing a loss of long-term coolant injection (Mode 3) with the contain-
ment at relatively high pressure that the ensuing postulated core melt,
RPV failure, molten core-concrete interaction, and containment heat
load may all combine to lead to a containment failure prior to the
radionuclide vaporization releases (see Section 3.6). This possibility,

: is only considered for those sequences associated with high containment'

pressures prior to initiation of core melt and is assumed to lead to
radionuclide releases comparable to that of Class IV.

i

Table 3.4.3 summarizes the effects of each of the bridge tree event
sequences for those processed by the bridge tree.

() In summary, preserving containment integrity is important to the
evaluation of the TW sequence. Preserving containment integrity (through
the incorporation of a pressure relief function) means that the only other

|
|

*RCIC trips off automatically at high containment pressure.

O
.

,
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V Table 3.4.3

BRIDGE TREE EVENT SEQUENCES IMPACT

SEQUENCE FAILURE MODE thPACT TIME FRAME

None OK NA

Mode 1 COR Falls Delayed Core Melt 27 Hours

Mode 2 COR Fails Delayed Core Melt 27 Hours

Mode 3 nt Makeup Core Melt (Similar to TOUV) 2-10 Hours

Mode 3/4* C0 Fa pen Core Melt (Direct Release) 2 10 Hours

Makeup Fails ,

$ ngo a sa na

ia"';T,";aiis ' * " " ' ' '
> te.

' Mode 4 is treated the same as Mode 3

function required to maintain core coverage is makeup water. This can be

O accomplished from a number of water sources as shown in Table 3.4.2. The

functional fault tree for a long term coolant makeup to the reactor is
described in Appendix B.

3.4.4.2' Loss of Containment Heat Removal (RHR) Following An ATWS
Event (ATWS-W Type Sequences)

The bridge event tree is used for the ATWS sequences involving
the inability to remove heat from centainment. Figure 3.4.13 is again
used to process those sequences for which containment heat removal fails

O ' " "'"9 *" ^'"S "ve"*- '"* '"a r**"* '***"ra' ' *"" ^'"S-" "r'd9' tr**
are the following:

,

ATWS-W. An f.TWS plus loss of containment heat removal (W) does
not necessarily lead to inadequate core cooling, since the in-
clusion of containment overpressure relief (COR) provides a
viable alternative to maintain containment integrity and remove
heat from containment if both liquid poison and coolant injec-
tion are not successful.

O
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FAILURE (4 SEQUENCE OF CFM FAILURE LODEMELT IN VESSEL CONTAINMENT FAILURE FAILURE bVERPRE55UIE (WTMLL) (DRYWEL) (NETWELL) (LARGE)
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i
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FAILURE
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.5
.1

f

.5 oc(6) .025 SMALL LEAK. SGTS
FAILURE

.5 C .198 LARGE LEAK.

.2
Cc(6) .053 LARGE LEAK /SCTS

FAILURE

.01 - p .009 OVERPRESSURE

I y* .001 INSTANTANEOUS
OVERPRESSURE

.001
6 001 NEGLIGIBLE

.001
a .001 NEGLIGIBLE

Containment Failure may have occurred prior to core melt. I keakage at 2400 volume percent / day.III

In those cases (Class 11 and Class IV). the containment
failure modes are only used as mechanisms For release
fraction deterutnation.

I Assumes that Hz emplosion in containment causes overpressure Failure standby gas treatment system.
Failure with direct pathway to outside atmosphere.

Figure 3.4.14 Containment Event Tree for the Mark II Containment
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Mode 1 failures are those involving the success of coolant
makeup to the reactor despite failure to maintain contain-
ment pressure within design limits following an ATWS. This
involves HPCI operating successfully beyond its normal limits
(see Appendix B). Failures of this type are considered to lead
to containment failure prior to core melt (Class IV), so that the
fission product releases to the drywell have an imediate and
direct path outside containment. This type of failure is con-
sidered similar to the TW sequences except that there may be

pV more heat stored in the fuel resulting in a more energetic re-
lease, melt may occur more quickly, and a larger radioactive

'
source term may result. Class IV has its own unique release
fractions (see Appendices C and D).

Mode 3 and Mode 1/3 failures lead to accident scenarios similar
to Class III accidents; that is, the containment is at elevated
pressure prior to the initiation of a degraded core condition,
but maintains its integrity throughout the core melt and vapori-
zation phases.

Mode 3/4 failures are grouped into Class IV since they have
similar effects to those noted above for Mode 1; that is, the
containment is not intact when the postulated core melt occurs.
The reason for the loss of containment integrity is the failure

/]
to isolate the COR system following initiation of core melt.

Mode 1/3/5 failures are similar to Mode 1 failures. Mode 5
implies that failure of coolant injection occurs but_ the core
melt / core vaporization does not occur until after containment
failure. This failure mode is assigned a low probability.

i In sumary, the ATWS-W bridge tree displays the possible outcomes
of an ATWS event followed by a failure to remove the heat from containment.
The outcomes are classed as: (1) acceptable for the cases which involve

| successful COR; (2) Class III events; (3) Class IV events involving a con-
tainment which is not intact prior to incipient core melt from relatively

O nigh power.

3.4.4.3 Mismatch of Containment Heat Removal and Heat Production,

| Following an ATWS with Loss of all SLC Poison Injection
(ATWS-C Type Sequences) (See Figure 3.4.13)

2

The bridge event tree also assists in classifying the possible
sequences resulting from an ATWS event in which the diverse shutdown mech-

,
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anism (SLC) also fails. This type of event is evaluated to have a low
probability; however, the consequences may be very high. The key features |

of the ATWS-C bridge tree are as follows: !
2

Mode 1 and Mode 2 -- Containment Overpressure Relief. The analysis
is similar to that discussed above; however, by the nature of the
accident it is assumed that there is a high probability of steam
generation in excess of COR capacity or sufficient fuel failures

O. may occur resulting in an automatic interlock preventing COR from
operating. Therefore, because of these two factors, the probabi-
lity of C0R preserving the core integrity given ATWS-C accident

2sequences is felt to be low.

Mode 3 -- Makeup Water to Reactor. The design of Limerick includes
specific features to shut off both high pressure safety systems (HPCI
and RCIC) on high containment pressure *. Since these features are
included in the design, a high level of success is accorded the
shut off of the high pressure systems for this sequence. However,
the interlock or trip can-be bypassed, so it is assumed that the
possibility exists that the operator will ignore the interlock and
restart HPCI.

Mode 3/4 -- COR Valves Fail to Reclose. Given that COR has operated

O and that coolant makeup water is lost, the COR valves may also not
reclose. This is a low probability event and does not significantly
contribute to the probability of Class IV events.

Mode 1/3/5 -- Loss of Containment Integrity Before Core Melt With
Loss of Coolant Injection. Because of the relatively rapid in-
crease in reactor pressure associated with ATWS, and failure of the
SLC, the containment pressure is expected to rise sharply. Follow-
ing HPCI shutoff on high turbine exhaust pressure, the containment
may fail due to high internal pressure,

j 3.4.4.4 ATWS Events Coupled With Loss of One SLC Pump (ATWS-Cl2
| Type Sequences)

i

Knen only one SLC pump is available for poison injection, the
outcome of ATWS events may differ from the two pump case so these sequences
have been treated separately to add specificity to the deiermination of
ATWS events.

*The shutoff is on high turbine exhaust pressure, and is for the
purpose of protecting the turbine.

,-
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O
V Mode 1 and Mode 2 -- Containment Overpressure Relief. The analysis

is the same as discussed above; however, since some poison injection
does occur, reactor subcriticality will take place in approximately
30 minutes. Therefore, the probability of success of COR and the
failure modes are similar to those discussed under ATWS-W.

3.4.5 Containment Event Tree Description

The containment event tree developed for the Limerick analysis
differs from the containment event tree appearing in WASH-1400 through
differences in containment design and operation of safety systems. The
changes are reflected in the following areas:

o Containment structural capability of the Mark II steel-
lined concrete strucutre versus the Mark I/BWR steel
shell containment used in WASH-1400

e The internal configuration of the drywell and its,

relationship to the wetwell

e The adequacy of the secondary containment building for
O nrocessias eny smeii ieek reieeses from the primery

containment

e The elevation of the release and the release fraction
as a function of the various containment failure modes.

Figure 3.4.14 presents the containment event tree which describes
the possible failure modes of the Mark II containment. For some core melt
classes (Classes II and IV), the containment is taken to be failed prior
to core melt. For these classes, the containment event tree represents the
probability that the release of radioactive material following core melt is

Q via a particular path. The failure modes used in the quantification of
accident sequences for input to the ex-plant consequence analysis (CRAC)
are calculated for the four types of core melt initiators.

Using the four classes of core melt initiators (as defined in
Section 3.4.0), the containment event tree yields ten sequences for each

O
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of these classes, or on the order of forty sequences which can be analyzed
by CRAC. Some collapsing of sequences into groupings by containment fail-
ure mode was performed and is discussed in Section 3.4.5.3.

3.4.5.1 Containment Event Tree -- Event Definition

The following discussion provides a qualitative description of
each of the events considered in the containment event tree.

CM -- Core Melt. This is the initiating event used to enter the
containment event tree. It provides a link between the contain-
ment event tree and the accident sequences developed in Sections
3.4.1 through 3.4.4. For the LGS risk assessment, the types of
initiators used to enter the containment event tree have been di-
vided into four classes as discussed in the introduction to Section
3.4.

8 -- Containment Steam Explosion. Subsequent to reactor vessel melt-
through, the molten core may fall on the diaphragm floor, melt:through
the floor, and fall into the suppression pool in such a state that a
coherent steam explosion may occur. This phenomena may lead directly
to failure of both primary and secondary containment. This event has
been assigned a probability of .001. See Appendix H for a more detailed

.

discussion of this phenomenon. This event focuses on the postulated
| scenario in which sufficient hydrogen is generated in a core melt se-
(

quence to allow potentially explosive mixtures of hydrogen to exist
in containment. Hydrogen combustion is of concern if any of the follow-
ing conditions exist:

|

| e An accident occurs during a period when containment
! is deinerted.

e The containment inerting system fails undetected and
sufficient oxygen accumulates in containment to allow
an explosive mixture to be possible during a core melt.

Q e Subsequent to core melt a containment failure occurs
which would result in oxygen in-flow into the primary
containment.
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p' -- Hydrogen Detonation. While a combustible mixture of hydrogen
may exist within containment for the reasons cited above, the condi-
tional probability that the mixture would detonate (shock wave pro-
pagation) is felt to be less than the probability of deflagration,

y -- Containment Overpressure. Given that no containment leakage
occurs, the possibility exists of containment overpressure following

O e core melt. The LoS coateinmeat pressure capabiiity is estimated
to be approximately 140 psig (see Appendix J for further discussion).
For core melt sequences where no leakage occurs,140 psig may be
reached, or the molten core interaction with the concrete diaphragm
floor may lead to structural failures which in turn lead to a breach
of containment.

y'/y -- Containment Overpressure (split between wetwell and drywell

failure. Failure of containment due to overpressure has been divided
into two types because of the potential difference in radioactive re-

O ieese tem #s for the case of feiiure in the dryweil ead direct reieese
to the stack, versus a failure in the wetwell, where release would be

through the suppression pool. Failure at very high containment pressure
may occur with equal likelihood in the wetwell or dryrell. Therefore,
y'/y=0.5.

y" -- Overpressure Failure in the Wetwell Below the Suppression Pool

Water Level. A rupture in the wetwell may be of sufficient size to
lead to a loss of water from the suppression pool. Such a failure mode
may lead to higher consequences than those calculated for y, since no
pool scrubbing is assumed for this failure mode. The probability of
this occurrence is small.

c -- Large Leak. The size of the leak from the primary containment is
' important in determining the radioactive releases to the environment.

Specifically, small leaks may be handled effectively by the standby gas

O
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treatment system. However, larger leaks may be too large to be
effectively processed by the SGTS. (For the large leak, the
conditional probability of the SGTS operating is assessed as a

factor of two less than for the small leak.)

For the purposes of the LGS study the assumption is made that for
Class IV event sequences the containment pressurization is suffi-

O cieativ rapid to resuit ia some form of overnressure rupture. that
is, leaks (i.e., low release fraction sequences) are precluded in
the Class IV analysis. This assumption is the best estimate of
the containment response under these conditions.

c -- Standby Gas Treatment System -- Secondary Containment. This-

event represents the capability of the SGTS to process the effluent
of the primary containment to the secondary containment.

c(6) -- Standby Gas Treatment System -- Secondary Containment, Given

O erimerv Containment is not Intact. This event represents the cegahi-
lity of the SGTS to process the effluent of a leak in the primary
containment due to containment isolation failure or vapor suppression

;

failure. This event also includes sequences where containment leakage
occurs. Success of this system is dependent on the primary containment
leakage rate. Failure within the SGTS itself is also considered.

|

| 3.4.5.2 Additional Comments on the Containment Capability
|
|

l One notable change from the method used to develop the containment
'

event tree in WASH-1400 as compared to the LGS analysis is the treatment of
containment leakage. Containment leakage was eliminated from the LGS acci-
dent sequence event trees (Section 3.4.1 through 3.4.4) and treated within
the containment event tree (see Figure 3.4.14). Linkage of the containment
event tree with core melt sequences is made directly. The containment event
tree represents only the short term response of containment to the core melt.
Long term effects which may occur over the period of many days, at elevated

O temaeret#re "d press"re ere "ot mode'ed i" this e"eissis-
|

\
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The LGS analysis is similar to WASH-1400 in that energetic

failures of the primary containment (a,8,u') are expected to result in
,

immediate failure of the secondary containment. Therefore, for these
sequences, no credit is taken for decontamination factors of the secondary
containment. The Limerick reactor suppression pool is directly below the
reactor vessel and is covered by a concrete diaphragm floor 3'6" thick.

'

The diaphragm floor is drained directly by 4" lines to a sump and through
an adjacent area by downcomer pipes to the suppression pool. The drainaget
capability eliminates the possibility of the molten core dropping in one
large mass from the reactor vessel directly into a pool of water. The
dropping of the molten core into the suppression pool was assumed for some
LOCA cases in WASH-1400. In addition, the Mark II containment floor pro ~
vides a greater potential for the molten core to spread across a large area
increasing the probability that the diaphragm floor will remain intact.
Portions of the melt would probably freeze on the floor, or drop through

'

the drain lines to the sump or the downcomers to the suppression pool and
be quenched.

:
3.4.5.3 Grouping of Similar Accident Sequences for Input to CRAC

The grouping of similar accident sequences, or sequences which
yield similar containment response and consequences, is necessary to re-

I duce the number of unique CRAC runs which need to be performed. The major

| objective of grouping the sequences together is to make them narrow enough

| so that they represent a unique set of circumstances which can be realis-
tically evaluated from accident initiators through consequence / risk calcu-

| lation. This approach avoids the need to develop generalized categories,
requiring some technique such as " smoothing"* to account for miscategorization

' of sequences.
|
,

I

{

| * Smoothing is a technique of the WASH-1400 analysis used to ensure that
possible miscategorization of event sequences did not cause the risk to
be underestimated.

|
!

l
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J.5 QUANTIFICATION OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES AND IDENTIFICATION
OF DOMINANT CONTRIBUTORS

!

3.5.1 Sumary of Accident Sequence Quantification
.

The approach used in the Limerick risk assessment for quanti-
'

fying risk is composed of several tasks which are shown schematically in

O ri9ure 3 s i-

~ m R m c'

ICENT FR RA ACT YEF TREE F R
$

ACCitC47 I | VIA CONTEMPT. CORRAL CONTA! WENT FAILURE Moct
:h!TIATOR5 | FUNCTIONAL FAULT TREE |_ ! | H | m| n
==% 4 G ,
*

EVENT TREES BRIDGE TREE: y e' u Z" DESCR!8tNG
, ,

,
INTERACT!ON OF *0NTA!NMENT y +, , a aZ C REACTOR CORE 2 CONTAINMENT. :um me EVENT TREE -*

, % CON 0!TIONS CORE. AND ECCS y-
--e (c.6c -

e C.S -e.

., ,m.

*

If required _t

Figure 3.5.1 Flow Chart of Information and Calculations to
Determine the Accident Frequency Input to CRAC

i To determine the accident frequency to be input to CRAC, the following

O steps are performed:

'

l. The accident initiators are identified from operating
'

experience data (see Section 3.2 and A.1)'

2. The accident event tree sequences are defined which
describe the reactor conditions leading to a postulated
core melt (see Section 3.4).

O

..
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'

3. The accident sequences are quantified through the use of'

functional fault trees which combine in Boolean form all
the system interactions during the accident scenario.

; 4. If required, a bridge tree is used to quantify core and
! containment interactions (Section 3.5.3).
! 5. All accident sequences are quantified.

6. The dominant accident sequences are then placed into

Q similar groups (Section 3.5.2).

| 7. The effects on containment due to the accident sequence
j are then quantified (Section 3.5.4).
i

i 8. Lastly, the probabilities associated with each contain-
ment failure mode (Class I, II, III or IV) are included

j (Section 3.5.5) to determine a frequency of release
i through each identified release path.,

.

3.5.2 Quantification of the Dominant Accident Sequences by Class
,

i The event trees from Section 3.4 identify the accident sequences

O which are considered in the timerica risa anaiysis. In this section the
'

results of the accident sequence quantification are presented, including
the following:

I 1. The scheme used to place accident sequences into one of four
! classes which produce similar effects on containment

2. The accident sequences which appear in each class

3. The frequency of postulated degraded core conditions for:
:

| e Each dominant sequence

e The summation over sequences within a class

4. A comparison between Limerick and WASH-1400 for:
'

e Selected accident sequences

e Overall frequency of degraded core conditions.
,

,

;

O
;
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A detailed in-plant consequence evaluation has been performed
for each of the accident sequences classes, including:

Modeling of the core and containment physics associated with
I

.

the postulated core meltdown process. The final result of
this analysis is the definition of a set of containment con-
ditions which exist at the time of release and can be usedm

lj to provide isotopic inventory releases, rate estimates, re-
lease energies, and other pertinent radioactive release ~ data.

2. Modeling of the leak path flow / deposition process, to calculate
radioactive release fractions inside the primary containment,
and fractional attenuation processes. The end result is an
evaluation of the release term for each of the possible con- 1

tainment failure modes. The containment effects associated
with each class are calculated to characterize the response
for that class.

The Class I (Cl) events can be characterized as transients in-
volving loss of coolant makeup to the reactor core. For the Limerick analy-o

U) sis, these events are found to have the highest calculated frequency of
occurrence. They involve successful control rod insertion; however, there
is postulated to be a loss of both high pressure and low pressure injection.
The physics model used in the consequence calculation represents the se-
quence designated TQUV. The CONTEMPT calculation (see Section 3.6 and

Appendix C) for this sequence is then used to characterize the response for
all of the sequences grouped together in Class I.

For Class II (C2), the sequence modeled is a transient with long-
term loss of heat removal. For Limerick, this sequence involves the failure

g(/ of the power conversion system, the RHR system, and the containment overpressure
relief, i.e. , TW-Mode 1, from Section 3.4.4. Also included in this class are
other sequences, such as LOCAs accompanied by a failure of the containment
heat removal systems, and inadvertently open relief valves with failure to
remove heat from containment. The key feature in this class is that the con-
tainment is assumed to fail prior to core melt, but after a lengthy period of
time into the accident. Postulated core melt begins with a relatively low

(',) decay heat source, leading to a slower core melt than anticipated for Classes'

Q'
I, III, or IV, but with a failed containment.
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O Classes III and IV are used primarily to assess the spectrum
of potential consequences associated with ATWS sequences (transient
followed by a failure to insert the control rods). There are several
reasons for creating two separate classes to describe ATWS sequences,
these are: '

.

1. ATWS events produce unique interactions between

.O coateia eat ead the reector core, which =ev be
sensitive to timing of events.

2. Two separate types of ATWS interactions with con-
tainment are considered *: (1) an ATWS followed by
loss of coolant makeup (this is referred to as Class
III); (2) an ATWS followed by poison injection fail-.

ure, but continuing coolant injection (Class IV).

Class III is similar to Class I, except for the initial failure to scram.
They both are basically a loss of adequate coolant inventory. Class IV is
similar to Class II, since both of these involve a postulated containment
failure prior to the initiation of a degraded core condition.

,

Table 3.5.2 sumarizes the dominant failure sequences whose fre-
quency of occurrence contribute cumulatively to the frequency of each class.

The results of quantifying of the dominant sequences for each
class is displayed in Tables 3.5.3 through 3.5.6. These tables also show
the calculated sequence frequencies by containment failure mode as defined
in Section 3.5.4.

Q These tables provide a focal point for the accident sequence deft-
nition and quantification. Using these results, it is possible to:

e Determine the relative importance of the other sequences
as they affect each class

e Determine the frequency input to the CCDF calculation using CRAC.

O See eiso tae naC BWa aebeseiine Cese: e. a. senrehem and t. sickwit, Jr.,

" Report to the Commissioners, Subject: Report of the Task Force on Interim
Operation of Indian Point", (Docket Nos. 50-247 and 50-286), June 12,1980
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Table 3.5.2

SUtHARY OF GENERAL TYPES OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES *

CLA$$ I CLA$$ II CLA$$ !!! CLA$$ IV

RELIT!YELT RAPID RELATIVELT SLOW RELATIVELY RAPID CORE RELATIVELY RAPID
CORE MELT WITH CORE MELT WITH MELT WITH INCIPIENT CORE MELT WITH
INTACT CONTAINMENT FAILED CONTA!IeENT CONTAINMENT FAILURE CONTAINMENT FAILURE

PRIME EXAMPLE TQuv TW (MODE 1)" TCgC2 (ATWS) TCgC 3 (MODE 1)2

2T Quv TW Ag ygy g p
AET PW

TT@
TT b'Uy

4b T M 2 p 1/3) TEC CgyT0W(Q)p
#T 0UX f PW T C uU TW . MODE 3/4p p rg g

7,2C C (M00E 1/3) T CCU2T UV IW
E E

2 p y2
DOMINANT T is 3 3ACCIDENT $EQUENCES T ux 1 TE9 T CCIg M, EM2

T uV T 'U E (M00E 1/3) T CCU4
g EM2 g y2SMg

T ut TW (MODE 3) T CC00g T M25W2 2
$guV T CM12 , T t"Uy g

I I
$ gut T C PU T Cuy y gDp g

2g n,y(2 lT QUX T CRq g timg p

3 liM T CC U T C "'I C"n g g l2 T E T M

T C'(MODE 1/3) T 2 U Dg p

Each of these types of accident sequences may lead to any of the types of*

contalement fatture modes identified in Section 3.4.5.

" See Figure 3.4.13

* AJ leads directly to a scenario equivalent to TW-MODE 1 since COR operation
folloutr.g a large LOCA is given a very low probability of occurring.

O

.

O
.
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Table 3.5.3

SUtHARY OF SEQUENCE FREQUENCIES (PER REACTOR YEAR) BY CONTAINMENT
FAILURE MODE FOR DOMINANT SEQUENCES OF THE CLASS I VARIETY

CONTAllWEENT FA! LURE MODES

00NINANT
SEQUENCES a 8.u' y'. 9 y v* Ct.oc C.4

.001 .002 .258 .222 .025 078 42

T QUV 2.2x10-10 4.410*I8 5.7x10*8 4.9:10*8 5.5 10*' 1.7x10-8 9.2x10~8
y

T QUX 4.5s10 10 9.0x10*I8 1.2x10*I 1.0x10*8 1.1 10*8 3.5x10*8 1.9x10*I
T

7,QUV 7.2x10*II 1.410 10 1.9 10-8 1.6 10*8 1.8x10*' 5.6x10*' 3.0x10*8v

T,QUE 2.9 10-10 5.8x10 10 7.5n10*8 6.4s10-8 7.3s10*' 2.3x10*8 1.2x10*I

T 0UV 1.1x10*' 2.2x10 2.8x10*I 2.4x10*I 2.8x10~8 8.6a10 8 4.6x10*I4
g

T CUX 4.4x10*' 8.8x10** 1.1 10*8 9.8 10*# 1.1x10*I 3.4x10*I 1.8s10-6
g

T UV 4.0x10*' 8.0x10*' 1.0x10-6 8.9:10*I 1.0x10*I 2.0x10-6* ,,,
g

T UI 8.4x10-10 1.7s10*' 2.2x10*I 1.9:10*# 2.1 10-8 4.2s10*I* NA*
E 4

T CUV 2.0x10 10 4.0x10 10 5.2x10 8 4.4 10*8 5.0x10 1.6:10-8 8.4x10-8
g

Y CUI 7.8x10 10 1.6x10*' 2.0x10*I 1.7:10*I 2.0x10-8 6.1x10*8 3.3n10*I
g d

S QuV 7 x10*II 1.4x1010 1.8x10*8 1.6x10*8 1.8x10*' 5.5x10 2.9:10*8

S QUE 1.4x10 12 2.8x10 12 3.6 10-10 3.1x10 10 3.5x10*II 1.1x10 10 5.9:10 10
g

g 4
$ 0UV 4 x10*lI 8 x10 12 1.0n10*' 8.9 10*I8 1.0x10 10 3.1x10*I8 1.7s10

2
S QUI 8.0 10*I3 1.6m10 12 2.1x10 10 1.8 10-10 2.0x10*II 6.2s10*II 3.4x10-10

Z

APPROX 1 MATE

OR CLA 1.3n10-8 2.6x10*8 3.4 10*8 2.9:10-6 3.2x10*I 3.0x10*8* 3.4x10*8*
SEQutNCES

*For loss of offstte power cases no credit is taken for the I GTS (which is powered from normal power
suppites). However, since the 5 GT5 would not be required untti 24 40 hours following the loss of offsite
power inttf ater, this assumption is judged to slightly overestimate the releases from these sequences.

The remainder of this section discusses the accident sequence
calculations in various ways to provide a comparison with previous BWR
probabilistic risk assessments. A summary chart of all the identified
accident sequences within each class is given in Figure 3.5.2. This histo-
gram provides a visual display of the calculated relative frequency of po-
tential degraded core conditions for each of the classes of accident sequences.
Also displayed on Figure 3.5.2 for comparison is the total frequency of postu-
lated core melt taken from WASH-1400 (all values expressed as mean values).

O
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Table 3.5.4

SUMMARY OF SEQUENCE FREQUENCIES (PER REACTOR YEAR) BY CONTAINMENT
FAILURE MODE FOR DOMINANT SEQUENCES OF THE CLASS II VARIETY

.

CONTAIN4ENT FA!!.!AIE MODES
00N!NANT
scoutacEs

.001 .002 .258 .222 .025 .078 .42

O
T W (80d8 1) 4.4x10*II 8.8x10*II 1.1x10*8 9.8x10'' 1.1x10*' 3.4x10~8 1.8x10 8T

TPW(mode 11 8.8x10*II 1.8x10' 2.3x10*8 2.0x10-8 2.2x10'' 6.9x10'' 3.1x10*8y

Tg(mode 1) 3.6x10*II 7.2x10*II 9.3x10'' 8.0x10'' 9.0x10*N 2.8x10'' 1.5x10*8

7 GW (Q)(mede 1) 2.0x10-10 4.0x10'N 5.2x10*8 4.4x10*8 5.0x10'' 1.6x10*8 8.4x10*8p

T W (mode 1) 5.6x10*II 1.1x10* M 1.4x10~8 1.2x10-8 1.4x10'' 4.4x10 2.4x10*84p

f PW (mode 1) 3.9x10*II 7.8x10*II 1.0x10*8 8.7x10'' 9.8x10*IO 3.0x10*8 1.6x10~8p

TWgd(80d81) 1.2x10*II 2.4x10*II 3.1x10'' 2.7x10'' 3.0x10' 6.0xD*'* NA*

T PWd(80d81) 1.2x10-12 2.4x10-12 3.1x10*IO 2.7xm*IO 3.0x10*II 6.0x10'U' NA*g

TW(mode 1) 1,$x10*W 3.0x10-10 3,,,gg 3.3x10-8 3.8x10'' 1.2x10-8 6.3x10-8
ag

TC'W(mode 1) 1.5x10*II 3.0x10*II 3.9x10'' 4 3.8x10*N 1.2x10'' 6.3x10''g 3.3x10

TC'(mode 1) 4 x 10*I3 8.0x10*I3 1.0x10*D 8.9x10"II 1.0x10*II 3.1x10'II 1.7x10*Mg

A.) 1.6x10*M 3.2x10 10 4.1x10*8 33x10'8- 4.0x10'' 1.2x10 8 6.7x10 8

5 W (mode 1) 1.6x10*II 3.2x10*II 4.1x10*I 3.6x10'' 4.0x10*W 1.2x10*I 6.7x10''g

3 W (80d8 II neg1tg1ble2

IQW(Q) 5.8x10*II 1.1x10-10 1.4x10*8 1.2110*8 t eria*9 4.4-10*8 2.4x10-8t

APPROXIMATE TOTAL
Pit 08A8tLITY ron 8.6x10*10 1.7x10'' 2.2x10'7 1.9x10*I 2.2x10*8 7.2x10-8* 3,$,gg-7*
class tt SEQUEMCt1 o

*For loss of offstte power cases no credit as taken for the SGTS |o11owing the loss of offsite power initiator,
which is powered from normal power supp1fes).

However since the SGT5 would not be requised until 24 40 hours
this assumption is judged to slightly overestimate the releases from these sequences.

O

O
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(0l Table 3.5.5

SU M ARY OF SEQUENCE FREQUENCIES (PER REACTOR YEAR) BY CONTAINMENT
FAILURE MODE FOR DOMINANT SEQUENCES OF THE CLASS III VARIETY

CONTAlm WIT FAILUAE MODES

Opelmant
SEqutacES . 8. * v' u y v- cc.as c.s

.001 .002 .258 222 .025 .078 .42.

d8 48 7,,5,3g-09 2.32:10"88 1.25:10"072 98:10"'O 5 96:10*10 7.69:10 6.62:10gg
ggpg ( m 1/3) 1.la10'II 2.2a10*II 2.83a10' 2.44s10'" 2.75x10*N 8.58x10*N 4.62x10*"

#
I ( 1/3) 3.8x10 7.6a10-12 9.80x10-10 8.44a10'-10 9.5x10*II 2. m 10* 1.60x10

T gPw2 4
T C Cy (m 1/3) 7.8x10*II ' 1.56a10'I0 2.01aM-08 1.73a10 08 1. 10*9 6.08x10'' 3.28x10
Ty

2 49 # #
C a+Ty CR 6.60 10-12 1.32 1r " 1.70:10 1.47:10 1.6510-10 5.15:10*" 2.77:102T y Ey

48 49 2.23:10'08 1.20:10"07T CW 2.86a10* 5.72 10" " 7.38:10-08 6.35:10 7.15:10
F y 3

40 4 1.9510 08 1.05:10"07T C PU 2.50:10-10 5.00:10*N 6.45:10-08 5.55:10 6.25:10y y
49 4.91:10"09 2.65:10 0848 1.40:10-0 8 1.57:10T U 6. Win *U 1.26:10" N 1.63s10

F 12

2 6.8a10* U 1.36a10~ 1.75a10-8 1.51a10'8 1.7a10*9 5.30:10'' 2.86a10'87 Cp (m 1/3)7
2.4x10'II 08:10'II 6.19:10 5.33x10'' 6.0x10-10 1.87x10'8 1.10x10'8d

T CE2 (m 1/3)F

T 2c e ( m 1/3) 4.8x10*II 9.6a10*II 1.24x10-4 1.07x10-8 1.20:10*9 3.74x10 2.02x10'8#
y g2 # "*49 6.75:10-2 1.34a10CW 2.70:10* " 5.40:10"" 6.97: u # 5 99:10I

. Tg p g

Y 3C PU 4.30:10-12 8.60 10-12 1.11:10 9.55:10*M 1.08:10-M 2.14:10'" "*4
g y

T CC U 1.50:1 8 3.00:18 3 87x17 " 3 33:10"" 3.7510-H 7.47:10-10
g.

E y 12 # "*
T CC 4.30:10-12 8.60 10-12 1.11:10 9.55:10-M 1.08:10-M 2.14:1049
E y2

E Cp ( W 1/3) 7.5x10*II 1.5a10'II wg-9 1.67:10 1.88x10' N 3.74x10*" "*
3 #

T

T C C W (M@E 1/3) 5.7a10*I3 1.14 10-12 1.47 10- M 1.27a10' 1.43a10*II 2.84x10*N M*
3
g g2

T "Cp ( m 1/3) 2.la10 12 4.2210-12 5.12x10-10 4.66x10'N 5.25a10*II 1.64a10-10 8.82x10'N
g

T en (m 1/3) 1.3310*II 2.6a10'II 3,3$,gg-9 2.89x10'' 3.25x10* M 1.01x10-9 5.46aN
g

T "C C W (E 1/3) 7.3x10*I3 1.5x10-12 1.88x10-M 1.62x10 10 1.82a10*II 5.69x10 11 3.07xM
g g2

T "C Cy 2 (M 1/3) 1.5x10 12. 3.0a10'I2 3.87x10' 3.33:10'N 3.75x10*II 1.17x10-10 6.30a10* N
g

48 8.40:10 0848 48 49 1.56:10AE/AI 2.00x10*d 4.00x10' M 5.16:10 4.4a:10 5.00:10
-

.

APPA031MTE
TOTAL P908A31LITY 1.4a10 2.8x10 3.6x10*# 3.1 a10'I 3.5x10-8 1.3 stoi* 5.7 x10'y .4

O FOR CLA55
SESIENCES

O
.
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Table 3.5.6

SUMARY OF SEQUENCE FREQUENCIES (PER REACTOR YEAR) BY CONTAINMENT
'

FAILURE MODE FOR DOMINANT !EQUENCES OF THE CLASS IV VARIETY

CONTAIIBElff FAILURE 140E5

OWI1MNTW e 8.u' y', u y y Ca.48 C.4
a

.081 .002 .503 .443 .05 .0002 .0002

__

42 7.44:10-10 6.56:10"" 7.40:10*H 2.Ms10"I3 2.M 1043fjCPWg 2 (MODE 1) 1.48:1 ( 12 2.96:10
(IW E 3/4) 4.60s10*II 9.20:1013 2 31:10"" 2.04:10*" 2.30:10*" 9.20:10* " 9.20:10*"

T C W (MODE 3/4) 9 00:1( 12 1.80:10*H 4 53:10"' 3.99:10" ' 4.50str " 1.80str12 1.80:10-122

O 7y ,

12 12 4 # 1.42:17 " 5.70:1013 5.70:10"I3(M00E1) 2.85:1F 5.70:1 7 1.43s10 1.26:10

T C W (MODE 1) 1.00:10-12 2.00:10 5 03:1F" 4.43:10*" 5.00:10*" 6. m 10*I3 M*3 42
gg

(MODE 3/4) 9.50:10"I3 1.90:1r12 ,,73,ga-10 4.21:1040 4.75str " 3.80:10*I3 'M*

7'CW(Moot 1) 2.80 10* U 5.60:10*U 1.41:10* " 1.24:10*" 1.40str" 5.60:1r" 5.60:10*"g g
(MODE 3/4) 9.00:1rIS 1.80:10"" t.53s1042 3,99,jo-12 4.50:1043 1.80s10-15 1.80str 51

43 40 7,$3,3g-M 8.50:10" " 3.40:1013 3.40:1043T C* (MODE 1) 1.70strl 3 40:10 8.55:10
g 48 2.44:10"" 2.75s10* " 1.10:10*I3 1.10:1043(MODE 3/4) 5.50:10"I3 1.10:10-12 2.77 10

T C C PW2 (M00E 13
5.10s o 1.02:10-12 2.57:10*" 2.26:10*" 2.55s10" " 1.02:10"I3 1.02:10"I3I

yg2 d3 3.24:10*I3 8.15:1r" 7.18:10*" 8.10:1042 3 24 sir" 3J4:10d"I
(MQOE 3/4) 1.62s10

g d!"2 (MODE 1) 3.00:10-12 6.00:1042 g,$3,3g e 3,33,ga 3,$o,ia3 e 40 6.00:10-13 6.00:10"13T C

(MODE 3/*.) 1.03:10-12 2.06:10-12 5 18:10** 4 56:10~" 5 15:10*" 2.06:1043 2.06:1043I

T %W2 (MODE 1)
7.60 10*" 1.52:10-13 3.h 10"" 3.37:10"" 3 80 10-12 3.04:10*I4 M*

g

(H00E 3/*) 6J0:104 1.24:10*" 3 12:10-12 2.75s10-12 3.10:10*II t.48:10*IS M* '
1.00:10*I3 2.00:1043 5 03:10*" 4.43:10*" 5 00:1712 2.00str " 2.m10""T W (M00E 1)

(N00E #,) 3.30:10*" 6.60:10"" 1.W10*H 1.W10*" *1.65:10-12 6.60 1045 6.60 1045

O ffCt(MODE 1) 2.97slf" 5 94:10*" 1.49:10 1.32:10 1.49:10**' 5.9estr12 5.98:10-12# #
g

| 1.21:10*" 2.42:10*" 6.09:10*09 5.36:10 6.05:10* " 2.42:10 2.42:1042# 42
(Moot 1/3/5)

1.80 10*" 3.60:10"" 9.05:104 7.97s104 9 00:10" " 3.60:1r 2 3.60:10421

CCM 2 (MODE 1)T
F

(MODE 1/3/4) 7.30:10-12 1.46str " 3 67s104 4 3.65s10*" 1. W 10-12 1. W 10423J3:10
3 1.20:10-12 2.40:10-12 6.04:10*" 5.32:10"" 6.m 10*" 4.80:10*I3 M*

T % (MODE 1) 4.80:10*I3 9.60:1043 2.41:10-10 2.13:10*" 2.40:10*" - 1.92:10*I3 M* .(M00C 1/ M ) 43 1.12:10-12 2.82s10* " 2.48:10"" 2.h10*H 1.12:1043 1.12:1043T* 2(MODE 1) 43 4.40:1713 1.11:10*" 9.75:10*H 1.10:10* " 4.40:10
5.60:10

I d* 4.90:10* "2.20:10
(MODE 1/ M )

1 1.46:13 2.92:10*II 1. h 10*' 6.47:10*I 7.30:10-10 2.29:10-12 2.29 10=12dl

0 3.90:10-12 7.00:1042 1.96104 1.73:10-09 1.9510 10 7. h 1043 7. h 1043
4 4 -12

1.06:10*II 2.10:10*II 5.28:10 4.65s10 5.25:10*" 2.10:10 2.10:10-12+T CRT g 42 4 4.50 sir" 1.80:1042 g,go,3g42T C u /0 9 00:10 1.h10"" 4.53 104 3.99:10y gM
; T 2.25:10-12 4.50:10-12 3,33,g709 9.9710"" 1.13:10*" 4.50:1043 4.50:1043

7
T D 2.20:10*U 4.40:10*I3 1.11str " 9.75:10*" 1.10:10*" 8.SGx10 MA*

44
g

gf 5 40:1r" 1.08:1043 2.Th10"" 2.39:10"" 2.70:1042 2.14:10*I4 4A*C1 T

I T Cgo 4.20:10*II 8.40:10*I3 2.11:10* " 1.&10*" 2.10:1J"" 8.40:10*" 8.40:10*"
g

T, C M 7 10:10* " 1.42 1043 3.57:1r" 3.15 :10*" 3.55:1042 1.42:10"I' 1.42 sir"
,

apreex1MTE'
s

TOTAL PROBAstLITY 1.3 10* " ,;,1g 10 6.72:10*U 5.9:10~8 6.7:10 2.7:10*II 2.5s10*II
d

-
1

|

i

'

O
.
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O WASH-1400 basically used one class of accident sequence and five containment

failure modes to represent BWRs. Therefore, for the purposes of estimating
the total calculated frequency of a potentially degraded core condition,
the Limerick classes should be sumed and compared with the value from

WASH-1400. The Limerick evaluation produces a total estimate of degraded
core conditions smaller than WASH-1400 (.see also Figure 3.5.4). Figure

3.5.2 indicates that the events are all of relatively low probability.

- . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - .

10'0 =
.

18 ASH-1400:
Approniaste frequency of

r_ _ = = = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w: e_ ce s_~'gr_____.
Limerick Total -

10-5 ,

_

_ 10'0

! f I
-

10*I =
=

e /!
10'0 =

"

/
10'' -

'' ~

CLASS ! CLASS !! CLASS !!! CLASS IV

ory p v pattitty

Fme Containment'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ . _

O
Figure 3.5.2 Summary of the Accident Sequence Frequencies

Leading to Degraded Core Conditions Summed Over
All Accident Sequences within a Class.
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Each of the accident classes has been examined in further depth
to determine the principal initiators and sequences which make up the in-

'dividual classes. Figure 3.5.3 sumarizes, in histogram fonnat, some of
,

the dominant sequences by class. The frequency of these sequences is
displayed for each sequence. Note that the loss of coolant inventory
sequences are calculated to have the highest frequency of potential de-

;

graded core conditions. Smaller contributors include ATWS events, large
LOCA, and small LOCA. Loss of containment heat removal sequences have'

a relatively low probability when compared with WASH-1400 estimates pri-
marily due to the inclusion of controlled containment overpressure relief
(COR)atLGS.

The accident sequences which dominate the overall estimated fre-
quency of postulated degraded core conditions are:

e Loss of offsite power (T QUV, T QUX)
E E

e Loss of coolant makeup to the reactor following loss ofO feedwater or MSIV closure (T QUV, T QUX)p p

e ATWS events followed by a failurg of high pressure coolant
injection or poison injection (TpC,C , TfC,U) -

2

e Large LOCA (AE, AJ)

e Medium LOCA (S, UV).

Table 3.5.7 provides a comparison of the calculated values for

| some dominant sequences fror: WASH-1400 versus the values calculated for

| the Limerick analysis. Figure 3.5.4 provides a graphical display of the
: O ceicuiated core meit frequencies from WASs-1400 end t4merick.

3.5.3 Quantification of the Bridge Event Tree *

The Limerick analysis was performed making use of a containment '

design feature which will prevent overpressure failures under certain cir-
cumstances. This containment overpressure relief (COR) feature consists

O.

*This information is used in deriving the frequencies given in Section 3.5.2.
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of a set of valves which can be operated from the control room to relieve
pressure in the containment (see Appendix B). Since the valves are assumed

to be interlocked to high radiation monitors, C0R can only be utilized for
cases where no significant radiation has been released to the drywell.
These cases are generally the Class II and some Class IV types of sequences,
involving the inability to remove heat from containment. For these two
classes,the reactor core is adequately cooled; the major concern is main-

O taining the containment intact and within its pressure capability, while
insuring no offsite consequences. (In considering COR, a conservative
analysis, using 5% worst meteorology *, a semi-infinite cloud model**, and
a realistic noble gas source, showed that offsite doses would be less than
one five-hundredth of permissible guidelines (10CFR100), and would result in
no offsite consequence, based on exposure of the population.)

MSH-1400 L!MER!CK
4

MEM - 3x10 / REACTOR YEM MM - 1.5x10-5/N YEM
S.50g 2

0 Twv

T @Xp

TW

M h[LOSS OF ,
CFFSITE POWER

ATWS

ATWS
TW

s .s3 g

Figure 3.5.4 Comparison of the Contributing Accident Sequence to the Calculated
Frequency of Core Melt from WASH-1400 and the Limerick Analysis
(Area of " Pie Chart" is proportional to Mean Frequency)

* Worse conditions exist only 5% of the time
** Conservative by approximately a factor of thre.e.

3-100
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The bridge event tree (see Figure 3.5.5) is provided to connect
the Class II and IV accident sequence event trees of Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2,
and 3.4.3 to the containment event tree of Section 3.4.5.

~

LOSS OF CONTA!!seDIT CONTAlfoqENT LONG 7054
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT

HEAT OVERPRESSURE OVERPRESSUSE fuKEUP WATER
OVERPRES$URE PRESSURE

REMOVAL RELIEF RELIEF TO REACTOR RELIEF BELW ULTIMATE
FROM INITIATED CONTROLLED PRIOR TO

CLOSED FOLLO'd!NG SEQUENCE
CONTAINMENT CONT. FA! LURE VAPORIZATION CESIGNATORO INITIATOR MODE 1 MODE 2* MODE 3 M00E 4 M00E 5

CK
.

M00E 3

M00E 3/5

MOCE 3/4

M00E 1**

MODE 1/3

M00E 1/3/5

MODE 1**i

. _ _ . _ _ -

M00E 1/3/5

Mode 2 is equivalent to Mode 1 in its impact on the containment.*

** The assumption used in the LGS Risk Analysis is that containment failure leads to loss of
long tem coolant injection with a preeability of one.

Figure 3.5.5 Bridge Event Tree, Characteristic of the Three
Types of Events Discussed in Section 3.4.

(same as Figure 3.4.13)
,

O
The quantification of the bridge tree requires the evaluation of

the systems involved in each function for the conditions which exist during
the demand on the containment and operator. In this analysis, four types
of demands are investigated: (1) Anticipated transients with scram but a

O

3-101
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Table 3.5.7

fl COMPARISON OF QUANTIFIED DOMINANT SEQUENCES:
LIMERICK ANALYSIS *VS. WASH-1400

"

T QUV LCSS CF 0FFSITE POWER
E

Initiation Coolant Injection Total (Probability
Source (Peryear) W* per Reactor year)

WASH-1400 4x10-2 - 2:10 5 8x10'I

Limerick
Analysts 8x10'3 6x10'' 4.8x10-6

*For loss of offstte power. main feedmater (Q) is unavailable
and coolant injection unreliability is dominated by the common
link to the emergency power buses (f.e.. diesel reliability).

T 0UV LOSS OF INVENTORY MAKEUP FOLLOWINGp
A TRANSIENT: LOSS OF FEEDWATER

High Pres. Low Pres.
Initiation FW Injection Injection Total (Probability

Source (Per Year) Q U V per Reactor Year)

WA % 1400 10 .01 2x10~3 2x10'3 4x10'#
ww

(3x10*I (3x10-6).

Limerick
Analysis 1.78 .22 3.4x10'3 2.1x10*3 3x10-6

From WA%1400 Appendix ! not located in summary tables of WA%1400*

ATWS LOSS OF POISON INJECTION CR
LOSS OF COOLANT INJECTION

Scram Failure Total
Initiation Total Mitigation (Probability3,,"' ARI(per year) Mechanical Electrical (per Demand) Systems per reactor

(perDemand) (per Demand) year)

1x10-5 NA .1 1x10*IWASH-1400 10 -- --

NUREG-0460
Alternate 3A 6 1.5x10'I 1.5x10 5 Jm10 5 10-2 .1 9x10-6

Limerick SLC=.035
Alternate 3A 3.5 1.0x10 5 2.0x10 5 3x10-5 10 2 HPCI=.07 2x10-6

O
W LOSS OF CONTAINMENT HEAT REMOVAL

initiator W COR Total (Probability3,, "' (per Year) (per Osmand) (per Demand) per Reactor Year)

WASH-1400 to 1x10-6 NA 1x10-5

Limerick
Analysts 7.2 8x10*I 10-2 5.8x10~8

__. ._

+ These summaries are approximate representations. only for the purpose of illustration,O and do cut reflect the precise values of the actual sequences analyzed in the
Lirerict analysts.

.

e-
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O failure to remove heat from containment: these are referred to as TW-
typesequences;(2) Cases involving a failure to scram along with a
failure of containment heat removal, referred to as ATWS-W type se-
quences;(3) ATWS events for which there is a failure of the SLC coupled
with continued injection of cooling water to the reactor, until contain-
ment fails, followed by a failure of all coolant injection, referred to as
ATWS-C type sequences; and (4) ATWS events for which one leg of the re-2

O duadent StC system faiis. referred to as ^TWS-C type sequences.i2

Table 3.5.8

SUMMARY OF THE CALCULATED REDUCTIONS IN THE FREQUENCY OF A
RADIOACTIVE RELEASE DUE TO THE USE OF CONTAINMENT
OVERPRESSURERELIEF(REFLECTEDINTHEBRIDGETREE)

.

CM A! NTFAILURE OF FAILURE OF FAILURE OF ppg p( (OWCONTAINMENT MAKEUP WATER CONTAINMENT
ULTIMATE

TYPE OF SEQUENCE OVERPRESSURE TO REACTOR OVERPRES$UREi

F m 0 WINGI RELIEF REL![F TO CLOSEM00C 3 VAPORIZATION

MODE 1, 2 M00E 3 M000/3 MODE 4 * MODE 5

'

Loss of Containment heat Removal
(TW) (Figure 3.4.13 ) 10-2 2:10*4 1:10*3 5x10-2 gg 2

|

2 x 1h2 .28' .8 5:10-2 10 2T -W t ure 13.

Failure to Scram w/ Loss of SLC
(ATWS.C ) (Figure 3.4.13 ) .9999 .28* .8 5:10-2 10'g

2

Failure to Scram w/ Loss of 1 SLC
and I or 2 Rrt
( ATW5-C/RHR) (Figure 3.4.13 ) 10*I .28' .8 5:10-2 10-2

O Loss of coolant make up probability is the combination of the following:*

a. Evaluated HPCI fatture probablitty

h pr hsur
*

Ac 1 eac ing t c tal des n
C. Increased likelthood of the setpoint drifting low

**

Mode 1/3 is the conditional probat, titty of mode 3 occurring given that mode 1 (or mode 2) has occurred.

Conditional fatture probatt11ty of COR not reclosing given that coolant+

makeup to the core has failed.

O
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; COR Failure: The failure to maintain containment pressure below its
I pressure capability, using only COR, has a different probability, depend-

ing on the type of accident sequence (see Appendix B.4 for description of
i COR). The success of the containment overpressure relief (COR) function

(Mode 1 or 2) is inversely related to the probability of high radiation
j in containment following an accident initiator. Following an ATWS initia-

tor, there is a higher probability of some radiation being released to con-
0 tainment, whiie iittie if aay is expected to be reieased during a TW transient.

|

| e TW sequences: A low failure probability is calculated'
since the accident sequence is relatively slow in occur-
ring. There is sufficient time for a well thought out
operator response; and the probability of potential acci-

| dent conditions complicating or defeating COR is minimal.

e ATWS-W sequences: A significantly higher failure probabi-
lity is assigned to COR for these sequences, due to the
higher probability of some radioactivity -(fuel / clad gap primarily)
reaching the containment drywell during the sequence.,

i

! e ATWS-C7 sequences: Very little credit is assigned to COR
for these sequences because of the estimated high probabi-,

lity of obtaining some radioactive releases to the contain-!
'

ment and the relatively low capacity of the COR system.

| Coolant Inventory Makeup: As with COR, the type of sequence can have a

| significant effect on the calculated probability used in the bridge tree
for maintaining coolant injection over a long period of time.

e TW sequence: For LGS, most of the sources of coolant
injection are available for use to maintain inventory <

(see fault tree in Appendix B). Therefore, the pro-

O bability of loss of makeup is calculated to be relatively
low.

e ATWS sequences: Since only HPCI is considered adequate
; for coolant inventory makeup during an ATWS condition

with high internal containment pressure *, the failure
probability for these sequences is simply the HPCI un-
reliability (taking into account the containment con-
ditions which would exist during COR operation). Dur-
ing COR operation, it is estimated that the HPCI unre-

!

O. Caicuiations inoicate that RCIC aione is aiso adequate but
was not evaluated in this' analysis.

,
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O liability would double (failure probability increase by a
factor of two). If COR is unsuccessful, an estimate of the
HPCI unreliability is still important since it is a potential
source of positive reactivity due to its high flow rate. HPCI
is designed to trip on high turbine exhaust pressure, but since
it is the only potentially successful high pressure makeup sys-
tem available during the postulated ATWS with high containment
pressure, the operator can bypass the HPCI trip circuits and
restart the pump. Based on the above discussion, the availa-

! bility of HPCI during an ATWS has been estimated to be higher

O than might be calculated using typical hardware failure and
human error rates..

e Due to the environmental conditions which would be present
when implementing COR, the HPCI reliability is anticipated,

to be lower during tnis period than under other accident
'. conditions. For the purposes of this analysis, the unre-
! liability of HPCI is estimated to be a factor of 2 higher

during use of COR than under nomal operation."

Containment Overpressure Relief Closed: For those cases in which COR is
; used to maintain containment pressure within its design limits, the long-
I term coolant makeup to the reactor may still fail despite the success of

O COR, and successfoi initiai start and run of makeup systems. In such
'

cases, core melt could occur with the COR valves open to the atmosphere. <

| The failure to close these valves to ensure the containment integrity
during the core melt and vaporization phases is assigned a relatively low
probability.

|
,

| Containment Pressure Below Ultimate Following Vaporization: Most accident '

| scenarios involving the loss of coolant inventory are placed in Class I or
l III by virtue of the fact that an intact containment exists during the

subsequent postulated core melt sequence. However, under those cases where

O cooiant makeup fatiure occurs prior to containment faiiure, a spectrum of
containment pressures may exist during core melt and vaporization. Likewise,
the ultimate failure of the containment has some uncertainty associated with
it. Considering these two uncertainties, accident sequences could exist for

| which the failure of coolant makeup may still lead to containment failure
' prior to core vaporization. The Limerick PRA assumes containment failure

at 140 psig.

O;
.

9

! b
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In the calculation of risk, the bridge tree has the effect of
moving accident sequences from one class to another which thereby changes
the calculated radioactive release fractions associated with the sequence.
A set of tables has been prepared to clearly identify the contribution of
the bridge tree to each class by accident sequence. Tables 3.5.9, 3.5.1.0,
and 3.5.11 provide the sumary of all the dominant sequences which are pro-
cessed through the bridge tree. Included in the tables are the following:

O
e Input - the sequence frequencies

e Processing information - the reduction in these frequencies
associated with each branch of the bridge tree

e Output - the frequency of potential degraded core for
each class.

.

Table 3.S.9 summarizes the frequency of potential degraded core
conditions associated with each class for accident sequence-types of the
variety involving loss of containment heat removal (TW). Processing each
of the ,TW-type sequences through the bridge tree results in the calculation
of the frequency in each class of accident, depending upon the effect of
the sequence on containment. The highest frequencies are calculated for
the contributions to Class II, which are events involving degraded core
conditions following a failure of containment. The contributions to the
other classes are small by comparison to the other sequences in these classes.

Table 3.5.10 sumarizes the contributions of ATWS-W sequences to
each class as a result of the processing through the bridge tree. There
are two important results from this processing:

O
1. There is a substantial contribution to the Class III

types of sequences

2. The Class IV contribution appears small, however, the
high radionuclide release fractions make this an im-
portant contributor to risk.

Table 3.5.11 sumarizes the frequency of potential degraded core
conditions associated with ATWS events which are compounded by the inability
to inject liquid poison into the reactor.
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O
Table 3.5.9

EXAMPLE SUMMARY OF TW* TYPE EVENT SEQUENCES WHICH ARE
PROCESSED THROUGH THE BRIDGE TREE, FIGURL 3.4.13,,

TO DETERMINE THEIR SEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION
_

ACCIDENTtttj
REDUCTIONM ( R TOR %

N R N ION TO EACH CLASS
SE00ENCE ACCIDENT FRE Ptn THRU BRIDGE

TYPE SEQUC**E aEACTOR YEAR) TREE class ! I class !! CLASS !!! class IV

M00E'1* |2 x10-2) - 1.4x10*I - -

6.6x10 6 MODE 1/3 (2 x10 + - negitgible - -
TW Ty

MODE 3 (1.9x10'') 1.3x10,,

6.6x10*IIMODE 3/4 (1 x10'I)I - - -

MODE 1 (2 x10-2) 3.6x10*8 - --

TW 1.8x10-6 MODE 1/3 (4 x10'') negligible- - -

MODE 3 (1.9x10'4) 3.4x10-10 _ _ _
g

M00E 3/4 (1 x10-5) 1.8x10*II- - -

MODE 1 (2 x10*#) 3.0x10*I - --

7,N 1.5x10-5 MODE 1/3 (2 x10 5) - negitgible - -

MODE 3 (1.9x10 ) 2.9x10'' - - -

MODE 3/4(1 x10-5) - - - 1.5x10
40

MODE 1 (2 x10*#) - 1.3x10 - -
4

4 M2 4 db - ~TN 6.5x10
MODE 3 (1.9x10'4) 1.2x10-10 - - -

E dg
MCCE 4 (1 x10-5) - - - 6.5x10-12

M00E 1 (2 x10-2) 1.?x10'I - --

T C'W 8.3x10-6 MODE 2 (2 x10 5) negligible - --
g

TW MODE 3 (1.9:10*#) 1.6x10*I - - - eg

MCDE 4 (1 x10-5) _ _ _ ,,3,gg

TW TOTAL 6.3x10'' 6.6x10*I - . 3.2x10-10

* *It must be noted that the large LOCA event tree contains a postulated accident sequence. AJ. which
involves the large LOCA initiator coupled with the failure to reove heat from contairunent. For
this particular ca" . tere is assumed to be sufficient radioactivity released to the containment
atmosphere to causi i CDR valves to be Interlocked closed. The large and medtian LOCA sequences
then contribute dirwsly to Class 11 and do not pass through the gridge tree.

^ -~ ~ '

**ntode 5 effects are contribution to iClass l'V but are negligible relative to the' mod 3/4 evaluation.
_

i
Mode 1 includes the mode 2 (i.e. P--mode 1 + P.. mode 2) failures since

O these have the same qualitative effect on containment and accident+

*saquences.

" The mode designators given in this Table are the sequence designators
from Figure 3.5.5 and are formed by the product of the event proebabilites
associated with the sequence designators. For example, mode 1/3.
The probability of sequences designated mode 1/3 is calculated as the
product of the probabilities of (mode 1)n(mode 1/3)m(mode 5) each of
which is taken from Table 3.5.8; the number of such sequences is then
multiplied times this product to determine the value down in the above
table.

"i The acciden equence probabilities appearing in this example table
are derived for sequences initiated abcve 255 power. The values
appearing in Tables 3.5.5. 3.5.6. and 3.5.7 are the sum of Transients
initiated from all powers.

_-
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Table 3.5.10

0 ExAaPLE SUfHARY TABLE OF ATWS-W TYPE EVENT SEQUENCES
WHICHAREPROCESSEDTHROUGHTHEBRIDGETREE,(FIGURE 3.4.13),

TO DETERMINE THEIR SEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION

ACCIDENT *** Pa % TION ** FREQUENCY (PER REACTOR TEAR)

SEQUDICI ACC10ENT SEQUENCE THitu SRIDGE CONTR18UT10N TO EACM CLA55

TYPE SEQUENCE PR08APILITY TREE g

4MOX l' (.04) 1,1,g0- - -

I MODE 1/3 (.03) 8.In10-10 _

ATW5-W T C PW 2.7 10-8
- -

- - 7.3x10*IT 3 2 MODE 3 (.27)(BOTH SLC
-

(jg MODE 3/4 (1.3x10 2) - - 3.4x10 10-

OF T! W
03.0x10MODE 1 (.04) - - -

rM* 7.5n10-s MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 2.2 10* ~T CW

Tp (C K)W MODE 3 (.27) - - 2.0x10,8 -2
g

MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2) _ _ _ 9,$,gg-10

d
1.0x10MODE 1 (.04) - - -

3
g n g,$,gg-8 MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 7.5x10-10 _i C w+

ihCKIW "00E 3 I'37I - - 2 0"I0' -

g t
3.3x10-10MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2) - - -

. MODE I (.04) - - - 2.8x10*10
T 'C W+ 2.1x10-10 ,

7 10-3
MODE 1/3 (.03) - -g g

T (C K)W MODE 3 (.27) - - 5.7x10* -

MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2) - - - 9.0x10*II

d1.7x10MODE 1(.04) - - -

iC' 4.2x10-8 MODE 1/3(.03) - - 1.3a10*' -

I MODE 3(.27) - - 1.1x10-8 .

MODE 3/4(1.3a10-2) - - - 5.5x10*IO

ATWS-W TOTAL N/A N/A - - 4.4 10*8 9.3x10*'

Mode 1 includes the mode 2 (i.e. P--mode 1 + P--aode 2) failures since*

these have the same qualitative effect on contaifment and accident
sequences.

The mode designators given in this Table are the sequence desfgnators**

from Figure 3.5.5 and are fovised by the product of the event proababilites
associated with the sequence designators. For example. mode 1/3.
The probability of sequences designated mode 1/3 is calculated as the

b product of the probabilities of (mode 1)n(mode 1/3)m(mode 5) each of
(/ uhich is taken from Table 3.5.8; the number of such sequences is then

multiplied times this product to determine the value down in the above
table.

, __ __.

* The accident sequence probabilities appearing in this enamele table
are derived for sequences initiated above 251 power. The values
appearing in Tables 3.5.5. 3.5.6. and 3.5.7 are the sum of Transients
initiated from all powers.
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Table 3.5.11
ip EXAMPLE SUMMARY TABLE OF ATWS-C2 EVENT SEQUENCES WHICHd ARE PROCESSED THROUGH THE BRIDGE TREE (FIGURE 3.4.13),

TO DETERMINE THEIR SEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION

ACCIDENT"* REDUCTION *. FREQUENCY (PER REACTOR YEAR)

SEQUENCE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE THRU BRIME CONTRIBUTION TO EACM CLASS
i

TYPE SEQUENCE PROBASILITY TREE CLASS I CLAS$ !! | CLASS !!! CLAS$ IV

MODE 1* (2x10~I) - - - 2.2x10-8

MODE 1/3 (7.2 10*I) - - 8x10-8 _

4 4
ATw$-C T C0 1.1x10 MODE 1/3/5(.810% - - - 9x10

2 T M2
(ALL MODE 3 (NEGLIGIBLE) - - - -

yf MODE 3/4 (NEGLIGIBLE) - - - -TV
s

MECHAN!$MS

LOST) MOCE 1 (2x10'A) - - - 6x10''
'

CC 3x10-8 MODE 1/3 (7.2x10*I) - - 2.2x10-8 _T,2 p2
MODE 1/3/5 (8x10-2) - - - 2.4 x 10''

MODE 1 (2x10'I) - - - 1.2x10''

T CC 6x10 M 1/3 (7.2x1 A - - 4.3x1d -4
E 32

MODE 1/3/5 (8:10-2) - - - 4.8x10-10

40
MODE 1 (2x10*l) - - - 5.6x10

# 4
T CC 2.8x10'' MODE 1/3 (7.2x10*I) - - 2x10 -

g g2
MODE 1/3/5 (8x10-2) - - - 2.2x10-10

p ATWS-C TOTAL N/A N/A - - 1x10*# 4.2x10*8

Mode 1 includes the mode 2 (i.e. P--mode 1 + P--mode 2) failures since*

these have the same qualitative effect on containment and accident
sequences.

** The mode designators given in this Table are the sequence designators
frtui Figure 3.5.5 and are formed by the product of the event proababilites
associated with the sequence designators. For example, mode 1/3.i

The probability of sequences designated mode 1/3 is calculated as the'

product of the probabilities et (mode lla(mode 1/3)m(mode 5) each of
amich is taken from Table 3.5.8; the number of such sequences is then
multiplied times this product to determine the value down in the above
table.

***'The accident sequence probabiltties appearing in this example tab 1'e
are derived for sequences initiated above 255 power. The values
appearing in Tables 3.5.5. 3.5.6. and 3.5.7 are the sum of Transients
inittated from all powers.

t'ATWS-C Events are those ATW5 events which include the failure of the SLC.
Z

.

A
i V
j Tabis 3.5.12 completes the series of tables used to display the

processing of accident sequences throught the bridge event tree. A separate
table is developed for the ATWS-C l2 sequences. The numerical values used in
the quantification of the ATWS-C bridge event tree are the same as used inl2
the ATWS-W sequences (see Table 3.5.8). As indicated by the total probability
of the sequences for Class III and IV, this set of sequences makes a relatively

n small contribution to the overall frequency.
(t

1
r
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Table 3.5.12

O Ex^aetE Sini4Rv TABte Or 4TwS-C12 EVENT SEcuEaCES wHICa
ARE PROCESSED THROUGH THE BRIDGE TREE, FIGURE 3.4.13

TO DETERMINE THEIR SEQUENCE CLASSIFICATION

M REDUCTION" I
ACCIDENT

SEQUENCE ACCIDENT SEQUENCE THRU BRIDGE CONTRIBUTION TO EACH CLASS

TYPE SEQUENCE . PR06 ABILITY TREE CLAS$ 1 CLAS$ II CLA55 III CLASS IV

MODE li(.04) - - - 3.8x10 10
MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 2.8x10 10 _1

9.5s10'9e 7 M 12 2, MODE 3 (.27) - - 2.6a10'' -

k & 1 or 2 MODE 3/4 (1.3 10-2) - - - 1.2u10-10
RHRs FAIL)

4MODE 1 (.04) - - - 1x10
I

CCn 12"12' MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 7.8a10 10 _F
2.6:10-8

2 MODE 3 (.27) - - 7.0x10 -7 8
F 12 2 MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2) - - - 3.4x10-10

MODE 1 (.04) - - - 7.6 10'll
EC vTT M 12 2' -g MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 5.7110 -

*I"
3 MODE 3 (.27) - - 5.1x10-10 ,

T CCg 12"12
MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2)- - - - 6.2x10'I2

g

. m 1 (.04) - - - 1:10*l0
*

MODE 1/3 (.03) - - 7.5n10*II -

T C,C12"2 2.5x10,9g
MODE 3 (.27) - - 6.7x10-10 _

MODE 3/4 (1.3x10-2)' - - - 3.3x10*II

TOTAL N/A N/A - - 1.2x10-8 2.1x10''g

& 1 or 2
RHR FA!L)

* ATW5-C12 events are those ATW5 events which include the failure of one $LC pump.
*

Mode 1 includes the mode 2 (i.e. P--mode 1 + P Nede 2) failures since
these have the same qualitative effect on containment and accident
sequcnces.

"
The mode designators given in this Table are the secuence designators
from Figure 3.5.5 and are formed by the product of the event proababilites
associated with the sequence designators. For example, mode 1/3.
The probability of sequences designated mode 1/3 is calculated as the
product of the probabilities of (mode 1)x(mode 1/3)m(mode 5) each of
which is taken free Table 3.5.8; the number of such sequences is then
multiplied times this product to determine the value down in the aboves

table.
( # The accident sequence probabilities appearing in this example table

are derived for sequenceg initiated above 255 comer. The values
appearing in Tables 3.5.5. 3.5.6. and 3.5.1 are the sum of Transients
initiated from all powers.

_
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O. 3.5.4 Quantification of the Containment Event Tree

The two containment event trees which describe the possible
paths of radioactive release from containment, and the numerical values
used in the evaluation, are given in Figures 3.5.6a and b. The reason
for two separate sets of num rical values for the containment event tree
is that Class IV containment failures are assumed to be relatively rapid

O overpressures for wnich contein-nt ieakage before rupture is much iess
likely than for the relatively slow overpressure failures postulated for
Class I, II and III. A discussion of probabilities used for each of the
containment failures modes is provided below.

a -- Steam Explosion (In-Vessel). Full scale testing of the potential
for coherent steam explosions when molten metal comes in intimate contact
with water has not been perfonned. In an attempt to identify a probabi-
lity for a coherent steam explosion inside the reactor vessel of suffi-
cient energy to fail containment, the following evaluations were con'sidered:

e Fauske Associates provided an analysis of the Limerick
design to determine if the required conditions exist for
a coherent steam explosion in the reactor vessel which
would have sufficient energy to overpressurize contain-
ment. Their conclusion was that the coherent steam ex-
plosion appears to be impossible (see Appendix H).

e Sandia Laboratories has performed analysis and small
scale experiments with molten metal / water. Sandia has
stated that steam explosions could occur in PWRs but
probably of insufficient energy to overpressurize PWR
containment. A similar
The WASH-1400 value (10 gtatement was made for BWRs*.') w10 results in a value of 10 jth a reduction factor ofO per demand, which was
used in this analysis.

o The NRC**, in rebaselining the BWR, has used the following
values to estimate the probability of an in-vessel steam
explosion which overpressurize containment:

* Personal communication, Corradini (Sandia) to Burns and Parkinson (SAI).

O **eersoaai commuaic>tioa betweea nac (Tavior) ead sat (Buras)-
.
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Containment failure may have occurred prior to core salt. eakage at 2400 volume percent / day.
In those cases (Class il and Class IV). the containment
fall'are modes are only used as mechanisms for release
fraction determination.

I 'Asswaes that H emplosion in containment causes overpressure failure standby gas treatment system,.

failure with d rect pathway to outside atmosphere.

,

Figure 3.5.6a Containment Event Tree for the Mark II Containment
For Class I, II, and III Event Sequences.i
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IIIContaineent failure may have occurred prior to core eelt. .eakage at 2400 volume percent / day.
In t%se cases (Class Il and Class IV). the containeenti

j fall.are modes are only used as mechanisms for release
fraction determination.

(2) Assumes that H emplosion in containment causes overpressure (*'Fallure standby gas treatment system.
failure with 4 rect pathway to outside atmosphere.
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Figure 3.5.6b Containment Event Tree for the Mark II Containment
for Class IV Event Sequences
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For LOCA events, a value of 10-2 was used, as-

in WASH-1400

For non-LOCA events, a value of 10-4 was used-

since a steam explosion at high pressure is
considered to have an extremely low probability. *

The above evaulations were used to arrive at an estimate of a to be

O 10- per demaad for e coherent in-vessei steem expiosioa which over-
pressurizes containment (given a core melt).

8 -- Steam Explosion in Containment. Containment steam explosions are
less well understood than in-vessel steam explosions. However, they are
generally considered to be low probability events. Fauske Associates

included consideration of this event in their analysis (Appendix H). '

u -- Hydrogen Burn or Explosion in Containment. For the inerted Limrick

containment, the possibility of a hydrogen detonation or burn appears

O quite remotei however, eccordia9 to the tentet4ve technicei specification
there may be short periods of time when the plant is operating at power
and the containment is not fully inerted. This is anticipated to occur
following reactor startups and prior to shutdowns. Based on past PECo
experience and projected Limerick operating procedures, the probability
of a hydrogen burn or detonation is considered to be 0.01. Relative to

I this 0.01 probability of not being inerted at power, if e. . ore melt occurs
during this time, then the probability of a burn or detonation sufficient
to cause direct overpressure release, with a significant increase in the

. radioactive release fraction (i.e., comparable to a containment steam ex-

|O piosion) is no ierger then 0.8 7s.1< 3eeds to a probe 84iity en the order.

-3of 10 for the p' failure mode. s' r.'er, the probability of some H burn
2

| (p) remains at -0.01. This s ea c.o a drywell overpressure release and
is included in the y' conta1< ment 6..' ore mode. . ,

' *Any reduction of the hydrogen concentration by means of the hydrogen
D recombiners was not assumed due to the large amounts of hydrogen released
\ during a core melt and the relatively small capacity of +he recombiners.
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5 -- Containment Leakage. Bechtel has performed a detailed containment
analysis \ to define possible areas where containment may fail in the case3

~

of overpressure (see Appendix J). In addition, some effort was expended

"I,
to identify potential areas where leakage before rupture would occur. Two
items are noted:+

iO i. Bechtei was unabie to 4 dent 4fy any specific ereas where
leakage would occur before rupture. Containment isolation

3 valves are designed for much lower pressure, but have an
expected capability much higher than design.

'

1 2. Containment leak rate testing has found that there is some
degree of containment leakage at containment pressures below*

,

design pressure.
,

From the above considerations, it appears equally as likely 1'or noticeable
containment leakage to occur as not. Therefore, a value of 0.5 was used

,

for this probability.

h '

i y -- Containment Overpressure (No Leakage). Given that no containment leakage

f occurs, the possibility of containment overpressure without failure following
a core melt is considered to be possible even though ultimate pressure is ex-
ceeded. Bechtel calculated the ultimate containment pressure capability to be
140 psig (approximately three times design pressure). For those core melt
sequences where no leakage occurs,140 psig is reached with a high probability

; (0.999) unless COR is initiated.
.

y'/y* -- Containment Overpressure (split between wetwell and drywell failure).
, h Failure of containment due to overpressure has been divided into two types
' ' '

because of the potential difference in radioactive release tenns. Failure in
I the drywell leads to direct release to the stack while a failure in the wet-
( well causes a release through the suppression pool. At present, evidence

indicates failure at very high containment pressure may occur with equal like-
lihood in the wetwell or drywell. Therefore,y'/y = .5.

,

y" -- Wetwell Failure. The probability of a failure of containment which-

| results in the loss of water in the suppression pool is evaluated based upon
!

*y'/y means y' given y.
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the Bechtel analysis which indicates that the points of highest stress in
the wetwell are near the nominal waterline in the suppression pool. It

is assumed that the probability of a failure large enough* to drain the
pool below the downcomers is approximately 10% of the probability that
the failure will occur in the wetwell. Therefore, the probability of y"
used in the Limerick analysis is 0.025.

O cea -- teroe teak. if e ieek in coateiameat does occur prior to feiiure.
then the question arises as to the size of the leak. G is the probability
that the leak is greater than an equivalent 6" diameter hole in the drywell.
This size hole is insufficient to fail the stack blowout panels, but does
lead to overloading of the standby gas treatment system. The state of know-
ledgeof the size of the postulated leaks is such that it leads us to estimate
equal frequency of occurrence for both postulated leak sizes (t/6 = 0.5).

c -- Standby Gas Treatment. The probability of standby gas treatment operating i

effectively in mitigating a radioactive release depends upon the size of the

O ieek. For overgressure feiiures, the SGTS is essumed to be bygessed ead the
radioactive source escapes directly to the stack through the blowout panels.
However, the SGTS is assumed effective to varying degrees for small and large

|

1eaks.

The containment failure modes developed in the Limerick probabilistic
Risk Assessment use the same failure probabilities for each of the four Classes
of accident types. While this is a simplification, the uncertainty in contain-
ment failure probability is much larger than the potential variability asso-
ciated with the type of accident sequence.

*Either a failure below the elevation of the bottom of the downcomers or a
containment wetwell failure which propagates to below the bottom elevation
of the downcomers.

O
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With the containment failure modes defined and quantified,

the next step is to combine the dominant accident sequences under each
failure mode. As noted previously, there ari four types of sequences
considered for each containment failure mode.

3.5.5 Quantification of Accident Sequences by Containment Failure Mode

- This section summarizes the information in the previous section
and puts it into the format to be used in the ex-plant consequence calcu-
lation. It should be noted that WASH-1400 used five BWR release categories.
Each category corresponded approximately to a containment failure mode, and
all types of accident sequences were lumped together in these categories.
For the Limerick analysis, there are seven distinct containment failure modes
considered, and four classes of accident sequences. This leads to potentially
twenty-eight separate ex-plant consequence calculations, compared with the
five performed in WASH-1400.

O Table 3.5.12 summarizes each of the containment failure 'moeds and
provides, in capsule fom, the information to be used in assessing the radio-
active release fractions in Section 3.6, which in turn are input to the ex-
plant consequence code, CRAC. In particular, in Table 3.5.12, the four (4)
separate generic accident sequence classes, which.are evaluated separately
in tems of these containment failure modes, are cited.

Table 3.5.13 gives a sumary of the probabilities associated with
each containment failure mode leak path, and each of the accident classes.
Table 3.5.14 provides the accident sequence probability which is input to
the ex-plant consequence calculation. The radioactive source term for each
of these sequences is calculated in Section 3.6.

!'

|

i

!

! O
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Table 3.5.13

RELEASE TERM CALCULATIONS REQUIREMENTS (a)
.

CONTA!IptNT FAILUPE N00E5 RA010ACTI)E RELEASE FRACTION $

*

Designator Description ClassI(C1) Class !! (C2) : lass !!! (C3) Class IV (C4)

a $ team esplosion in vessel Note f Note f Note f Note f

8 Steam emplosion in containment Note f Note f Note f Note f

n' H2 emplosien induced containment
failure Note e Note e Note e Note e

, u H2 deflagration sufficient to -

cause containment overpressure
failure Note b Note b Note b Note g

4 Overpressure small leaks
2(A e.05 ft ) x x 1 Note hg

2
Y' Overpressure failure (A = 2.0 ft )g

Release through drywell Note b Note b Note b Note 9
2

Y Overpressure fatture( A = 2.0 f t )
RRelease through wetwell break I X X Note h

Overpressup).Targeleak
C

(A e.2 ft I I X Note hg

*
Cc Overpressure. largt leak. 5GTS

failure (A = .2 ftd) Note c Note c Note c Note cg

v oc Overpressure small leak. SGTS
fatture (A = .05 ft ) Note d Note d Note d Note dg

c Standby gas treatment system
fatis

I8IAn "I* under the heading indicates that a calculation of release fraction must be made for the
particular accident involving a BWR/4 with a Nart !! containment; all other cases can either
be entrapolated from the set of calculations g can be extracted dFecCrom WASH-1400.

I Can be extrapolated from Y release by assuming a different decontamination factor for room
deposition. The principal difference between Y and Y' is that the Y release occurs with
much of the release passing through the suppression pocl. The Y' release occurs with much
of the release occurring througn the drywell.

IC Can be extrapolated from equivalent C case by not using decontamination factor for SGTS (affects
only portion of release flow)

IICan be entrapolated from equivalent 5 case by not using decontamination factor for SGTS (affects
a Q of release flow)O (e)
Will be assumed to be equivalent to a 8 fatture and same release fraction will be used.

Release fractions will be entracted directly from WASH-1400 since the phenomenological nature
of the accident does not change

I8IRelease fractions similar to those developed by the NRC using March-Corral are used in the
character 1tation of Class IV radioactive release fractions for Y'.

Extrapolated from the Class I. !!. !!! results.

O
_
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Table 3.5.14
.

SUMMARY -- GENERIC ACCIDENT SEQUENCE / RELEASEQ PATH COMBINATIONS

N
A WEr CLASS ! CLASS !! CLASS !!! CLASS IV

1.3x10'O 5.8x10-10 1.4x10 1.3x10 10
de

f .u' 2.6x10-8 1.2x10-10 2.8x10'' 2.7x10-10
y ', u 3.4x10-6 1.5 10*I 3.6x10*I 6.7x10-8

Y 2.9:10'0 1.3x10*I 3.1x10'I 5.9x10'8

Y" 3.2x10*I 1.5x10-8 3.5x10-8 6.7x10''
Ct.5c 3.0x10-6 5.0x10-8 1.tx10*# 2.7 x10*II

C.3 3.4x10-6 1.9x10'I 5.9:10'# 2.7x10'II

TOTAL PROBA8!LITY 8Y CLASS 1.3x10-5 5.8x10'# 1.4 x10-6 1.3 x10* #

. - - - - . - - - .

Figure 3.5.7 indicates that the highest probability scenarios are
those involving a coupling of core melt accident sequences with postulated
containment overpressure failures. The in-vessel steam explosion and con-
tainment steam explosion scenarios both have significantly lower probability
than the others. However, the consequences for theso scenarios tend to be
larger than for overpressure failures. The postulated leaks are of relativelys

high probability, but they have smaller consequences than the containment
overpressure failures.

. _ _ . .

N
E 1.0 -

-

'
-

-

i^ s || d' d' I d d
-

a 8.u' Y'. u 7 Y" Ct.6c C.6

CONTA!ISEltf FAILURE MOOCS

Figure 3.5.7 PribabiTi'ty ofla Radioact1~ve' Release Given a Severe Degradation
~

of Core Integrity -- Presented by Containment Failure Mode for
All Classes. -
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3.6 RADI0 ACTIVE RELEASE FRACTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DOMINANT

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

This section describes the radionuclide release fractions for
the dominant accident sequences as used in the Limerick analysis. The
release fractions of the key radionuclide isotopes are a portion of the
input to the CRAC code (see Appendix E and Section 3.7).

The radionuclide release fractions are determined for each of
the Mark II containment failure modes from the coupled calculations of
INCOR and CORRAL and from assumptions considered in WASH-1400. INCOR

1

(see Appendix C) calculates the thermodynamic conditions in the reactor
system and inside containment plus the leak rates between containment

compartments during postulated core melt scenarios. CORRAL (see Appendix
0) takes these results and calculates the fission product removal rates
as a function of time to determine the fission product concentration in
each compartment. The final results from CORRAL are the cumulative radio-

nuclide releases from containment to the atmosphere for each of the fission
product species.

Included in this.section are the following brief summaries of
analyses for calculation of CRAC input:

I

e General radionuclide release discussion (Section 3.6.1)
! e Suninary of containment conditions (Section 3.6.2)

e Suninary of radionuclide release fractions by failure

Q mode (Section 3.6.3).'

3.6.1 General Radionuclide Release Discussion

i

'

The amount of radioactivity released after an accident sequence
is calculated by using the CORRAL computer code *. The boundary conditions
for CORRAL are set by INCOR. CORRAL is used to trace the movement of

radionuclides from their sources, through various nuclide removal steps,
O and ultimately to their release into the environment. The release fractions

*SAI-REACT was also used to verify the CORRAL results.

! 3-120
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of the various radioactive isotope groups are then input into the CRAC;
'

j program to calculate the offsite effects (see Section 3.7 and Appendix E).

; Upon initiation of core melt, radionuclides will be released ;
' by all the potential physical mechanisms, but for the purposes of model-

ing and discussion it is useful to talk of four separate time phases of
release. The four major radionuclide release phases considered in the'

CORRAL model are:

Gap: The nuclides are released as a result of the fuel rods
breaking. This is the first release to occur in the accident.
The radionuclides are passed to the containment via the safety
relief valves or a reactor system leak or rupture.

Melt: This release occurs after the core has been uncovered
and it begins to melt. Fission products are then released
for one to two hours. At 80% core melt, the core is assumed
to slump to the bottom of the vessel and begin to attack the
lower head,

t

Vaporization: This release occurs after the RPV fails in the
,

.
. bottom head due to the attack by the molten core. The core

remnants then fall to the diaphragm floor and interact with
j the concrete releasing nuclides to the drywell atmosphere.

Therelease continues for several hours and decreases expo-
: nentially with time.

: 0xidation: Particulate nuclides are released into the wetwell
vapor region from molten core falling through the downcomers
into the suppression pool and causing small scale steam explo-
sions. This release is almost instantaneous.

.

'
The radionuclides emitted from the above releases are divided

into seven species and further classified into one of three types because
of their chemical properties. The seven species of nuclides, and their
appropriate classifications, that are considered in the Limerick PRA analysis
are chosen to parallel those chosen in WASH-1400 and are the following:

|

: O

.
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O
SPECIES TYPE

Noble Gases gas

Iodine (elemental, organic) vapor

Cesium-Rubidium particulate
I Tellurium particulate

Barium-Strontium particulate

Ruthenium particulate

Lanthanum particulate

In the Limerick analysis, the radionuclide release fractions
to the atmosphere for each postulated containment failure mode which
are inputs to CRAC, are obtained in two steps:

O -

.

1. The total release fractions to the containment (the
fractional amount of each of the separate radionuclides
that can be released to containment) are necessary. This
is discussed below and is based solely on the WASH-1400
evaluation.

2. Each of the radionuclide groups are subjected to different
times of release during the sequence, different processing
as a function of the accident scenario, and different holdup
times inside containment. Those features which determine
the fraction finally released to the atmosphere are discussed
in Section 3.6.3.

O In determining the total fraction of each isotope released to con-
tainment, the basic research which was applied in the WASH-1400 analysis is
also applied in the Limerick quantification of consequences. Table 3.6.1
summarizes the core fraction by radionuclide species which are released during
each of the release phases. The iodine and tellurium releases are important
in determining the sensitivity of the early fatality CCDFs. During the melt-
down release (the core is still inside the reactor vessel) a substantial por-

.
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| Figure 3.6.1 Schematic of the Limerick Containment
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TABLE 3.6.1

O
FISSION PRODUCE RELEASE SOURCE SU!TARY-BEST ESTIMATE TOTAL
CORE RELEASE FRACTI0iG

_.
, .

Fission Gap Release Meltdown Release vaporizatien RgleaseProduct Fraction Friction Fraction C)I
_ _ _ _ . -__ .

Xe, Kr 0.030 0.870 0.100 *

:. Br 0.017 0.883 0.100 >

!Cs, Rb 0.050 0.760 0.130
I;To *I 0.0001 0.150 C.850

!
Sr. Da 3.000001 0.100 0.010 '

;Ru (b) 0.030 0.050--

II .a * II 0.003 3.010 i--

._

(a) Includes Se, Sb

(b) Includes Mo, Pd, Rh, Tc

(c) Includes Nd, Eu, Y, Ce, Pr, Pa, Sm, Np, Pu, 3r, Nb

(d) Exponential loss over 2 hours with halftime of 30 minutes. If a steam
explosion occurs prior to this, only the core fraction not involved in the
steam emplosion can experience vaporization.

.

O

O:

.
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O
tion of the iodine is released. This results in processing the iodine
through the suppression pool for non-LOCA sequences in which the pool
is intact. The other key element to note is the tellurium which is
released principally during the vaporization phase. The oxidation re-
lease which might occur during some sequences has a much larger re-
lease fraction associated with it. It is not shown in Table 3.6.1 but
is the same as was used in WASH-1400. Reduction of the release fraction
before exiting containment is discussed in Section 3.6.3; however, since
the attenuation of the radionuclide releases is strongly sequence depend-
ent, the containment conditions and accident sequence timing are important
parameters which must be included in the analysis. Section 3.6.2 is used
to sumarize boundary conditions which effect the various methods of radio-
nuclide removal and includes:

Active Safety System: The Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) is
used to filter the reactor building air should the primary contain-
ment fail. This method is effective as long as there is no large
leak due to reactor building overpressure.

Passive Safety System: The wetwell pool is a major removal method
for radioactivity during an accident. The effectiveness of pool
decontamination depends on the conditions of the water and requires
that the radioactive material pass through the pool (this is cal-
culated using INCOR).

Natural Removal: Radioactivity may be removed by natural deposi-
tion (plateout) or settling.

3.6.2 Sumary of Containment Conditions Following a Core Melt
Accident Sequence

The thennal hydraulic interaction of the molten core with the'

containment is calculated using the INCOR code package (see Appendix C).
Figure 3.6.1 presents a schematic of the Limerick reactor vessel and
containment, and identifies which portions of the INCOR code are used to
calculate the thermodynamic conditions inside containment during each ohase
of the postulated accident sequence. The INCOR package includes:

O
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BOIL: Core melting

PVMELT: Molten core interaction with the reactor
vessel bottom head

INTER: Molten core and diaphragm floor interaction

CONTEMPT-LT: The flow rates, temperatures, and pressures
in each compartment determined using the input from
BOIL, PVMELT, and INTER.

O
Depending upon the core melt scenario, the containment can be

in a variety of states during and after an accident sequence. Tables
3.6.2 and 3.6.3 list the assumptions determined from the INCOR analysis
used to set the containment conditions for the selected sequences which
were analyzed in detail using CORRAL. These conditions are used to
characterize the failure modes in each accident sequence. Table 3.6.3
summarizes the key event sequence times used in the containment evalua-

tion. The time of the radionuclide releases with respect to the time of
containment failure may greatly influence the release fractions. Contain-

O- ment failure after the various releases (gap, melt, oxidation, vaporization)
results in the radionuclides from each release accumulating in containment
and then released to the atmosphere. If containment failure occurs prior
to any of the radionuclide releases, without the benefit of longer accumu-
lation in containment where natural deposition or plateout has a larger
influence, the radioactivity may be released directly to the atmosphere.

i

The containment conditions which have the most effect on the radio-
nuclide releases are described below for each of the accident sequence classes:

O
1. Class I: Cases involving a loss of cooling to the core

are evaluated to result in a core melt with an intact
containment. The containment conditions are such that
the containment pressure just prior to meltthrough of
the reactor vessel is slightly higher than atmospheric
and the suppression pool is subcooled. Therefore, the
radionuclide release fractions are calculated for con-
tainment conditions for which the containment is intact
through a large portion af the core vaporization phase.

: O

.
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Table 3.6.2
SUlWARY OF CONTAINMENT CONDITIONS FOR THE DOMINANT

ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

O

SU ERATURE F ^5
.

1 7 "
d 2%

.

17 PSI Ves Subcooled 1AI

inventory *

2
.

'1 t 4.1% 14CPSI-Atmospheric No Saturation SA!

fncrease

3 ATWS-C Loss of 30% 25-65 PSI Yes Saturation SAIg
coolant
inventory

4 ATWS-C[ Containment 30% 140 PSI-Atmospheric No Saturation NRC/Battil

TABLE 3.6.3

SU W RY OF CONTAINMENT EVENTS DEVELOPED FROM THE INCOR
ANALYSIS FOR THE RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE FRACTION CALCULATIONS

CLASS CONTAINMENT DIAPHRAGM FLOOR CONTAINMENTO FAILURE TIME FAILURE TIME FAILURE TIME*

CALCULATED BY INCOR CALCULATED BY USED IN ANALYSIS *
INCOR

TQUV 6 hrs (small radius) 6 hrs (small radius)

i (C1) 6.5 hrs (large radius) 6.5nrs(large radius) 6.5 hrs

TW 30 hrs 43.3 hrs Failure prior to

(C2) core melt

O ATWS e hrs (smeii redius) 6 hrs (smaii radius)

(C3) 6.Shrs(large radius) 6.5 hrs (small radius) 6.5 hrs

ATWS

(C4) 40 mn 6.5-7 hrs Failure prior to
core melt

O INC0a enaiyzed t :o ceses for the Ciass i end Ciess a se2eences. Smeii
, radius class denotes the molten core staying inside the pedestal region

while the large radius indicates the molten core flows through the
doorway and covers the entire diaphragm floor. However, for the release
fraction calculations only the layge radius case is analyzed.

'
'
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O
2. Class II: These cases are different than the Class I

events since the containment is considered to be failed
prior to core melt due to failure to remove heat from
containment. The containment conditions include a
saturated suppression pool. The scenario involves:

The gap release and the melt release occurringe.
through the safety relief valves to the
saturated suppression pool.

O e The vaporization release occurring in the
drywell with an open containment

3. Class III: This case is very similar to the Class I
sequence of events. The major difference is that the
suppression pool is saturated during the gap and melt
radionuclide releases. Therefore, the decontamination
factor for these releases is less than determined for
Class I.

4. Class IV: This case parallels Class II except that
the power level is significantly higher prior to
loss of coolant inventory.

O The effect of the suppressica nooi. es discussed ehove, is
reflected in the Limerick CORRAL release fraction calculations by using
a decontamination factor associated with the pool which varies with con-

tainment conditions. Table 3.6.4 lists the decontamination factors based
on a survey of the available data.

TABLE 3.6.4

SUR1ARY OF THE DECONTAMINATION FACTORS

Meltdown Vessel Failure and
Conditions Release Vaporization

O Containment Failure at 100 10*
End of Release

Containment Failure
Initiates Release 10* 10*

* Suppression pool considered saturated

O
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O
For each of the accident sequence classes there is a set of

containment failure modes which will also affect the magnitude of the
radionuclide releases. The principal ways the containment failure modes
affect these releases are the following:

1. Size of Containment Breach: The size of postulated
containment failures determine the usefulness of the

O' reactor enclosure and the standby gas treatment system
for providing additional decontamination.

2. Location of the Breach: The location of the postulated ;

containment failure affects the degree of difficulty of I
the path for the radionuclide release. The most im-
portant aspect of the location is in relation to the
suppression pool; that is, for some sequences which
include drywell failure (i.e., y) the radionuclide re-
lease during vaporization will bypass the suppression
pool.

In summary, the different types of containment failures may have
an effect upon the attenuation and filtering on the radionuclides; therefore,O the different failure paths have different release fractions. This evalua-

tion of containment effect on release fractions is unique to the Mark II
Limerick containment analysis although it follows the same methodology
and logic used in WASH-1400.

3.6.3 Radionuclide Release Fractions from the Limerick Mark II
! Containment as a Function of Accident Sequence and

Containment Failure Mode

Radionuclide release fractions from the containment to the atmos-

O phere (obtained from CORRAL) along with other pertinent data are input to
the CRAC code in order to determine the offsite consequences associated
with the radionuclide release. The release fractions that are used in the
Limerick risk analysis and the release parameters for the major release
modes are sumarized in Table 3.6.5

O
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TABLE 3.6.5
'

EXAMPLES OF RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE PARAMETERS AND RELEASE FRACTIONS FOR
; DOMINANT ACCII)ENT SEQUENCE CLASSES AND CONTAINMENT FAILURE MODES

_.

WRNING CONTA!IftENT RELEASE FRACTIONSTIME OF OURATION TIME FOR ELEVATION ENERGYPAT M
RELEASE OF RELEASE EVALUATION OF RELEASE

SEQUENCE (He) (Hr) (Hr) (METER $) (1glEASEBTU /Hr) Xe(a) I(b) +CH 1 C5(c) Te(d) $r(e) Ru(f) la(9)g 3

i- m
'

(C +C )e 2.0 0.5 1.0 82 40 1.0 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.05 0.50 3.0x10'3g 3

Ca 39.0 0.5 8.0 82 40 1.0 0.096 0.10 0.40 0.01 0.40 2.0x10'32

Cm 2.0 0.5 1.5 82 40 1.0 0.0% 0.10 0.40 0.01 0.40 2.0x10'34

8

(C +COC +C )
3 3 4

(6+p') 4.0 0.5 3.0 82 36 1.0 0.15 0.06 0.52 0.007 0.40 1.0mir
,

y 'C P
y

7. 0 2.0 6.0 82 36 1.0 0.11 0.09 0.016 0.011 3.2n10'3 3.2a10''g

' C - - - - - 1.0 0.06 0.023 0.4 6.3x10'3 0.069 4.7a10'3
*

2

C Y' - - - - - 1.0 0.04 0.024 0.073 2.7a10~3 8.6x10'3 9.la10'43

0C 4' l.5 2.0 1.0 82 .3 1.0 0.26 0.201 0.472 0.029 0. M 5.0x104

v

CV 1.5 2.0 1.0 82 .3 1.0 0.07 0.09 0.20 0.015 0.085 5.0ml0'34

Y"

C T* 1.5 2.0 1.0 0 .3 1.0 0.73 0.70 0.55 0.09 0.12 7.0x10'34

tc

C CE .73 0.019 9.8a10'3 0.046 1.6ml0-3 3.2x10'3 5.8x10'42

_ . ,

T

,

__-___
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O
3.6.3.1 In-Vessel Steam Explosion

The postulated in-vessel steam explosion is assumed to lead
to an oxidation reaction involving a large fraction of the molten core
releasing the remaining volatile fission products. Therefore, a poten-
tially high radionuclide release from the open containment may occur.

O The radionuclide release fractions for each of the four acci-
| dent sequences for in-vessel steam explosion are basically the same. The

major differences in the release fractions between the sequences occur due
to the amount of core melt that is assumed prior to the postulated steam
explosion and the conditions of the suppression pool. These differences
cause higher release fractions for the Class I and Class III sequences

| than for Class II and Class IV. In Class I and III sequences, the core

| is assumed to drop to the bottom of the RPV. Up until this time, all the
radionuclides released have been passed through the suppression pool and

i therefore attenuated before they are released into the containment atmos-
1

phere. However, when the core drops, there is a sudden oxidation release
(in-vessel steam explosion) of the radionuclides remaining in the core which
breaches first the RPV then the containment. In the Class II and Class IV
sequences, the core is not assumed to drop to the bottom of the vessel until
it has reached 100% melt. Therefore, a large fraction of the volatile radio-

| nuclides have already been released and filtered through the suppression pool
before the in-vessel steam explosion occurs which releases the remaining nu-
clides to the containment.

3.6.3.2 8 -- In-Containment Steam Explosion

In the unlikely event of a core melt, it is conceivable that this

molten fuel may interact with the suppression pool in a coherent manner. Ar

significant portion of core material could then be released to the environ-
ment due to the molten core contacting the water of the suppression pool in
a confined area, thereby causing a steam explosion (or oxidation release).
It is assumed that the releases due to this containment failure mode occur

O from e comsination of sources:
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1. Material released from the fuel / cladding gap or during core
melt which has not been discharged through the SRVs to the
suppression pool at the time of vessel meltthrough

.

2. Material released during the vaporization stage due to the
interaction between the molten core and concrete diaphragm
floor .

3. Material previously dissolved or suspended in the suppression
pool which is revaporized (with the steam) or resuspended asO a result of the steam explosion in the pool

4. Material released from the fuel during the oxidation process
as a result of the steam explosion.

' It was found that the 8 release fractions did not vary much from
one class to another. The gap releases will. vary among the different classes;
however, the source term associated with these radionuclides is considered
small relative to the dominant source, the vaporization and oxidation release.

The radionuclides suspended in containment following the oxidation
O reieese ere essumed to be the seme for eech eccident seguence. Effects due

to the status of the suppression pool are considered to be negligible for
this release. Some radioactivity in the suppression pool is resuspended as
a result of the postulated steam explosion.

3.6.3.3 p' -- Hydrogen Explosion

Hydrogen explosion is considered to be a low probability event for
the Limerick containment since it is usually inerted. However, according to
tentative technical specifications there may be times when the plant is opera-
ting at power with the containment deinerted. Therefore, the possibility of
hydrogen combustion is considered and the release fractions due to this type
of failure are taken from WASH-1400.

The hydrogen combustion (u') and containment steam explosion (8)
are combined because of the similar manner in which they fail the contain-
ment and the assumption that they both have similar impacts on the radio-

O auciide reiease fractioas.
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O 3.6.3.4 y, y', y" -- Relatively Slow Overpressure Failures
During Postulated Core Melt Scenarios (Class I through IV)

The containment may fail due to a relatively slow pressure buildup
due to core melt (assessed as the most likely type of failure). The various
locations for such a failure are differentiated as follows:

Q y' Drywell Failure'
-

i

Wetwell Failurey -

y" Wetwell Failure below the suppression pool waterline.-

These locations were chosen based upon a structural analysis of the LGS
containment (see Appendix J).

The release fractions associated with y (wetwell) failures are

Q nearly identical for all the classes of accident sequences used in the
Limerick PRA quantification.

3.7 CONSEQUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

This section summarizes the calculation of offsite effects for
the following:

The calculational model used in the Limerick site-specifice

eaalysis (CRAC)

Q e The input data used in the CRAC evaluation

e The results of the CRAC calculation.

3.7.1 Ex-Plant Consequence Model

|

CRAC (calculation of reactor accident consequences) is a computer
code which was used in the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) to assess the

O
,
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b
impact of reactor accidents on public risk. The CRAC evaluation in WASH-v

1400 was applied to specific sites but in the final assessment was applied
to a composite site with population density derived in a manner to approxi-
mate an average site in the United States. This section focuses on the
application of the CRAC model to the site-specific evaluation of the Limerick
Generating Station. A discussion of the various aspects of the CRAC model
are provided in Appendix E.

The basic CRAC model as used in WASH-1400 was also used in the LGS

analysis. The effect on public risk is determined by the behavior of the
radionuclide cloud, the health effects induced by the radionuclides, and the
population response. Specific aspects of the LGS CRAC model and additional
comments are noted below.

1. Impacts on the dispersion of radionuclides from the reactor
site is governed by the following:

e The length of release * was modified from that

Q used in WASH-1400 based on subsequent data to
produce a more lateral diffusion estimate.

e A plant-specific terrain roughness * factor is
-used in the model calculation of plume disper-

sion to account for turbulence-producing ground
effects.

e The height of the release is varied as a function
of the accident sequence (see Section 3.7.2) and
the release energy rate.

e A seasonal windrose is used to determine the
weighting of the consequences as they are
affected by the wind direction.

O
e The wind speed and precipitation are determined

using meteorological data gathered by PECo for
the LGS site.

,

*Both items are consistent with current NRC site review methods. See
Appendix E for further discussion of radionuclide dispersion.

O'
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e All calculations were done using five years of
weather data with risk estimates averaged to
provide a best estimate.

2. The effect on public risk is determined by the behavior
of the radionuclide cloud and by the population response.
The population response model used for the LGS evaluation.

incorporated the following:
,

o Population shielding factors characteristic
Q of the Pennsylvania area

e Evacuation. speeds and effected area the
same as used in WASH-1400

3. The health effects model used in the evaluation of early
fatality risk is a threshold model, which requires the ex-
posed person to be subjected to a specific level of radia-
tion before an early fatality is recorded.

3.7.2 The Input Data Used in the Limerick Site-Specific CRAC Model

.

The CRAC computer code acts as a bookkeeping program to combine

O dete to ceicuiete pubiic risk using the modeis discussed in Section 3.7.i
and Appendix E. The principal inputs used in the analysis include:

1. The accident sequence probabilities determined from
the event tree / fault tree evaluation (Section 3.5)

2. The radionuclide fraction released for each of these
postulated accident sequences (Section 3.6)

3. The warning time for evacuation determined as a
function of the accident sequence type (Section 3.0)

4. The height of release and the duration of release
O to determiae the Plume characteristics (Sectioa 3.8)

5. The population distribution (see Appendix E) deter-
mined from the following:

o Philadelphia Electric Company data up to
50 miles from the plant

e Census data on Northeast population density
from 50 to 500 miles

O
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6. Meteorological data from the Limerick site compiled by
PECo over the period 1972 to 1976. The CRAC best esti-
mate risk curve is an average of best estimate curves
calculated independently for each of the five .vears.

3.7.3 Results of the Limerick Specific Offsite Conseauence Evaluation

The analysis of risk involves both the estimation of the probabi-
O iity end the ceicuietioa of consequences thet may occur due to identified

accident sequences. The consequence analysis for LGS was performed using
the CRAC code, as was done in WASH-1400.

The form used to present the results of the LGS probabilistic
risk assessment is identical to that used in WASH-1400: the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The CCDF is a plot of the proba-
bility or frequency of equalling or exceeding a given parameter versus the
parameter in question. The parameter analyzed in this study is early or
latent fatalities due to postulated nuclear reactor accid'ents.

The early and latent CCDFs for LGS are presented in Figures 3.7.1
and 3.7.2, respectively. For the early fatalities, a comparison is presented
which indicates that the risk due to LGS is several orders of magnitude lower
than that encountered by the general public from various non-voluntary acti-
vities (i.e., activities undertaken without a onscious decision).

The LGS CCDF is a best estimate curve calculated to allow comparison
to other curves generated in a similar manner. To properly evaluate this
curve and make meaningful comparisons to other curves of the same type, an
understanding of the uncertainties associated with the CCDF is essential.
Section 3.8 discusses the uncertainties involved in probabilistic risk assess-
ment, and Section 4 compares LGS and the WASH-1400 BWR CCub

O
.
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3.8 . CHARACTERIZATION OF UNCERTAINTIES

The Limerick risk analysis has provided a best estimate of the
cumulative complementary distribution functionssfor consequences repre-
senting early and latent fatalities. The calculated curves are determined
from a broad range of factors including failure rate data, event sequence
definition, physical process modeling, meteorological effects, and source

O term determinetion. each of these fectors hes en essociated uncertainty.
This section presents a characterization and discussion of these uncertain-
ties.

Based upon coments by the Lewis Comittee, it is considered in-
appropriate to provide only a best estimate curve without a characterization
of the uncertainties. Therefore, an evaluation ~of the principal items which
may affect the uncertainty band in the Limerick PRA is provided. The uncer-
tainty band was assessed based upon a combination of (a) quantification of
uncertainties in the probabilities of accident sequences using Monte Carlo

O simuietion of the toS feuit tree medeis for seiected sequences; (8) su83ective
assessments of other potential contributors, and (c) subjective evaluation of
consequence variations based upon limited sensitivity analysis.

The principal topic areas of this section include:

e Evaluation of WASH-1400 Uncertainty Bounds (3.8.1)

e Limerick Accident Sequence Uncertainty Characterization (3.8.2)

e Limerick Uncertainty Band (3.8.3)

e Qualitative Sumary of Contributors to the Uncertainty
in the Evaluation of Risk (3.8.4).

3.8.1 Evaluation of WASH-1400 Uncertainty Bounds

WASH-1400 characterized the uncertainty on their final CCDF Curves
to be approximately a factor of 4 to 5 above and below the best estimate

O -

.
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curves. WASH-1400 estimated accident sequence probability uncertainties
by propagating the uncertainties of failure probabilities through the fault
tree logic model's. It should be noted, however, that the consequence por-
tion of the calculation (in-containment and ex-plant) was then treated in
a deterministic manner; i.e., uncertainty was not evaluated for that part
of the analysis. Therefore, the final summary curves are effectively charac-
terized by the uncertainties in the accident sequence probabilities.

The Lewis Committee subsequently stated that the uncertainties in
WASH-1400 were understated. Evaluations over the past 5 to 7 years would
indicate that, indeed, the uncertainties are larger than previously
cited in WASH-1400. Documentation of some of these evaluations can be found
in EPRI publications.

Following the relead of WASH-1400 in August 1974, the question of
uncertainty on the final risk curve was investigated through an in-depth re-
view of those potential risk contributors identified by the Reactor Safety

O Study 9coun. Amon9 those potentiei contributors twenty-seven items were
identified as having been inadequately treated and were further explored
(EPRI217-2-3). Each of these was evaluated for its quantitative impact on
the risk calculation (both probability and consequence of core melt).

Following formal issue of the Lewis report, further study was
performed by EPRI. The estimation procedure employed involve ~d signifi-
cant dependence on engineering judgment. Also, the underlying assumptions
in combining the uncertainty factors were that both probability and con-
sequence of each risk contributor were log-normally distributed, and that

O the totei r4sk wes the product of ati risk contributors. The resuits of
EPRI-1130 approximately doubled the WASH-1400 uncertainty band.

O
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O 3.8.2 Limerick Accident Sequence Uncertainty Characterization
i

The quantification of uncertainties is difficult due to the
lack of knowledge of specific parameter bounds and the resulting cumu-
lative sensitivity of the calculations. In lieu of rigorous quantifica-
tion, some of the methods of WASH-1400 are adopted in this analysis for
the characterization of accident sequence probability uncertainty ranges.

O These methods inciude:'

e The assumption of log-normal distributions for most hardware
failures

1 e Uncertainty factors of ~3 for most hardware failures

i e Assumptions regarding short term operability of equip-
! ment and allowable credit for operator action utilizing

the operator action stress curve from WASH-1400.

Uncertainties associated with the calculation of accident se-

Q quence probabilities can be evaluated by propagation of input uncertainties

| through each accident sequence, and combination of all accident sequences to
determine the overall uncertainty range for each accident class.,

!

I This process can be simplified for the Limerick analysis due
! to the following:

i

1. There is a single dominant accident sequence with proba-
bility much larger than the other sequences. This allows
the evaluation of a single sequence to characterize the
uncertainties in that particular accident class.

,

O 2. Each of the accident sequences in the class have similar
' probabilities, and the uncertainty ranges associated with
! each are nearly the same. This allows the use of the un-
| certainty range determined from the explicit calculation

for one sequence to represent the range for the Boolean
' sum of the class.
!

|
Based on the above discussion, the following evaluation of in-

dividual accident sequences is presented:,

O>

,

'
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O MSIV Closure and Loss of Coolant Injection: T QUXp

This sequence is one of the major contributors to the Class I
event sequence probability. Other sequences t;hich contribute to the
Class I probability have similar system and operator interactions, and
therefore similar uncertainty ranges. The MSIV Closure with the subse-

O.
quent failure of high pressure coolant injection, and the inability to
return feedwater to service, coupled with the failure to depressurize is
modeled in fault tree fonnat. The component unavailabilities are input
along with their probability distributions (assumed to be log-normal in
most cases). The uncertainties are propagated through the fault tree
model using Monte Carlo simulation (see Appendix K). This uncertainty
bound is transferred through the calculations to the CCDF for those
consequences affected by Class I. However, it should be noted that

some measures of consequences (e.g. early fatalities) are not strongly
affected by Class I sequences.

O .

ATWS Accident Sequences

ATWS sequences, as evaluated in the LGS analysis, are important
in the calculation of the CCDF for early fatalities contributing to Class
IV sequence probabilities. The uncertainty distribution associated with
the scram failure probability is oae of the most important single elements
in the estimation of the confidence bounds on ATWS accident sequence pro-
babilities. A simplified approach is used to define the probability dis-
tribution to be assigned to scram failure.

O

Bayes' theorem makes it possible to update the state-of-knowledge
of a given event by incorporating any available operating experience data
into the prior distribution. Acknowledging the existence of different sets
of experience data from different sources, Apostalokis et.al. (3-5) computed

* Note mean values are used in all accident sequence calculations.
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/

O a posterior distribution for each data source and then combined ti.am to
obtain the final composite posterior distribution of the scram failure'

i
% frequency. It must be carefully noted that the uncertainty distribution

constructed here depends heavily on the published values from Apostalokis,
et.al. (3-5). However, these are only used to provide the relative dis-
tribution about the mean. The mean scram failure probability value is
taken from the published NRC value of 3x10-5/ demand (NUREG-0460). The

O resuit is pietted as a histo ram in Fioure 3.8.i. 1e shouid be noted
that a recent ar.alysis by GE indicates that a significantly lower pro-
bability for failure to scram may be more realistic.

Mean = 3.04:10-5 g.25

.214

.20-

:

O .15-

[ .124

2

.10- *%

.064

;, . 05 - *

~

.021

h .00r

! ....4 u <* . m 4 4 v4 .. 4 . . . < * 4 v <* u 4

!O " " " ~ ' " " " " ~
t Figure 3.8.1 Scram System Failure Probability / Demand
i

i

; Once tne distribution for the scram failure probability is deter-
mined, the probability distribution for an ATWS sequence is generated using

'

Monte Carlo simulation techniques. The sequence chosen here for the purpose

; O
i

. .
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O of developing an uncertainty band representative of Class IV is the
sequence which may lead to the largest release of radionuclides to the
environment. This sequence is an ATWS followed by the total failure of
the poison injection system coupled with continued operation of HPCI
despite high containment pressure. The Monte Carlo simulation of this
sequence was performed to estirate the uncertainty bounds for the entire
Class IV sequence.

. O
'

It should be noted that Class III accident sequences are also
dominated by ATWS events; however, Class III sequences involve the loss of

the coolant injection function prior to containment failure. The uncertainty.
bounds for these sequences are estimated to be comparable to those calculated
above for the typical Class IV accident.

LOCA Sequences

One of the accident sequence contributors to Class II is the large
O LOCA initiator followed by a failure to provide adequate containment heat

'

| removal capability. For the Limerick analysis a mean value for large LOCAs
is determined to be comparable to that used in WASH-1400 (see Appendix A).
The probability distribution is assumed to be similar to that evaluated for

t

WASH-1400; i.e., log-normally distributed, with an uncertainty factor of
10*. -

!

i

i

'

O

* WASH-1400 states that the error factor on LOCA initiators is 30. The actual
implementation of the data in accident sequences and the evaluation of their
uncertainty do not reflect error bands of this magnitude. (A value of ~7appears to have been used.)

O
~

.
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Figure 3.'8.2 Probability Density Function
~

for the Large LOCA Initiator

O
When the luge LOCA initiator distribution is combined with the

probability distrih. tion of unsuccessful containment heat removal, the
accident sequence probability distribution is determined to provide the
uncertainty bounds for Class II.

3.8.3 Limerick Uncertainty Band

The CCDF uncertainty band for potential early fatalities associated'

Q with remote accident sequences at LGS has been established and is shown in
Figure 3.8.3 to provide a perspective on the best estimate curve. This uncer-
teinty band is a judgment of the potential variations due to the identified
areas of unceitainty (see Section 3.8.4). The following factors have the
major affect on the uncertainty bands established in Figure 3.8.3 :

O
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1. The quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty of
accident sequences with the potential of leading
to core melt.

2. The evaluation of many of the hardware and data
uncertainties associated with accident sequences.

~

3. The completeness of the accident sequences analyzed.

4. Uncertainties in the consequence evaluation.

With regard to ltem 4, it is concluded that the uncertainties
in the consequence evaluation are approximately of the same order of mag-
nitude as the uncertainties in the accident sequence frequencies. This
judgment is based upon estimates of the effects of the several contribu-
tors to consequence uncertainty, specifically in the areas of containment
failurt: modes and offsite releases. The quantity of radionuclides re-
leased to the environment is uncertain due to lack of understanding of
core melt phenomenology and interaction with the containment, probabilities
of release fractions characteristic of steam and hydrogen explosions, and

O uacerteiaties 4a decoata=4aetioa rectors- orrsite distributioa eae errects
of a postulated radionuclide release are uncertain due to uncertainties in
health effects models, accuracy of past weather patterns to represent future
patterns, and the potential dispersion of radionuclides in various weather
patterns.

3.8.4 Qualitative Summary of Contributors to the Uncertainty
in the Evaluation of Risk

The Limerick Generating Station analysis has been carried out using
the groundrules provided in Section 1. Given these groundrules, best estimate
CCDFs were calculated (for early and latent fatalities) and presented in Section'

3.7. The principal areas of uncertainty in the best estimate early fatalities
curve are identified in this section. A detailed sensitivity study comparing
the CCDF variations with each identified parameter has not been performed. How-
ever,an attempt has been made to qualitatively assess the impact of each iden-

tified area.
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O
Tables 3.8.2 to 3.8.4 are provided as sumaries of those items

which contribute to the uncertainty in the best estimate CCDF. The distri-
bution of uncertainties into categories of minor, moderate, and potentially
significant are based upon a subjective evaluation of the effect of each
item taken individually on the CCDF for early fatalities. However, since
the calculation of CCDFs is a complex process the effects of each of the
items is not strictly independent of all other items.

As previously noted, the Limerick probabilistic risk assessment
has been performed as a best estimate analysis. The factors contributing
to the uncertainty in the resulting CCDF curve for early fatalities in
Tables 3.8.2 to 3.8.4 have not been individually quantified. Based on
subjective consideration of these ef Nets and the other considerations

identified in Section 3.8, the uncertainty band shown in Figure 3.8.3
was constructed.

O
|

|

:

,

O -

!

, -

O
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TABLE 3.8.2

SUMMARY OF AREAS OF UNCERTAINTY HAVING
A MINOR EFFECT ON THE LGS EARLY FATALITY CCDF

O
-

SUBJECT ASSUMPTION USED IN LGS ANALYSIS IMPACT
_

'
.

METHODOLOGY:
|

Success Criteria The success criteria are based on ''

realistic calculations or estimates
of system capability during accident

j conditions. Future changes in model-
r ing, to more accurately reflect reality.

may alter success criteria; therefore,8

j there is an uncertainty associated with

O-
,

success criteria.
I

i Degraded Core Leads The assumption used in WASH-1400 and in P.C**
Directly to Core Melt the LGS analysis is that once a core loses

identified methods of cooling, it willi

! melt. This may be conservative.

No Repair of As in WASH-1400 very little, or no credit P

Failed Systems is given to the operator for restoring a
system to service if it is failed or in
maintenance.

Accident Sequences Accident sequences are characterized C-

Characterization by the most severe conditions asso-
- ciated with the event. There may be,

f conservatisms in the sequence evalua-
tion.

|
. Common-mode Coninon connections and dependencies P

j Failures among systems were included based upon
i design drawings and proposed environ-

mental qualification. The as-built
plant may have interdependencies not
modeled.

Constant Wind The wind direction is assumed constant C

Direction in the throughout the accident sequence.
CRAC Code

-_

DATA:

Plant / Component Age Data for plants with a long operating P

history are not available. Therefore
component failure rate data are in
general an average of failure rates over
the initial 5 to 10 years of plant operation.

Constant Failure The failure rate is assumed to be a constant. P
- Rate Assumption The time variation of component failuro rates

is not known. Recent EPRI work has shown
that higher than nomal failure rates may be
expected during the initial year of plant
operation. There is currently no characteri-
zation of the end of life performance of
major plant components, i.e., pipes pumps.
valves.

'Component Failure Log-normal distributions are assumed to des. P

Rate Distribution cribe component failure probability distri-
butions. However, sufficient data does not
exist to fully justify this assumption.

O' Human Error Prona- The only data used are data cited in WASH- P
bilities 1400 and the Human Reliability Handbooki

(Swain and Guttman).

I.____-. ---

-

*P = Probatt11ty **C = Conseesence
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TABLE 3.8.2 (continued)
. .

SUBJECT ASSU"pTION USED IN LGS ANALYSIS IMPAR.T

EQUIPMENT:

CR0 Injection Water Due to their relatively small capacity, the P,C
CRD pumps are not included in the analysis.
There are, howeier, some conditions which
would benefit from the CRD pump flow:

e Manual shutdowns with gradual
power reductions

e Injection after decay heat has
been reduced

MSIVs Reopened During transients which result in MSIV PO' closure it is assmed in the analysis
(based upon limited operating experience)
that the MSIVs can be reopened in sufficient
time to restore feedwater flow to the
reactor for some accident sequences. .

_ _ _ . _ _ _

CONTAINMENT:

Containment Integrity Containment integrity is assumed to be P
at High Temperature with the pool temperature at 290'F and at
and Pressure internal pressures in the range 50 Ps19,

with safety relief valves blowing down
to the suppression pool. These conditions
may result in containment loads that have
not been proven to be acceptable.

Containment Lower pressures that used, for containment C
Failure failure lead to:

a. shorter retention time for fission
products

,

b. shiftino of Class III events to
Clast IV

Molten Core An area of uncertainty is the deposition C

Reaction molten core after it' fetis the RPV. It
is uncertain what portion of the molten
core may:

e drop onto the diaphragm floor in one
coherent mass

e fragment and disperse around cont-
O ainment from blowdown of RPV if at

| (/ large blowdown force occurs
,

stay inside t'he pedestal region ofe
the diaphragn floor .

I
' e melt through the diaphragm floor .

vents and drop irto the suppression I
'

,

pool causing steam explosion (s).
I
! Molten Core In some of the dominant sequences, the C

oxide layer is predicted to freeze.
The implication of this layer is
uncertain. In the Limerick analysis.,

i

the vaporization release period is
|

considered to occur whether or not theI '

oxide layer freezes; therefore, the
radioactivity :' lease fractions are

|
larger for those cases with the oxide
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Table 3.8.2 (cont.)

SUBJECT ASSUMPTION USED IN LGS ANALYSi3 IMPACT'

| RELEASE FRACTION
REACT / CORRAL MODEL:

Melt Release The REACT model assumed that only 50% C

of the available radionuclides could
be released. This assumed to cover
plateout, etc. This has little effect
since the bulk of the material release
occurs from the vaporization release.

I

EX-PLANT EFFECTS

Plume dispersion The model used to define the narrowness C

of the plume as it traverses large dis-
tances ( 20 miles) has not been verified
experimentally.

Evacuation model The assumption that large numbers of C

people can be informed, motivated, and
actually move away from a site has not
been demonstrated for a large metropolitan
area.

Shielding effective- An appreciable portion of the effects on the C

ness public comes from gansna ray cloudshine. The
degree of shielding is a function of the lo-O cation of the population and the type of
structures they occupy.

.

bG

!

O
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Table 3.8.3

O su,.44av of naEas oF unCEaTarnTv HAvinG A noDea4TE
EFFECT ON THE lgs EARLY FATALITY CCDF

SUBJECT ASSUMPTION USED IN LGS ANALYSIS IMPACT

METHODOLOGY:

Incomplete or All possible accident sequences are not P

Missing Accident included. Becuase of the infinite number
Sequences of possibilities that accident sequences

O could take, and because not all these
sequences have been included in the
quar.tification effort, it is possible
that a sequence with a low probatility
of occurence may not be lepresented.

Containment Failure Several potential mechanisms connecting P

Leads Directly to containment failure with eventual core
Core Melt melt have been identified. However,

this remains an assumption and an area
of potential conservatism.

DATA:

Meteorological A five year sample of data (1972-1976) C

Data is used to characterize the LGS weather
patterns. Sharp changes in future weatherO '
patterns are not included.

ADS Initiation For some accident sequences manual P

by Operator depressurization is required. The
probability of failure is estimated

as 1/500 demands. Because of the
uncertainty in the human error prob-
abilities, this operation is assumed
to have a larger uncertainty than typical
hardware failures.,

!

EQUIPMENT:

Improvement in Operating problems have resulted in P
Hardware Based upon selective improvements in component
Operating Experience design. This is the case for diesels,

relief valves, scram discharge volume,
etc. Some of these improvements are not

O reflected in the analysis since failure
rates are based upon the total available
data. .

CONTAINMENT:

RPV Failure The manner in which the RPV fails is C
uncertain. The INCOR method, modeled
for a PWR, assumes that the RPY ruptures
from the stress of the molten core rather
than melting through. This model allows
the entire bottom head of the vessel
to fail at one instant. Other

\ methods assume failure from melting,
but the manner of melting is also
uncertain.
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Table 3.8.3 (cont.)

- SUBJECT ASSUMPTION USED IN LGS ANALYSIS IMPACT

Steam Explosion The probability of a steam explosion P

(in-vessel or in-containment) is the
subject of controversy. The values
from WASH-1400 are expected to be an
upper bound. The values used in the
LGS are viewed as high, however .a lower
value appears to be difficult to
justify based upe operating experience
or test data.

Hydrogen Explosion It is considered possible that a P

hydrogen explosion of sufficient magnitudelq to result in radioactivity releasesg comparable to an in-vessel steam explosion
may occur. The probability is estimated
to be 10% of the time a core melt occurs
with the containment not inerted.

Containment Failure All containment failures due to high internal
pressure result in loss of coolant inventory
makeup.

-

i

RELEASE FRACTION
REACT / CORRAL MODEL:

Radioactive Releases Both REACT and CORRAL use the WASH-1400 C
values for best estimate percent releases
for each aroup of radionuclides. Theses

C'I values are uncertain, and recent experimental
data indicate the larger numbers are con-
servative and the low estimates may be low.
Group 4, tellurium, is especially considered
to be uncertain since its release in WASH-
1400 is for LOCA events. This directly
effects the amount of the release, for it
detemines the cladding reaction, which
detemines the amount of tellurium that will
be released. The values for tellurium from
WASH-1400 used in the Limerick analysis may
be overestimated.

EX-PLANT EFFECTS:

Threshold effect in The applicability of a given threshold C
early fatalities is strongly dependent upon the health of

O a person and the degree of medical attention
received once exposed. In addition, changes
in the threshold may affect the calculated
number of early fatalities.

Duration of radio. The release of all the radionuclides C
nuclide release calculated by CORRAL to escape for each

containment failure mode and accident
sequence is assumed to occur over a
30 minute period. This is longer than the
WASH-1400 3 minute " puff"; however, the
actual release for most accident sequences
may be even longer.

O
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Table 3.8.4

O su*iAaY oF AaEAs oF uuCEaTAInTv sAvInG A
POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE LGS
EARLY FATALITY CCDF.

j SUBJECT ASSUMPTION USED IN LGS ANALYSIS IMoACT

DATA:

ATWS Frequency Operating experience is insufficient to P
adequately characterize the potential for
ATWS. The frequency used 2or the LGS
analysis is that derived from NUREG-0460.

CONTAINMENT:

Decontamination Despite continued research into the Cfactors behavior of different radionuclide
species under postulated accident con-
ditions, there is insufficient experimental

' information available to precisely define
the decontamination factors. The values

'

'-utt112ed in the LGS analysis appear to be
Jonservative. -

I
4

O

:

1
'

O
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O
Section 4

COMPARISON OF LIMERICK PRA WITH WASH-1400

The reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) and the Limerick PRA are

similar studies in that they both analyze the risk to the general public
associated with the operation of a BWR. The methodology used in both

O studies is besiceiix the seme (Probebiiistic eveatzfeuit tree eaeissis)
'

and the results are presented in the same manner (complementary cumulative
distribution functions of offsite consequences).

While the Limerick PRA and WASH-1400 employed similar techniques

to quantify risk, the details of the two analyses are substantially different,
The differences fall into four major categories:

,

1. Plant siting

2. Design
0 -

3. Data base

; 4. Methodology.
|

-

The impact of the differences in the two analyses is evidenced by
the differences in the calculated offsite consequences (CCDF curves). These
results are compared on two bases (Section 4.2):

1. The effect of the Limerick site if no changes are made in
the plant design, the evaluation methodology, or the input
data from that used in WASH-1400. This comparison withO, WASH-1400 is referred to as the WASH-1400 BWR at the
Limerick site.

2. The Limerick site-specific evaluation compared with WASH-
1400 for cases where:

e Only data and methodological differences are included

e Only design differences are included.

O
,
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3
1 4.1 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES IN THE ANALYSES

4.1.1 Site Differences .

The Limerick PRA considered the actual site population and
meteorology associated with the Limerick site while WASH-1400 used a
composite site with data averaged over all U. S. reactor sites. The

O Limerick site has a higher population density than that used in WASH-
1400 and the combination of rain, wind, and temperature patterns is
substantially different. Therefore, site-specific meteorology and
population is used (see Appendix E for further details).

4.1.2 Design Differences

The major differences in design between the WASH-1400 BWR

and Limerick are summarized in Table 4.1. The most important design
features from the viewpoint of risk are:

O
1. The reinforced concrete steel lined containment, which

has a different suppression pool configuration and
different radioactive release pathways and containment
failure modes.

2. The containment overpressure relief system, which pro-
vides the capability to avoid containment overpressure
and failure for certain accident sequences.

3. An improved shutdown system that provides a more reliable
and diverse means to insert negative reactivity into the
core to shut down the reactor.

' 4. More reliable offsite power supplies are available for
the Limerick site.

Additionally, the larger standby gas treatment system, new
safety relief valves, spray pond, improved pumps and diesel generator
capability designed into the Limerick plant provide improved reliabi-
lity over that associated with the WASH-1400 BWR.

O
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Table 4.1
O

COMPARISON OF WASH-1400 AND.

LIMERICK DESIGN DIFFERENCES

DESIGN FEATURE WASH-1400 LIMERICK EFFECT

a

RHR Connections 4 dedicated RHR 2 RHR Heat A slight reduction in the RHR
''"

'''''' " ''''c'"has a'' low''"' '"''' " '"'"'''' '"**"'''' ' * " ' " '
l.' ability to " cross sequence whi h

connect the Unit 2 probability of occurrence at
pumps Limerick

Containment Design Mark 1 Mark !! Different suppression pool
configuration, radioactive
release pathtays and contain-
sent failure modes

Off Site Power Supplies 2 Redundant Five Decreases the probability

Offsite Power * Offsite Power of loss of power. This results
Supolies Supplies in a lower probability of core

malt for certain sequences
~

_

Containment Overpressure Not Included included to provide Increase the probability of
Relief a 4thod of maintain. maintainirg the containment

ing containment intact. This results in ap pressure below design reduction in core melt
g j probability, U .

NP5H Requirement Pumps were Pumps are designed increases the probability of
On Low Pressure failed at satur- to pump at saturated successful coolant injection
ECCS f umps atton conditions conditions under adverse containment

conditions, thereby reducing
the probability of a core
seel t

ATW5 Mitigation PPT and Manual a. ARI Reduces the probability of an

(Alternate 3A) SLC intiation b. R8T ATb5 by prevention (Akl+RPT).
c. Automatic SLC Also reduces the probability
d. FW Runback of an ATW5 leading to a core
e. Scram discharge helt by mitigation once it

instrument volume has occurred
modifications

_

G

v

.
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4.1.3 Data Differences

Since the publication of WASH-1400, a significant increase in
the data associated with nuclear reactor operation has been accumulated.
This newer data provides enhanced understanding of maintenance and com-

ponent. reliability quantifications as well as frequency of potential tran-
sient initiators to be investigated. In addition, the use of plant or

O site-soecific date which is directiv eooiica8ie to Limerick provides e more
accurate representation than that from the more generic data
used in WASH-1400. Some of the more important aspects of these differences
are sumarized in Table 4.2.

4.1.4 Methodology Differences

The methodology used in Limerick represents an update of the
WASH-1400 approach. The computer models have been improved to provide

a more comprehensive treatment of the complex physical interactions that

O cen teke niece durino e aucieer reector eccident.

The event trees that were used to describe transient initiated
accidents in the Limerick PRA are larger in number and contain more detail
than was possible in WASH-1400. For example, four transient events were
analyzed in the Limerick PRA compared to only one in WASH-1400. In addi-
tion, ATWS sequence evaluations received increased attention.

Experimental investigations into the mechanisms of core melt,
reactor pressure vessel failure, and hot metal-water interactions have pro-
vided an improved understanding of the perfomance of degraded cores. This
knowledge has been incorporated into the core perfomance modeling codes to
produce an improved representation of containment pressure rises due to
rapid steam generation and hydrogen burning.

A summary of the more important methodology differences between
WASH-1400 and the Limerick PRA is presented in Table 4.3.

O
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Table 4.24

COMPARISON OF '4 ASH-1400 AND LIMERICK
DATA BASE DIFFERENCES

DATA INPUT
ITEM liASH-1400 LIMEA!CK EFFECT

* Maintenance Data Estrapolated Data PEco D eerience Reduction in the impact on

from Oresden and (Peach Botton Specific) system unavailability. Very
} small not effect on risk.

Quad Cities

ecomponent Ralf a61- Multitude of Data used the following Some changes in the calculated

lity sources sources in the order frequency of core melt. Some
givent positive and negative

contributions
a. Peach Bottom or

PECo Gr1d Specific

D. NAC evaluated
component
reliability

c. GE Data

d. liash-1400

* Transient Initiator Estimate of EPRI survey of Better deff nttion of types of

Probstfifty nuclear operating utilities susumarizing transients. Net effect in-

C) esperience 1972- operating experience creases the calcuated*

1973 through 1977. Also measures of risk
1

later GE Data.

escram Systen Fault free HUREG-Qa40 lacreases the calcuated risk
Fallure Probability Evaluation

eHuman Error Swain Swain & Guttmann Approximately tr.e same
and WASH-1400Probabilities

e Proba6flfty of Due to lack of Additional experimental This, coupled with the elimi-

coherent in-vessel data a rather high data and analysis nation of smoothing (see

steam explosfon proba6 titty was indicates the probabi- methodology discussion). leads

estimated ( a. 01) lity may be much lower to a reduction in the early
than identified in fatality CCCF
isASH-1400

0

;

O
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Table 4.3
COMPARISON OF WASH-1400 AND

LIMERICK METHODOLOGY DIFFERENCES

O METimine ncy REACTOR SAFETY LIMERICK QUALITATIVE

ITEM STUDY PRA EFFECT

ACC!00ff $f0UENCE
DEFINITION

ofransient Eveet One transient Four transient Better definttfon of system
frees event tree event trees effects following special

transtant initiators. Net
effect is to increase slightly
tne calculated risk as
measured by the CC0F for
latent fatalities

EAT)f5 Event Trees Part of transient Seperate event tnes Better definition of system
event tree with significant increase interactions during an ATif5

O in the level of detail

efmergency Operator Plant specific General Electric Redefinition of plant status
Guidelines procedures Emergency Procedure and operator interaction

Guideltnes
- -

.

e5uccess Criteria Lice? sing Basis Realistic estimate Reduction in probabilities
of system capability of accident sequences leading

to degraded core conditions

CONTAlletENT ANALYt!$

* Code Package Hand calcuations Contempt LT plus Small effect in reducing
plus CORRAL CORRAL calculated risk in LG5 PRA

D
e$uppression Pool No credit for suppression Some credit taken for Cecreases early radionuclide
Effectiveness pool 0F if Satarated suppression pool de. release
(Decontamination contamination, even

Factors) if saturated

eFission Product No credit Minimal credit Negligible effect or; early
Retention in fatality CCDF
Reactor Enclosure

. _ . . . - . . . . _ _ _ . . _ . . . . .

eReictor Vessel Intantaneous at Failure at the No instantaneous failure of
Fa. lure Mechanism bottom heed creep penetration in the containment following RPV

| During Malt rupture failure botton Head failure; therefore a longer
Through Precess fiss10.i product holdup in

ccatainment before postulated
containment failure

. . _ . .. . - _ _ . _ . _ _ . . . -

0FF51TE EFFECTS

ePopulation Shielding Composite Site Typical Pennsylvania Reduction in risk
homes used in estimating
effective shielding

eRadionuclide Puff Short Duration Slightly longer duration Reduction in cloud concentration
Duration (.3 min) for (-30 min) for release with offsetting increase in

release of all of all radionuclides exposure time
i

radionuclides

Included smoothing No smoothing, because Noticeable decrease in the
* Smoothing * of to account for sequences are defined high end of the early fata.

miscategoriaation more precisely lity CCDFAccident Sequence
Probabilities

.

Placing a portion of the probabilities associated with a given category in adjacent categories to account*

for miscategoriaation
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4.2 EFFECTS OF THE DIFFERENCES

In Section 3 the offsite effects for the Limerick Generating
Station PRA are presented, and compared with similar effects calculated
for the Reactor Study (WASH-1400). The purpose of this section is to
attempt to isolate which effects lead to changes in the offsite CCDF
consequence curves.

4.2.1 WASH-1400 BWR at Limerick (Site Effects)

Figure 4.1 is the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) for the WASH-1400 BWR at the Limerick site. As can be seen, due to
the increased population density at Limerick, there is a potential in-

crease in risk associated with this site. Even with the higher risk asso-
ciated with the WASH-1400 BWR at the Limerick site as postulated, it can
be seen that the risk is still approximately 100,000 times less than the
size of other risks.

O
In performing this analysis, the following were utilized directly

from WASH-1400: .

e The accident sequence probabilities. (The methodo'iogy, data,
and plant design were not changed.)

e The radionuclide release fractions. (The containment re-
sponse and release fraction calculations were not changed.)

e The offsite effects model (CRAC). (The basic model from
WASH-1400 was implemented precisely as it was in the
Reactor Safety Study.)

It must be emphasized that this calculation was made to provide
the reader with an approximate measure of the impact of the Limerick site
on the public. Two key aspects of the problem are rot included which
make this calculation useful only on a relative basis and not as an
absolute measure of risk to the public. These two aspects are:

O
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O
1. There is no such plant-site configuration. The actal

plant design is different, and the evaluated offsite
CCDFs are reduced because of these differences, and

2. There are several assumptions in the WASH-1400
methodology which are either overconservative * or
in error.

4.2.2 Effects of Data and Methodology Differences

Figure 4.2 shows the CCDF for early fatalities for the WASH-
1400 BWR with updated data and methods, as used in the Limerick PRA.

The principal changes in methodology which lead to the net downward
shift in the CCDF are the following:

1. Reduction in the probability of an in-vessel steam
explosion leading to reactor vessel failure and con-
tainment failure. The probability is reduced by a
factor of ten (see Appendix J).

O 2. Elimination of the use of smoothing based upon the
Lewis Committee comments, plus the use of a better
definition of accident sequences and their release
fractions.

Both of these effects lead to d reduction in the probability of high con-
sequence events. These high consequence events were characterized in
WASH-1400 as the BWR Category 1 sequences.

It must be noted that while there were methodology changes
which tend to reduce the offsite effects as noted above, there were also

] changes in methodology which tend to increase the calculated offsite'

i effects. The principal methodology change which tends to increase the CCDF
for early fatalities is the redefinition of ATWS accident sequences to in-
clude the possibility of containment failure prior to core melt. This
event sequence leads to a substantial increase in the calculated CCDF for
early fatalities.

O *0vercoaservetisms ere inenpropriete 4n risx eveieetioa beceuse tney mey
focus attention on sequences or problems which should not be the principal
areas of interest.

.
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O
4.2.3 Effects of the Limerick Design

Figure 4.3 shows the early fatality CCDF for the Limerick
design at the WASH-1400 composite site using WASH-1400 data and methods.

The difference between this curve and the WASH-1400 curve represents
the effects of the design differences (discussed in Section 4.1.2) be-
tween Limerick and the WASH-1400 BWR. The principal design differences
between Limerick and the WASH-1400 BWR which affect the early fatality
CCDF are the following:

e ATWS Alternate 3A implementation

e Containment overpressure relief

e Mark II containment

e PJM grid reliability.

4.3 SUMMARY

Figure 4.4 summarizes the effects of the differences between the
WASH-1400 analysis and the Limerick PRA. Examination of Figures 4.1, 4.2,
and 4.3 reveals the following:

e The Limerick site acts to increase the risk

e The effect of updated data and methods is to increase
the rish estimate for low consequence levels and de-
crease the risk estimate for higher consequence levels.

~ e Design features incorporated into Limerick offset the
site effects, to produce a net reduction in risk fors

Limerick relative to the WASH-1400 BWR.

The effects of the differences between the WASH-1400 analysis
and the Limerick analysis have been evaluated in terms of the best estimate
value of early fatality CCDFs. The effects on latent fatality CCDFs
would be similar, but the differences would be relatively smaller.

O
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Section 5

CONCLUSION AND SUMARY

'

The Limerick Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment
represents the implementation of the best analysis tools available for
the identification of potential accident scenarios and evaluation of the
attendant level of risk to the public. The key features of the methods
used include the use of fault trees and event trees to develop and quantify
the probability of postulated accident sequences, an accident analysis code
package developed through EPRI to evaluate plant thermal-hydraulic responses
and radioactivity releases for severe accidents, and the use of CRAC to cal-
culate the consequences to the public of releases of radionuclides to the
environment. The analysis includes the same general types of accident initia-
tors as evaluated in WASH-1400, i.e., transients and LOCAs under operating
conditions, with and without scram. Excluded from the assessment are event

] sequences associated with external events, such as seismic, tornado and flood;
fires; sabotage; and operator errors of commission. The risk evaluation tech-
niques used involve several potentially important uncertainties, which are -
incorporated into uncertainty bands around the best estimate calculations. These
uncertainties, and how they are treated in the Limerick analysis, are discussed
in Section 3.8 and Appendix I. The LGS analysis can be compared directly to,
and on the same basis as, the WASH-1400 evaluation. .

The results of the LGS evaluation are shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2, and
can be sumarized as follows:

O
1. The calculated core melt frequency for Limerick is approximately

one half that calculated in WASH-1400. The accident sequence
contributors identified and evaluated in the Limerick analysis
are of a different nature, and more numerous than those identi-
fied and assessed in WASH-1400.

Oa
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O
2. The Limerick best estimate CCDF curves are below the published

WASH-1400 CCDF curves for both early fatalities and latent ,

i

fatalities for all calculated consequences.

3. The Limerick best estimate CCDF for early fatalities is
several orders of magnitude below the CCDFs due to all
natural and man-made risks.

4. Even with the uncertainties involved in the analysis, the
Limerick Generating Station is not expected to represent

O "> uadue or disaronortioa te risk to the a"biic-

The LGS analysis includes a major reevaluation of the assumptions
and techniques used in WASH-1400, taking into account significant comments
from the Lewis Conunittee review of WASH-1400. The following items are
key differences in the LGS analysis with respect to WASH-1400:

1. The estimate of the probability of the in-vessel steam ex-
plosion leading directly to containment failure was re-
assessed (see Appendix H). The probability of a steam
explosion leading directly to a containment failure is
reduced by a factor of ten. .

2. The use of accident categories in WASH-1400 required lump-
ing accident sequences having major differences in poten-
tial consequences into the same category, for consequence
evaluation. For the LGS evaluation, the use of categories
was eliminated, and each unique sequence type was evaluated
separately.

3. WASH-1400 used a concept of smoothing of probabilities
between categories, to account for miscategorization and
other uncertainties. This procedure was unnecessary in
the LGS evaluation, because of better definition of acci-
dent sequence consequence evaluation.

Q 4. Accident sequences were reevaluated, and additional se-
U quences affecting offsite consequences were identified.

5. Component failure rate data were reevaluated based upon
the lat'st operating nuclear data.

6. Philade :hia Electric Company nuclear experience data
for maintenance operations, diesel reliability, and
offsite power availability were all used in the LGS
evaluation. These data are believed to be more appli-
cable to Limerick than the broader-based WASH-1400
data.
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O
Philadelphia Electric Company has incorporated several design

changes in the Limerick Generating Station that make the plant safer.
These design changes include:

1. Containment overpressure relief to offer an alternate.

method of containment heat removal, and prevent con-
tainment rupture when no abnormal radioactivity exists '

in conte /,riment. :

O
2. An automatic boron injection system as a backup to

the control rods, in the event of a postulated ATWS
condition.

3. Low pressure pumps which do not require a positive
back pressure, for operation at high suppression
pool temperature.

4. Multiple interconnections to offsite power sources.

5. Four diesels per unit. (Total of eight for the station.)

The analysis is characterized as a best-estimate of the probabi-,

lities and consequences of postulated accidents which could occur at the-

Limerick Generating Station.

Despite the attempts to perform a realistic analysis, there
remain some potentially conservative assumptions, data and methods. These
include:

1. Plume dispersion, which impacts the calculation of
early effects, may be conservatively modeled in CRAC.'

p 2. Containment failure is assumed to lead directly
V to unacceptable core conditions.

3. The scram failure probability from the NRC NUREG-0460
is used. Recent analysis by GE indicates a significantly
lower value may be appropriate.

4. Recovery of failed equipment is generally not included;
! ' even failure modes which could be remedied through very

minor operations.

! p 5. The radionuclide release fractions which were used may
be higher than the true mean value.
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The best estimate can only be used effectively if the range
of uncertainty associated with it can be characterized. Figure 5.3
shows the uncertainty bounds on the best estimate CCDF for early fata-
li ties. Uncertainty bands for the latent fatality CCDF would be similar.
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